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From the Golden Age of the 1940s, through the Silver Age of the '60s, up until the early '80s--the
end of the Bronze Age. Included are the earliest series, like American Comics Group's
Adventures into the Unknown and Prize Comics' Frankenstein, and the controversial and gory
comics of the '40s, such as EC's infamous and influential Tales from the Crypt. The resurgence
of monster-horror titles during the '60s is explored, along with the return of horror anthologies
like Dell Comics' Ghost Stories and Charlton's Ghostly Tales from the Haunted House.The
explosion of horror titles following the relaxation of the comics code in the '70s is fully
documented with chapters on Marvel's prodigious output--The Tomb of Dracula, Werewolf by
Night and others--DC's anthologies--Witching Hour and Ghosts--and titles such as Swamp
Thing, as well as the notable contributions of firms like Gold Key and Atlas. This book examines
how horror comics exploited everyday terrors, and often reflected societal attitudes toward
women and people who were different.

“A well-written and comprehensive text with contributions from a large number of international
experts in the field of endodontics . . . It has sub-sequently influenced my clinical practice and I’d
strongly urge anyone who is truly committed to learning and understanding endodontic imaging
to a superior level to invest their time into reading this text.” (British Dental Journal, 12 October
2013)From the Inside FlapEndodontic Radiology, 2nd edition, is a unique reference that
examines all aspects of radiographic imaging related to endodontics. Dr. Bettina Basrani and a
team of prestigious international contributors build upon traditional radiographic techniques and
include the latest information available on digital radiographs and cone beam computed
tomography. More than an overview of equipment, the book delves into radiographic
interpretation, differential diagnosis, technical difficulties and special circumstances when taking
radiographs during the endodontic treatment, and how to choose the correct radiographic
technique to obtain the desired images. Chapters explain general radiographic techniques;
intraoral techniques; standard radiographs and interpretation; digital radiographs and their
manipulation, storage, and interpretation; and CBCT principles, techniques, and clinical
considerations.From the Back CoverEndodontic Radiology, 2nd edition, is a unique reference
that examines all aspects of radiographic imaging related to endodontics. Dr. Bettina Basrani
and a team of prestigious international contributors build upon traditional radiographic
techniques and include the latest information available on digital radiographs and cone beam
computed tomography. More than an overview of equipment, the book delves into radiographic
interpretation, differential diagnosis, technical difficulties and special circumstances when taking
radiographs during the endodontic treatment, and how to choose the correct radiographic
technique to obtain the desired images. Chapters explain general radiographic techniques;



intraoral techniques; standard radiographs and interpretation; digital radiographs and their
manipulation, storage, and interpretation; and CBCT principles, techniques, and clinical
considerations.About the AuthorBettina Ruth Basrani, DDS, Specialist in Endodontics, PhD is
Assistant Professor and Co-Director MSc Endodontic Program at the Faculty of Dentistry
University of Toronto.Read more
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most people think of horror comic books the first thing that comes to mind is the often grisly and
controversial Tales from the Crypt and similar series from EC Comics. These comics are
justifiably famous and certainly deserve their chapter in this book, but they are neither the
beginning nor the end of the story. Horror stories appeared in comic books in the golden age of
the 1940s, the same decade in which the first full-fledged horror anthology comic, Adventures
into the Unknown, made its debut. Although horror comics were all but obliterated by the comics
code—most metamorphosing into science fiction and fantasy comics—they began reappearing
in the silver age of the ’60s, when there were long-running comic adaptations of such shows as
The Twilight Zone and when Dell Comics came out with Ghost Stories, the first issue of which
contained one of the most nightmare-inducing classics ever published. In the ’70s—the bronze
age—a general horror boom in films and fiction, along with a relaxation of the comics code,
brought about a virtual avalanche of horror material from all publishers, with Marvel boasting its
Tomb of Dracula and Werewolf by Night, DC and Charlton mass-producing such anthologies as
The Witching Hour and Scary Tales, and such publishers as Dell, Gold Key and the short-lived
Atlas releasing much horrific and supernatural material.Said material—be it in the golden age or
much later—came from a variety of sources. On occasion it ushered forth from the fertile
imaginations of writers, but there was also quite a bit of borrowing, with plots influenced by or



simply lifted from literature (Poe, Mary Shelley), radio shows (such as Lights Out!), movies, and
even folklore. There were times, however, when it was just the opposite, and you’ll find in this
volume certain stories that were clear influences on some famous horror films made years later;
screenwriters and producers were not above reading comic books. Certain plots or themes were
used over and over: the spirits of murdered men rise to haunt their murderers; a person makes a
deal with the devil but discovers that Satan is rarely outwitted; a hen-pecked or harassed man or
woman finally snaps and takes an ax to his or her spouse; a protagonist kills, steals and betrays
every person and principle he knows to achieve life everlasting only to spend eternity paralyzed,
in endless agony, or in jail for a “life” sentence. And so on.The discussion of these comics follows
a roughly chronological order in that the three parts of the book correspond to the golden, silver,
and bronze age of comics. Within these parts chapters are presented according to the comics’
importance and influence. American Comics Group presented the first long-running horror
comics series so it gets the first chapter, and EC Comics gets Chapter Two because it
influenced countless comic books from many publishers, some of whom changed their style of
storytelling just so they could seem more like EC. In general major publishers are covered first,
and then the smaller ones. Due to the huge amount of material, black and white larger-format
horror magazines such as Eerie and Creepy are not included, although some of Marvel’s black
and white periodicals are mentioned for purposes of continuity, as some of their fearsome
characters appeared in both comics and magazines. Horror comics of the golden age have been
examined in other tomes with varying degrees of success—most books on the subject simply
reproduce covers or stories without critical assessment—but horror comics of the ’60s and ’70s
have never come in for serious study before now.This volume covers thousands of comic books
from an historical and critical perspective. Most of the research for this book has consisted,
simply, of reading or re-reading all of these comics, which was a dream come true for an author
who loves both comic books and the horror field. While many horror comic stories are derivative,
schlocky, poorly done, or fail to properly develop some interesting premises, there are also a lot
of honest-to-goodness gems hidden among the gristle.Part IThe Golden Age, Pre–
1956OneAmerican Comics Group (ACG)American Comics Group (ACG) came out with what
was to become the first of the long-running horror comics when they began publishing
Adventures into the Unknown in 1948. The cover of the premiere issue shows a young couple
about to enter a haunted house. Inside there is a host of stories: a creepy tale about a werewolf
on the rampage, stalking a woman who suspects his true identity; Malevo, the Devil’s second-in-
command (but even more evil), walks the earth as “The Living Ghost”; the spirit of a murdered
man whose body was dumped into the sea supposedly haunts a newly opened resort hotel; and
a woman is told she will inherit a fortune if she spends the night in a house which is said to be
haunted by a dead man’s restless spirit. The last two stories have a similar formula in that the
“ghosts” turn out to be living people enacting nefarious schemes, although the presence of a
true ghost is also revealed at the end. The comic also includes an adaptation of Horace
Walpole’s classic 1768 Gothic story “The Castle of Otranto.” An editorial on the inside cover



assured the reader that “superstition is ignorance … There are no such things as ghosts—there
never were, there never will be” but explained that stories of the supernatural would live
forever.Adventures into the Unknown was an immediate hit with readers. The Living Ghost
returned for more malevolence in the second issue and was to appear in the third, but the idea
for turning it into a continuing feature was dropped even though many readers wrote in asking for
more stories about Malevo. Instead in the fifth issue there appeared the first installment of “The
Spirit of Frankenstein.” In this an aging, dying scientist named Pardway is jealous of his younger
associate, Dan Warren. When the two build a hulking robot together, Pardway importunes
Warren to put his brain in the robot after his death, which he does. Realizing that Pardway’s bitter
spirit is controlling the robot and may cause it to do serious harm, Warren exorcises the spirit in a
most unusual manner. As he explains it: “A ghost is dependent on the atomic structure of the
body it has left. By subjecting [the body] to nuclear fission—will destroy his ghost!”Still in the
following issue Warren is not certain that Pardway’s brain can’t still cause problems, so he has
his girlfriend Marcia pay a call on a spiritualist named Daggert. Daggert has exorcised several
haunted houses and collected the spirits, several of which he instructs to take over the mind of
the “Frankenstein” robot in a play for power. The robot runs amok in the city. Warren is able to
free it from the spirits’ devilish control but in AITU 8 searches for a way of keeping it forever free
of outside evil influences. He hopes that a device called a “microvolt resistor” will do the job, but
Pardway, in a last ditch effort before dissipating into the ether, awakens the creature’s intelligence
—it’s still his brain inside its metal head—and the robot is able to seize control of the device.
Fortunately Warren is able to prevent the robot from causing a major disaster at an atomic lab. In
the next issue the robot plays good guy when a hypnotist inadvertently creates a phantom
consisting of the evil impulses of hundreds of convicts. When the phantom, given physical form
by Warren as he seeks to discover its true nature, tries to break those same convicts out of
prison, “Frankenstein” prevents him at the scientist’s urging. The robot battled the spirit of an
ancient Egyptian sorcerer in AITU 10 as well as other strange monsters in subsequent issues
but disappeared for good after about a dozen installments.The first continuing horror anthology
comic: Adventures into the Unknown, by American Comics Group.Adventures also ran
whimsical fantasy tales on occasion, along with science fiction with a horrific slant. “The Beast
from Beyond” (AITU 17) had a plot so similar to John W. Campbell’s “Who Goes There?” (made
into the film The Thing from Another World the same year) that it’s unlikely the author wasn’t
influenced by it. Scientists discover a strange alien creature frozen in the ice and thaw it, only to
discover that it can change its shape and mimic any animal or human. After a while paranoia
breaks out in the camp. The story was well done, but original it wasn’t. “The Magic Formula” in
AITU 22 employed the popular theme of gigantism: a scientist enlarges animals to giant size so
that they can supposedly feed the world and provide more milk, meat and wool, but the question
is never raised as to how much more these big animals themselves would eat, although the
problem of containing them—the usual problem in movies and stories about out-sized animals—
does come up when the creatures break loose. In late 1952 when both horror and sci fi comics



were proliferating, the editors asked the readers of Adventures to let them know if they wanted at
least one weird science-fiction story per issue; the answer was a resounding no—for a
time.Occasionally there would be some novelty in one of the vampire/werewolf/zombie stories.
In “Fangs of Horror” (AITU 22) werewolves do not attack people in general, but subsist on
corpses in cemeteries. Young Enid’s father has hit on a way of wiping out the werewolves, but he
and his wife are killed by them—but not before he takes the precaution of hiding his secret on a
piece of paper inside Enid’s teddy bear. Enid is raised by the werewolf leader—who never thinks
to look inside the teddy bear—and grows up almost thinking that he and his lupine friends are
normal, until a cop on their trail sets her wise. They discover the secret paper and learn that the
werewolves can be stopped with cyanide. The story had giant holes in it but at least it added
some unique elements to the formula.“Shadow of the Wolf” (AITU 23) presented a werewolf as a
sociopathic young man, Kurt, who covets the ranch owned by his uncle and which will be
inherited by his two cousins. He decides to get the ranch for himself by killing the two men in his
werewolf form. The suspenseful story—you know who’s doing what to whom but not how it will
all come out—works well as a lycanthropic murder mystery. In “Werewolf Valley” (AITU 30) a
lumber company moves in on the title location in the Blue Ridge Mountains, even though they’re
warned that it’s home to a nest of vampires who only want to be let alone to live in their private
space in peace. A beautiful woman attaches herself to the lumberjacks, and at first seems to be
quite helpful, but in reality she’s slowly working her way through the men, using her seductive
charms to turn them into werewolves like herself. At the end the foreman confronts her but
discovers to his regret that all of his men have become snarling werewolves as they attack him.
“When Werewolves Howl” (33) was a moving tale in which a boy is given a werewolf cub by a
dying old were-woman (one of her family attacked and killed the boy’s dog), discovers the cub
can turn into a boy, and treats his pet—who only changes into human form when no one else is
around—as if he were his brother as well as best friend. The young werewolf sacrifices his life to
save his friend and the boy’s father from an attacking pack of wolves.“Assault from the
Unknown” (AITU 25) was an in-joke that also worked as an effective thriller, with a writer for the
comic discovering that a Legion of Evil comprised of ghosts, werewolves, vampires and the like
has decided to wipe out the staff of Adventures into the Unknown because the comic was giving
away trade secrets. (A similar story appeared in Ace’s Hand of Fate.) The writer gives his life to
save a female staffer and leaves a note saying he’ll continue to send in stories from the world of
the supernatural. “Maybe Adventures into the Unknown will start to print stories that are really
out of this world,” says the editor.A popular theme in horror comics—and Adventures into the
Unknown was no exception—was men who are spurned by women getting even with them until
their own eventual comeuppance overtakes them. Sometimes the women were unspeakably
cruel in their rejection, and almost seem to deserve their fate. Other times their only crime is not
being attracted to the man in question. In “The Hideous Head” (AITU 28) homely Professor
Griffith, who relishes statues of beautiful women who are repulsed by him in real life, discovers
the snake-tressed head of Medusa in some ruins. He first kills a woman on the dig who recently



rejected him by turning her to stone with the head, then advertises for models so he can turn
them all into lovely dead statues, his revenge upon the world of women. A lady detective
answers his ad and Griffith winds up becoming a victim of the gorgon’s gaze himself. Twenty-one
issues later a sculptress named Mady George—whose statues of men and women in terrified
poses are amazingly lifelike and resemble people who’d vanished—is unmasked as Medusa in
“Talent for Terror.”Another popular theme was the man with the shrewish, unloving or greedy wife
(sometimes the wife had an evil husband) who made his life miserable with her profligate
spending, leading the nominal hero to take drastic action of some kind. In “The Blind Man” in
AITU 48 Sam wants Hilda to marry him but she wants to make sure he’ll be a success. Kindly
Sam gives money to an old blind beggar and thereafter has dreams that warn him of deadly
future events and how to avoid them. Saving the life of men on a construction site nets him a job;
saving his boss from a diabetic coma gets him a raise; and so on. Hilda marries him but nearly
drives him into bankruptcy. He dreams that she’s in unspecified danger and decides to take her
out of the country by plane wherein the pilot turns out to be the old blind guy. The story now
drops all pretense of reasonableness and brings in some beaked alien creatures who take Hilda
away with them and presumably kill her. “It’s better this way,” says the old man. “Otherwise she
would have led you both to doom. You will find happiness yet—with another girl.” Thus Sam is
not only spared the cost of an expensive divorce but has no need to resort to murder, either! On
the other end of the spectrum were numerous stories in which the love between spouses helped
save one or both of them from demonic forces.Many stories dealt with devilish aspects of the
hereafter. In “The Man Who Died Too Soon” (AITU 43) the pilot Stan Griffith is the only survivor
of a plane crash (the story doesn’t explain why he managed to fly his plane into a mountain!).
But his spirit is mistakenly taken into the hereafter, then released, unfortunately, after he already
signed the register. Afraid of punishment, the spirits responsible for this mistake decide that he
has to die in an another accident. Then, like something out of the Final Destination movies,
Griffith finds himself narrowly avoiding death during one grotesque accident after another. Finally
the argument is made before a supreme council that his life has already been recorded as not
ending for many decades, and he is allowed to live out his full lifespan.The Devil himself,
depicted in the stereotypical fashion of red skin, horns and trident, appeared frequently. “The
Devil’s Disciple” (6) had a young woman named Judy reading an old diary that once belonged to
Hester Prince, a woman of an earlier century. Hester was betrayed by her fiance and best friend,
and sold her soul to the Devil to get revenge. As Judy reads these words in the diary, the Devil
appears, and is furious that Judy has no desire to sell her soul to him. He tries to tempt her, and
when that fails tries to kill her in multiple accidents. Judy falls in love with Wayne Morse, who
saves her from one of those accidents, but after they’re engaged, discovers him, like Hester
before her, in the arms of another woman, Hester Prentiss. Judy decides that she, too, wants
revenge, and winds up signing her name in the Devil’s Book of Souls. But even as she drives off
to kill Wayne, she realizes that Hester Prince and Hester Prentiss are one and the same, and it’s
all a trick the Devil’s. She manages to save Wayne from Hester’s demonic clutches, and the



story suggests that the two of them will live happily ever after. Apparently the writer forgot that
Judy signed the Devil’s book....Adventures didn’t go in for giant monsters very much, but it did
run a few stories in the genre: Scientists find living dinosaurs in modern-day Everglades (AITU
21); Merlin the magician unleashes dragons on the modern world wherein they are shot down by
the Air Force (26); a tentacled sea monster devours everyone on the Marie Celeste and other
ships whose passengers have mysteriously disappeared (41); and a scientist injects himself
with a serum that turns him into a man-sized, blood-drinking spider (50), seen crawling into a
terrified woman’s bedroom window on the cover.Adventures into the Unknown was rarely terribly
gruesome, but it had its moments. In AITU 38 a witch doctor tries to use a voodoo doll to get rid
of a nasty white man who threatens his son. Knowing that only a really memorable death may
show the man’s associates that he means business, he bites the head off of the doll—and the
real man’s head simply falls off (although this is not shown). In AITU 53 Baron Kroger, the “head
man” in collecting, decides to sell off his valuable prizes because he’s started a secret new
collection. When a curious Herr Schwill, who assumes the collection has great monetary value,
insists upon seeing it at gunpoint, Kroger directs him to a safe. Schwill sees nothing in the safe,
so sticks his head inside for a better look—only to have a sharp blade come swishing down so
the Baron can add his head to his collection. Generally it was only evil people who came to bad
ends, but there were exceptions, such as a story in AITU 40 in which the wicked side of a man’s
nature develops a body of its own. His girlfriend kills the evil twin, only to learn that she actually
murdered her boyfriend when his double walks in and proceeds to strangle her.By 1953, with a
reduced page count, Adventures into the Unknown was still extremely popular—ACG had come
out with sister publications such as Forbidden Worlds, Out of the Dark and Skeleton Hand—but
the series had a lot of competition. 3D comics that had fuzzy images which became clear when
you wore special glasses were coinciding with the 3D rage in movies. Beginning with the fifty-
first issue AITU published stories in what it called “Truevision,” what it considered a type of 3D
without the eyestrain and without glasses. The stories were printed on a black background, with
objects and people stretching out of the borders, to create an extremely simplistic 3D effect.
AITU tested the waters with a story or two, then ran almost every story in the “process” for about
a year. This actually stripped the series of much of its visual interest, with every story looking the
same. It didn’t help that the chief artist, Harry Lazarus, who had quite a few pages to draw every
month, often turned in rushed work. (Other artists for the series were Bob Fangione, Kenneth
Landau, and Edmond Good.)Witches and monsters in Adventures into the Unknown 47.The
“Truevision” period didn’t last long but the comic published one of its most macabre and
memorable stories in that process, “The Man Who Died Laughing” (AITU 58). Titus Graeme
takes care of his simple cousin Herman by living off the $100 a week Herman gets from a trust
fund. Titus gives Herman the bare necessities while living it up on most of the money. When
Herman gets sick Titus doesn’t bother with a doctor, and the poor fellow dies. Titus is only upset
because he’s afraid of losing the weekly stipend. Using his occult knowledge, Titus manages to
turn Herman into one of the living dead; since he was already dull-witted he fools the lawyer who



delivers the checks into thinking he’s still alive. Titus decides to live a frugal life for the next
twenty years—Herman no longer needs food—and puts each weekly payment into a suitcase,
hoping to have a fortune to spend while he’s still reasonably young. Two decades go by during
which a lonely Herman has become friends with numerous mice, whom Titus hates. When Titus
opens the suitcase to count what he expects will be $100,000, he discovers that the filthy mice
have eaten the money. Confronted with this reality, he becomes hysterical, suffers a seizure and
dies. The police find two bodies in the house, but are utterly baffled by the fact that one of them
has been dead for twenty years.Readers were divided as to the effectiveness of Truevision,
which was no longer touted on the cover as of AITU 59 although a few such stories remained,
and the editors asked if they wanted “shock-suspense” stories (undoubtedly of the EC variety)
intermingled with the supernatural tales. When it became clear that the days of EC Comics and
others like it were numbered (see Chapter Two), ACG turned to science fiction and lighter
fantasy tales instead. For instance, the lead story in AITU 60, “Hospitality,” was a darkly amusing
tale in which space explorers land on a mysterious world from which no one has ever returned.
Entering a gigantic structure, they wind up caught in an alien mousetrap planted by the
grotesque giants who see them only as disgusting vermin. Despite the absurd, almost comical
premise, the story was nevertheless disturbing, especially the panel of the three dead
astronauts, hopeful and alive only moments before, dangling from the deadly contraption as it’s
thrown away as debris. Future issues would frequently have sci fi stories featured on the cover. In
the same issue AITU ran an editorial regarding the protests against horror and crime comics (so
much for running shock stories). They argued that their comics always strived to remain in the
boundaries of good taste, and their imitators, lacking their taste and talent, became too shocking
and lurid in response. “Such protest is constructive we feel—save where it attempts to condemn
the entire realm of comics because of the sins of the few.”However, the comic had already
commissioned some non-supernatural suspense stories, such as the intense and excellent “The
End of the Line” in AIUW 61. The protagonist of the story scuttles his boat for the insurance
money and lets his two inebriated crew men drown, actually laughing as they desperately grab
hold of a line that is attached to the sinking ship and instead of saving them only drags them
down into the deep. These two men have the last laugh, however, as they neglected to put food
and gas in the one life boat as ordered, so the killer finds himself alone in the middle of the
ocean and starving. He manages to grab one dead fish, but it turns out to be bait for tuna, and its
hook gets caught on his clothing. He winds up pulled up out of the boat and dragged under the
water to his death. Harry Lazarus’ art for the story was very good at depicting not only the man’s
desperate circumstances, but his growing hysteria and madness. In the very disturbing “Big
Roar” in the following issue, a young man hoping for fame and fortune goes over Niagara Falls in
a barrel, but the barrel hits a rock and breaks apart, and everyone assumes he dies when his
body goes over the waterfall. Actually he was able to grab onto a jutting rock and pull himself to
safety on an outcropping behind the raging falls. He makes his way into a cave but there is no
exit and nobody knows he is there or even alive. Subsisting on frogs, he goes quietly mad as the



falls freezes over, then thaws, over and over again until forty years have passed and he is still a
prisoner of the falls. This story, although a touch far-fetched, was definitely in the category of
really-awful-things-happening-to-perfectly-nice-people.In the next issue it was announced that
Adventures into the Unknown would conform to the new comics code, and from henceforth there
would be no more stories about “zombies, vampires, and werewolves,” which had been the
comic’s stock-in-trade from the first. In addition to sci fi tales, there would be “gripping tales of
suspense,” fantasy stories and even outright comedies, such as “Coward in Outer Space,” in
which the title character goes on a space mission to get away from his shrewish, domineering
wife, lands on another planet, and winds up winning a kind-hearted princess who is her
duplicate, even as he sends his own duplicate—a nasty warrior—back to earth (and his wife) in
his stead. However, just because the horror stories were gone from the magazine didn’t mean
that horrible things couldn’t happen to likable folk such as George Harris in “Your Number’s Up,”
who develops a run of atrocious luck on his twenty-seventh birthday (all having to do with the
number 27), losing his job, his fiancee, and all of his money, and then throws away a telegram
that arrives because he’s convinced it must be bad news—and in doing so throws away a small
fortune that he would have won had he known to claim his winnings in a lottery.Adventures into
the Unknown continued well into the silver age but the final golden age issue, 69, ended on a
high note—if not exactly a horrific one—with the story of a mean man who cages a variety of
birds from Africa, including a very exotic creature called a starbird that can talk and develops
quite a vocabulary. The starbird wants freedom for himself and the other birds, but his keeper
won’t relent. So the bird, calling himself “Mr. Feathers,” puts in a call to the IRS and tells them
where the man keeps records of his hidden assets. As the birds escape their cages and make
their way back to Africa, the keeper finds himself in a cage—prison. The story was a far cry from
the material that made the comic famous, but it was hilarious.Other memorable stories during
the comic’s golden age period included: “Marriage of Death”—a woman marries a man who
turns out to be Death and never grows any older (AITU 11); “Map of Magic”—a mapmaker uses
special ink to make an imaginary map and he and his fiancee find themselves in the world he
just created (11); “The Look of Death”—a man uses a mystical Indian spy glass to kill people but
is careless where he places it (11). “Haunted Morgue,” in which murderers mentioned in
newspaper articles come back as ghosts (14); “Double Doom”—a machine creates evil
duplicates of human beings (14); “Portrait Without a Soul”—an artist paints such a realistic
picture of a fictional murderer that he literally steps out of the painting (21); “The Howling
Hunters”—a dead criminal is brought back to life as a werewolf but sacrifices himself to save the
life of woman who is kind to him (24); “Dolls of Doom”—a man tries to wipe out his family for their
inheritance with voodoo dolls (27); and “Demon of the Devil”—a woman tries desperately to
keep her boyfriend from being manipulated and killed by a satanic imp that materializes on his
shoulder and won’t let go (28).Other notable stories: “Ship of Death”—a captain mans his crew
with unliving, compliant zombies (29); “Mask of Mumbo,” a harrowing tale wherein a woman who
sports a magic mask in her nightclub act comes afoul of a persistent demon that wants to kill her



for her temerity in wearing it (31); “The Creeper”—an amorphous black mass seeps out of the
walls of an old house seeking flesh (44); “Death of the Mountain God”—horrible events on a
mountain top that resembles a skull (45); “The Eternal Fires”—a baby-faced mobster with three
months to live tries to outwit Satan and fails (49); and “Jewels of the Deep”—a giant clam sucks
in victims and turns their skulls into giant pearls (56).The most memorable golden age cover was
arguably for Adventures into the Unknown 9, which depicts a frigid landscape in which blocks of
snow have formed a sinister face and hands.Forbidden WorldsDue to the success of Adventures
into the Unknown, ACG came out with a sister title, Forbidden Worlds, in 1951. In the debut
issue there were the usual vampires and werewolves: a man hatched an elaborate scheme to
keep a woman he loved from the clutches of a werewolf; a vampire count destroyed a young
couple on their honeymoon who were then reunited in death. The main story, “Demon of
Destruction,” had a skeptical man unleashing an ancient and monstrous demon from a locked
tomb who first murders individuals and then grows big enough to tear apart bridges and knock
over the Empire State Building. The best story was “The Monster Doll,” in which a scientist
investigates rumors than in the last century a man managed to turn an executed woman’s
corpse into a robot by melding mechanical parts to flesh, then discovers that this deadly living
doll is his own wife.Forbidden Worlds proved so popular that it became monthly with the seventh
issue. The first ten issues of the comic had a wide variety of memorable or mediocre stories
involving the usual ghosts, demons, vampires and werewolves, as well as weird, almost campy
science fiction such as the silly “Realm of the Moonsters [sic]” in FW 7. As for vampires, in “Lair
of the Vampire” a couple wage a desperate, action-packed struggle against a persistent
bloodsucker who is determined to feast on both of them (FW 3). “The Unknown Vampire” in FW
10 concerns passengers and crew members whose plane crashes on a remote island and who
try to figure out whom among them is a vampire preying upon the others (with surprising results).
“The Flapping Head”—an actual head with bat’s wings behind its ears—was a vampire who flew
about a castle searching for the rest of its body, a bunch of entombed bones. (There was also a
“Flying Head” of a Hindu Shaman in FW 9.)There were plenty of ghost stories in these issues as
well. “The Vengeful Spirit” was a female resistance fighter, murdered by her own collaborationist
brother, who emerges from bottles of wine seeking men to help her get vengeance on the fellow
who killed her (3). In “The Ghoul’s Return” (7) an executioner of the French revolution who
lopped off 999 heads comes back to kill the descendants of the man who was supposed to be
victim number 1000 but managed to turn the tables on the headsman. Satan made several
appearances as well, such as in “The Devil and the Gambler,” in which a young man sells his
soul to become the richest man in the world, only to discover his mind has been placed inside
the corpulent body of an Indian maharajah—the world’s wealthiest man—who promptly dies of a
heart attack as he realizes the price he’s paid to have money (7). In “The Strange Circus of Dr.
Namirha” the devil puts on a show with animal-human hybrids—beasts with human heads—
claiming they are illusions when they are actually real. While the audience is mesmerized by
these apparitions, Satan sneaks into convalescent homes where there are heart patients, kills



them, and steals their souls to merge them with animals and create more hybrids (8).Some
stories had an air of whimsy or were more out of the ordinary than usual. “The Zombie’s Doom”
was a bizarre, even sick romance in which a woman falls for a man who is secretly a dread
zombie with a grotesque appearance, but still loves him even when she learns the truth and
sees his true face (8). “Doom of the Gnomes” in FW 9 was a charming tale of a little boy who
tries to save a group of leprechaun-like creatures who live in caverns from being destroyed by
explosives planted by a construction team that is unaware of their existence (the gnomes can
only be seen by people as small as they are). In “Strange Machine” a mad scientist turns many
young women into old “hags” in his attempts to recalibrate a machine that is supposed to make
people young again. He does manage to turn one woman into a child and her boyfriend into an
elderly man, but together they’re able to outwit him (10).As the series continued evil women
made their mark in several stories. In “Lure of the Snake Goddess” (FW 16) a beautiful Indian
woman who can turn into a hideous snake comes to the United States to find fame and fortune
and literally crushes anyone who gets in her way, including rival actresses who get the stage
roles she covets. A man who knows her secret but can’t prove it arranges for her to really be
burned at the stake during her performance as Joan of Arc so that she’s forced to switch to
snake form to wiggle out of her ropes and get away from the fire. After he shoots her, she
changes back to her human form. When a cop tries to arrest her killer, the latter points out to the
audience, where hundreds of witnesses can testify that the star of the play was indeed a snake
monster! In “My Fanged and Fiendish Darling” (FW 34) a lonely wife whose husband is in the
service overseas willingly becomes a werewolf when one of them knocks on her door; she then
contrives to keep her secret when her husband, who is now blind, returns home. An interesting
aspect of the story is that while the housewife grows fangs, the werewolf that inhabits her takes
on a separate lupine form and stalks the night while she rests at home, experiencing her other
self’s savage attacks on humans from the safety of her living room.There were occasional
stories with larger or especially bizarre creatures, such as “The Million-Year Monster” in which an
atomic blast irradiates a dinosaur egg causing it to hatch a grotesque ten-foot abomination that
can talk and has hypnotic control over humans (14). “The Winged Terror” is a race of man-eating
horrors that emerge from cocoons and also put their human victims in cocoons to be fed upon
later (15). “The Ant-Master” is an out-sized soldier ant with an evil, wizened face who can
command humans bitten by normal soldier ants to kill people once they transform into hideous
man-ant hybrids (21). In another story a mad scientist breeds creatures that are combinations of
insects and animals, such as a cat-moth, and injects his two conniving servants, who are after
his hidden fortune, with the formula and wonders at the end what they might become (23).And
the monsters continued: “Charah’s Prey” concerns an Egyptian deity with a huge alligator-like
head who goes on rampages unless he is given female sacrifices to devour in a few grisly gulps
(24). “The Tree of Terror” is a man-eating tree that drags victims down to a cave beneath its roots
and feeds upon them as they lay dying (26). In “The Beast in the Berg” ugly large and red
insectoid creatures inside ice bergs thaw out and emit killing rays that doom the entire world. In



“The Thing on the Beach” (30) a murderer marooned on a lonely atoll finds only ants to eat, with
the result that he turns into a man-sized mutated ant monster that devours his former shipmates
when they come for him. A creepy scene has him watching as ants carry off pieces of his flesh
that have baked in the sun and fallen off. In “Terror Under the Big Top” a girl’s head is squashed
under an elephant’s foot as a rogue spirit goes on the rampage causing deaths and horrible
accidents (27).At first the covers of Forbidden Worlds often had nothing to do with its contents.
The cover of FW 5 depicts a gigantic sea serpent-centipede attacking a ferry, but the inside
pages instead presented a tale of a giant man-eating merman who wants revenge for the
destruction of his underworld city and people. The cover of FW 6 has a giant ape making like
King Kong and climbing a skyscraper tower, but there was no sign of this creature within the
book. Later on the comic would generally highlight its lead story on the cover, depicting all
manner of were-creatures, vampires, terror trees, and unearthly creatures and spirits—along
with plenty of good-looking women. Artists for the series included Art Gates, Harry Lazarus, Al
McWilliams, Edmond Good and Kenneth Landau.After the creation of the comics code and the
ban on horror, Forbidden Worlds, like Adventures into the Unknown, eschewed horror stories for
lighter suspense and sci fi tales. Instead of vampires and werewolves, there were stories about
identical twins who could communicate psychically during times of stress, or about a pilot who
crash lands into a lost civilization in the Himalayas and returns to find that 150 years have gone
by in the real world. There was a mix of non-horror supernatural stories with speculative fiction
and zany, light-hearted sci fi. The artwork also became less grisly and more eye-
appealing.Some other memorable golden age stories in Forbidden Worlds included: “The Eyes
of Death”—the spirit of a man driven to suicide by a rival who took over his home extracts a
terrible price for vengeance (8); “Mummy’s Treasure”—a dead mummy pursues a little boy who
accidentally freed him from his sarcophagus (11); “Clutching Curse”—a harrowing tale of a
couple trying to stay alive in a house with an evil and murderous presence (11); “Chest of
Death”—an ancient genie emerges from a box to kill in order to gain strength and size (12);
“Were-Spider’s Doom”—the Widow Black can turn into a giant black widow spider with a human
head, but she meets up with a were-wasp and dies (12); “Werewolves of the Rockies”—the
passengers of a train stalled in a snow storm have to deal with a village of werewolves who see
easy prey (17).Also: “The Recorded Monster”—a demonic god is “recorded” on audio tape and
reemerges when the tape is played to wreak bloody havoc (17); “Hallahan’s Head”—a human
head pursues the man who ordered him murdered across the ocean and bites him to death (25);
“The Talking Machine” —a parrot with artificially enhanced intelligence commits robberies for a
larcenous couple and then ultimately outwits them (30); “Invasion of the Deadlings”—aliens
come to earth and inhabit corpses—both of the already dead and of humans they kill—so they
can walk around in earth’s atmosphere until the couple who learns of their existence destroy
them by making the ultimate sacrifice (32); “Bride of the Swamp”—a woman turns into an
alligator and tears apart her horrified beloved (33); “The Dreamer”—a woman’s prophetic
dreams initially lead to wealth and happiness but ultimately end in tragedy (35).Forbidden



Worlds continued to be published well into the silver age but it was no longer a horror comic.Out
of the NightACG came out with two more horror series in the fifties: Out of the Night and
Skeleton Hand, neither of which lasted as long as Adventures into the Unknown or Forbidden
Worlds. Out of the Night debuted in 1951, lasting 17 issues. It featured the same kind of stories
as the other two series, but while many of these had interesting premises they were often poorly
executed, with both scripts and art on a mediocre level.There were some notable exceptions,
however. “The Curse of the Witch” turns a pretty young woman into a hideous hag who is
compelled to murder someone she loves. She prevents herself from murdering her fiance by
killing her beloved pet dog, but finds it harder and harder to resist her compulsion to kill … if she
doesn’t kill someone in three days time she will permanently became a slave of Satan.
Fortunately, her husband is able to get her out of her predicament by destroying the witch who
cursed her (OOTN 7). “Domain of the Were-Beast” is a variation of “The Most Dangerous Game”
wherein the hunter of humans who mounts their heads on his wall is a werewolf accompanied by
weird demonic creatures (9). “When the Spirit Walked” is a very unusual private eye story in
which Satan hires an, at first, unbelieving gumshoe to recover a vengeful soul who managed to
escape from Hades. The latter’s corpse had been kept alive by the presence of microscopic
creatures called diatoms, that were in salt water that seeped into his grave from the ocean
nearby (10).While most of the characters in Out of the Night met terrible fates, occasionally they
were spared such anguish. “Destination: Unknown” (OOTN 14) presented the bizarre
predicament of newlyweds Ted and Mary Judson, who are on a honeymoon cruise to Europe.
When the ship goes down, Ted, an Olympic swimmer, tells Mary to hold on tightly to his hand
and never let go. Unfortunately, the drowning Mary drags Ted to the sea bottom. When they
awake, they are on a boat of dead souls being taken for final judgment. Ted realizes that he feels
hunger and pain, his heart still beats—he is not really dead. He hates the idea of being
separated from his beloved so hides the fact that he is still alive. When the truth is discovered,
he begs to die and go with Mary, but his long life has already been ordained, as has his wife’s
death. However, when he wakes up again in the sick bay of the rescue ship, his dead wife is
successfully revived; fate has been kind to them.Not so Laura and Don, another couple in “Ship
of Death” (10) who accidentally cause an accident and several deaths while embracing in their
automobile as they rush to the dock for a honeymoon cruise. They lie about their involvement in
the crash but discover that the ship is full of the spirits of the victims and that they are also dead.
When it turns out that both are actually still alive, they are sent back to the real world but die in
the operating room since their injuries are so severe. They then learn that their fate is to spend
the rest of eternity being operated on—without anesthetic. As their injuries would actually have
prevented them from lying to the police or indeed saying anything, this seems like an incredibly
harsh punishment.Some stories are interesting not because of their quality but because of the
bizarre developments they encompass. In “The Fountain of Age” (OOTN 9) water-starved
geologist Dan Newton shoots his native guides when they try to prevent him from drinking the
waters of a mystical fountain in the sun-baked Kalahari. The water makes him see himself at



different ages, then turns him into an elderly man facing death. Even though he’s a murderer his
girlfriend Rita sacrifices herself for him because he’s a “great scientist” and at the end becomes
another statue holding up the fountain. “The Weird Wager” (9) is a bet between Satan and
Death, who choose a young couple as sample humans and show them what’s in store for them
at the end of their lives if they choose death—oblivion—or eternal damnation. Satan shows them
images of Hell, such as people burning in fire pits or endlessly rolling heavy boulders up a hill
but never reaching the top. Strangely the couple choose the Devil over Death. “As long as we’re
together we can stand any pain—so we prefer eternal torture to eternal nothingness,” explains
the man. It’s a question if he would still feel that way after, say, a century of rolling boulders or
boiling in oil.There were occasional monster stories in Out of the Night. “Out of the Screen” in
OOTN 14 featured a prehistoric monster in a 3-D movie, featured on the very effective cover,
who emerges from the screen to create havoc; despite the amusing premise, the story itself was
too nonsensical to be effective. “Nightmare from the Past” (16), in which Professor Callen
discovers the survivor of a race of giants frozen in the ice, was better. The block of ice which
contains the huge man falls during transportation, separating into two parts, one containing the
head and the other the body. The head is kept alive mechanically and given a blood supply and
when it revives and begins to speak, Milo, Callen’s assistant, tortures him to learn details of the
giants’ hidden treasure. But the giant fools Milo into reuniting its head with its body with
predictable results. The story, unfortunately, ended a little too abruptly to make the most of its
premise.The best story that ever appeared in the comic was “The Tunnel,” expertly drawn for
maximum impact by Kenneth Landau, in Out of the Night 16. Slim Warren works in a railroad
switch house and is resentful that Bailey, the younger man he trained, has been given a
promotion Slim coveted. As Bailey walks home through the nearby tunnel, Slim impulsively
decides not to switch the track for the approaching express, which not only hits and kills Bailey,
but derails after the initial impact, killing several passengers. Slim arranges for the late Bailey to
get the blame, but needs to find his watch in the tunnel to back up his story. Slim is plagued by
guilt, as well as the ghost of Bailey and images of a phantom train carrying the spirits of those
who died. As a real train bares down on him, Slim lays low in the tracks and finally spots the
watch. After the train—carrying the corpses from the wreck—passes over him safely, Slim
reaches out for the watch in triumph, touches the third rail, and is electrocuted.Skeleton Hand
and The Clutching HandSkeleton Hand (the full title was Skeleton Hand in Secrets of the
Supernatural) debuted in 1952 and only lasted six issues. Many of its stories seemed like rejects
from ACG’s other three horror titles, especially art-wise, but at least some had interesting
premises. For instance, in one story there was a mirror out of which souls of the dead could
emerge and come back to life (SK 4). “The Bat and the Brain” (SK 2) presents a scientist who
invents a mechanical bat whose movements he can control with his brain waves, but he hasn’t
reckoned with the possibility that a vampire might want to control the bat for his own purposes.
“The Were-Fiends of Finland” are werewolves who strike back when a doctor has come upon a
possible means of wiping out their curse—and them—once and for all (5). In “The Hidden



Horror” a 300-year-old wizard imprisons victims behind stone walls in his basement before a
young couple manage to end his reign of terror (5).The Clutching Hand was yet another horror
comic from ACG that came out in 1954. When the comics code came into effect, bringing a new
editorial slant to the macabre magazines, Clutching Hand became a one-shot deal,
understandably, as the comic offered a couple of stories more in the lines of gruesome EC
Comics. “The Real McCoy” concerned a man named Oliver, who’s amassed huge gambling
debts and is threatened with death if he doesn’t pay up. His wealthy parents refuse to give him
the money, so to keep his vicious creditor at bay he decides to pretend he’s been kidnapped.
The parents see through this scheme—the ransom is the exact amount he asked for, for one
thing—so he steps up the game by sending a note specifying that they’ll receive a different piece
of him each day until they pay up. A finger arrives, horrifying Oliver’s parents, until a spark hits it
and it burns up like cellophane —a fake. A hand that arrives the next day also proves to be a
phony. When Oliver’s folks receive the next parcel, the father throws it into the fireplace with
disgust. But when they smell a horrible odor they realize this wasn’t fake—it is Oliver’s actual
severed head; seems his creditor was getting impatient.In “The Tiny Heads” a man murders
several natives simply so he can have some shrunken heads to sell, but the heads come to life
and begin biting him, holding him in place while his own head is severed and he winds up in the
same bag with the other “trophies.” “Death of a Doll” is a grotesque concoction wherein a wealthy
midget gets even with the women who shunned him by murdering them, and when chased by
police winds up hiding in the cage of an ape who turns him into a twisted bloody toy. In another
story a bitter old man discovers a potion that raises the dead, whom he forces to do his bidding
until he makes the mistake of directing them to sacred ground. A story of a female vampire
rounded out the issue.TwoEC ComicsEC (Entertaining Comics) comics such as Tales from the
Crypt, Vault of Horror and Shock SuspenStories have become as famous for the controversy
surrounding them and the changes it engendered in the whole comics industry, as for their often
admirable content. While the publisher churned out much material that was little better than the
stuff presented in imitative comics from other firms, the more effective stories were often clever,
deliciously macabre, well-illustrated, and quite memorable. Reading some EC stories today a
modern reader may well be surprised if not startled by what these comics got away with (for a
time, at least) in the 1950s, as the material in its graphic nature generally was much grosser than
what teens and younger children were seeing at the drive-in, and gorier than all but the most
recent horror comics. EC didn’t help itself by marketing its product to kids, even printing missives
from youngsters on their letters pages; even today most reasonable people would agree that
most of EC’s material was not for children. Some of the less sensitive youngsters responded to
the black comedy aspects of the comics’ cackling hideous hosts—borrowed from radio—and
the tone of many of the stories, but even a mature adult mind would find many of the tales quite
disturbing. (It could be argued that EC took advantage of immature minds’ lack of empathy and
compassion for others.) A psychologist named Fredric Wertham penned a tome entitled
Seduction of the Innocent which criticized comics put out by EC and their many imitators,



although he didn’t play fair, taking panels out of context and overstating everything as if horror
comics were responsible for every single evil act perpetrated on the planet. Nevertheless, many
horror comics that were not in the EC mold started dropping stories of blood-suckers and ax-
wielding maniacs in favor of less grisly content, a comics code authority was eventually formed
by the industry that banned certain depictions of horror and gore, and EC began publishing
different types of stories and eventually went out of business. Fortunately, most of the stories
from the publisher have been reprinted, so they can be enjoyed—if that’s the word—by the
modern reader.Tales from the CryptEC Comics changed the title of one of its comics to Crypt of
Terror for its seventeenth issue in 1950 and presented all horror and suspense stories, what they
called “SuspenStories” with a cadaverous “Crypt Keeper” as host. The first new issue had tales
about a man who stays young for decades by stealing glands from youthful corpses and having
them transferred to his own body; an executioner who decides to take the law into his hands and
kill people he thinks have gotten away with murder; a private eye who finds an unidentified
corpse in a hotel room and deduces who it is; and a man who’s convinced he’s turned into a
flesh-tearing werewolf. Only the first story was somewhat memorable, although weakened by a
flat finale. “The Living Corpse” in the next issue is a clever tale in which a frightened morgue
attendant keeps encountering the same lively “dead” body. “Mute Witness to Murder” is basically
a rip-off of the 1946 Vincent Price movie Shock, in which a woman who sees a doctor murder his
wife is committed by him to an institution. “The Hungry Grave” in COT 19 is a darkly amusing
story about a woman and her lover who keep trying to kill off her husband with ironic and deadly
results. Artists included Al Feldstein, Johnny Craig, Harvey Kurtzman and Wally
Wood.Gladstone began publishing classic EC reprints in the ’90s.The comic became Tales from
the Crypt with the twentieth issue but continued in the same vein. The Old Witch and a Vault-
Keeper now narrated or introduced stories along with the Crypt-Keeper, each competing with
the others to tell the most horrific work of fiction. “The Fatal Caper” has some people playing a
trick on a fellow guest involving fake demons and spirits and a borrowed corpse, a trick which
backfires on them when the man is inadvertently buried alive and the others discover that the
corpse they’ve stolen has given them leprosy. “Rx … Death” is a Lovecraftian-type tale in which a
man takes a prescribed medicine whose deadly unknown ingredient begins transforming him
both mentally and physically until he begins literally digesting himself.But these stories were
nothing compared to the grotesque “Last Respects” in TFTC 23 in which a man enters a
mausoleum to pay respects to his child-bride, just placed in a casket after her funeral that
afternoon, but winds up trapped inside the vault for weeks. The man, who had been a driver for
his wife’s wealthy uncle, has just murdered the old man, who objected to the marriage and
refused to let him see his niece as she lay dying of pneumonia. To survive in the crypt, he
catches dripping water in an urn—and eats the corpse of his beloved (this is not actually
depicted). Unfortunately, he is killed not by hunger but by the poisonous formaldehyde in the
body. In the following issue a man who goes out for a snack winds up chewing on a corpse in a
graveyard (“Midnight Snack”).Tales from the Crypt really went beyond the pale with “Grounds …



for Horror” in the twenty-ninth issue, which has the brutal, abusive butcher who repeatedly locks
his small son in the closet without supper winding up chopped meat in his grinder, his remains
depicted revoltingly as piles of raw crumbling hamburger as the boy and his mother look on in
shock and disgust. In a similar and better story in TFTC 32 “‘Tain’t the Meat … It’s the Humanity,”
set during the rationing of World War II, butcher Zach Gristle gives in to greed, sells good meat
to rich customers for much money, and horse and other poor quality meat to the poorer folk in
town. Eventually he descends to selling these people tainted meat—and several die of food
poisoning. When his own little son eats dinner at a friend’s house and dies, his wife—who has
just discovered what her husband has been doing and is furious at him—loses her mind to grief
and anger. The story ends with her taking her husband’s place in the butcher shop, and offering
for sale—her husband, cut up into chops and steaks, with head and hands on display and
intestines laid out like sausages. While the first butcher shop story is memorable mostly for
shock value, the second has a strong narrative flow and more satisfying impact. (“Mess Call” in
Tales 41 was a far less effective tale about human meat being sold in a butcher shop.)Some
stories just presented gore for shock value. In “How Green Was My Alley” a happy bigamist
named Bob only sees each of his two wives one week out of the month. The other two weeks he
spends on the road as a salesman. The wives have each taken up a sport to fill their lonely
hours: bowling and golf respectively. One week they are each competing in a different
tournament at the same hotel, and due to a mix-up wind up sharing a room as they wait for their
husbands to arrive. As they unwrap the gifts Bob gave them before starting off on his latest trip,
the golfer finds bowling shoes in her package and the bowler finds golf shoes … They compare
notes and photos and then Bob shows up. The ending has one wife using Bob’s eyeballs for golf
balls while the other substitutes his head for a bowling ball. Not only is this literal overkill, but the
story worked pretty well without the gruesome wind-up.On other occasions the gore seemed to
spring naturally from the story, such as in “Accidents and Old Lace” (43) in which Eric Holbein
discovers that three old ladies in a rooming house create strikingly macabre and artistic
tapestries every time they see a gruesome scene of accidental death. Greedy for the money a
dealer pays him, only a percentage of which he gives to the ladies, he contrives to create more
“accidents” that the women can witness. When the ladies discover what he’s done, they reveal
that they were responsible for most of the other “accidents” but insist they draw the line at
murder, and advance on him with needles and the like. The next tapestry they bring the dealer
has many small pieces of Holbein’s corpse attached to it, which is drenched in his blood.And
there was gore, gore and more gore. Some was just suggested: An evil woman climbs up a
magical rope taken from a murdered female, disappears into space and screams; then (non-
bloody) pieces of her body tumble down on top of her husband. A man’s voodoo doll is shattered
into many pieces, and his new bride wakes up to find the same has happened to hubby (not
depicted). On other occasions, nothing was left to the imagination: A nasty young fire chief, who
let his old-timer partner die, runs to the fire pole when he learns his own house is on fire and
discovers it’s been replaced with a razor-sharp steel strip that slices him into fragments, the



result of which is displayed in the final panel. An evil man who chopped up his wife is locked in a
trunk, fires bullets through it, but when the trunk shrinks, his flesh comes out through the holes in
gruesome ribbons. During Mardi Gras a man marries a woman whose face is hidden by a
frightful witch’s mask; the morning after he tears off the mask only to discover she wasn’t
wearing a mask.Bad guys get their comeuppance: “A Sucker for a Spider” (29) has a man
grinning with delight as he shows an employee how the vermula spider catches flies, paralyzes
them, then injects a digestive enzyme into the bug so it can suck out all the juices inside. Of
course, this fellow murders the employee, who tries to blackmail him, via the bite of a black
widow, but when his plane crashes in the jungle he encounters a rather large vermula who does
to him what its smaller cousin did to the fly. In “A Buried Treasure” (31) the carriage of a
corpulent, callous duke runs over a little boy, killing him, and all he can do is complain of
bloodstains on the wheels. When he has the hands of a man who tried to steal his jewels to feed
the starving townspeople severed, the crowd has had enough. One man forces the Duke to eat
dozens of his precious gems, then throws him to the people, who eagerly tear out his entrails to
get at the booty (this is not graphically depicted). In a similar story in TFTC 34 a king who levies
unbelievable taxes on his subjects—for instance everyone with a thumb must pay a “thumb tax”
or have their thumbs lopped off—is axed to death, his stomach torn out in shadow.In “Roped
In” (32) three partners in a construction firm who have framed the fourth for shoddy jobs that
brought them much profit but resulted in the deaths of innocent people, are flying down to
another job when their plane is caught in the web of a gigantic spider that devours them. In “Last
Laugh” (38) a yokel who plays an unbelievably cruel and wretched joke on some youngsters,
causing the deaths of innocents, is put out of everyone’s misery by a loved one of the victims.
“Blind Alleys” (46) has the heartless manager of a home for the blind trapped in a razor-lined
tunnel and ultimately fed to his starving, nasty canine, while “Success Story” (46) has a young
husband turn and wreak havoc on the constantly nagging wife and in-laws who are making his
life so miserable, probably a favorite fantasy for a lot of unhappy spouses of both sexes.In “Food
for Thought” (40) a man who has a mind-reading act with his wife murders her lover. Not much
later he is believed to have been killed in an accident. But his wife can hear his thoughts and
knows he is only paralyzed. She ignores his mental cries for help and allows him to be buried
alive. The murderer hears someone digging up his grave and assumes it’s his repentant wife, but
it’s actually a ghoul—who eats his “corpse” as he lies there in agony unable to fight off his
determinedly hungry attacker. In “The Bath” (42) Senor Tobosa is an absolute monster who
brutalizes the natives who work in his silver mine, denying them food, whipping them for alleged
laziness, and even murdering one who inadvertently sneezes on him. The obese, smooth
Tobosa has a horror of germs and the touch of “inferiors” and each day his servant draws him a
warm, cleansing bath. One day Tobosa goes too far and kills a child that he insisted must work in
the mines, then shoots the grief-stricken, furious parents when they attack him. They, however,
happen to be his manservant’s family, so the servant prepares a special bath for Tobosa, one
filled with hungry man-eating fish. The last panel shows Tobosa with the lower half of his body



turned into a very clean skeleton as the writhing creatures still feast. Tobosa is such an utterly
loathsome character that the reader can’t help but feel that even this horrible death is too good
for him. In the same issue’s “Hoodwinked” Leon cares and provides for his spoiled brother Chet
who consistently takes terrible advantage of him. His financial demands—always with the
promise of getting a job, a promise never fulfilled—prevent Leon from being able to marry his
fiancee, Claire. Claire finally puts her foot down when Chet demands $100 for a fancy hood
ornament for his car. When a drunken Chet rapes Claire and drives her to suicide, Leon finally
snaps—and his brother’s severed head winds up as a hood ornament on his convertible.There
were variations on werewolf and vampire stories. “Midnight Mess” (35) features a man, Harold,
who comes to a small town to visit his sister and learns that several people have disappeared
without a trace. He then discovers that his sister is a patron of a restaurant that caters only to
vampires with various blood-related treats and libations. As she explains, “just like modern man,
we (vampires) leave the hunting—and preparing—to the professionals.” Then Harold is strung
up, a tap put into his jugular vein, and a glass of blood poured for all the thirsty diners. “Concerto
for Violin and Werewolf” (41) is a bizarre tale of an ambitious violinist, his old Transylvanian
teacher, a priceless Stradivarius, a rapid-fire gun filled with silver bullets—and an entire town of
werewolves busy stripping victims of every inch of their flesh.Some stories had more than a
share of dark or sick whimsy. In “The Den of Iniquity” (31) the editors and artists of the comic
appear to explain why they turned to horror after sales of their romance comics plummeted.
“Lower Berth” (33) shows how the Crypt-Keeper came into being from the unlikely union of two
supposedly dead sideshow exhibits, an ancient female Egyptian mummy, and a two-headed
freak in formaldehyde. In the amusingly cynical study of childhood callousness “The
Funeral” (33), a cute little prince who becomes greatly attached to his nurse is heartbroken when
she dies. To cheer him up his father says that candy and ice cream will be served at her funeral,
and there will even be prizes, such as a pony. When the prince goes into the chamber where the
nurse is lying in state, he discovers her awakened from a cataleptic trance. At first he is
overjoyed until he remembers the funeral with the candy and the pony—and promptly bashes
the old woman on the head with a candlestick, killing her for real this time.Tales from the Crypt
was not above lifting story ideas from other sources. In “The Living Death” (24) a man puts a rival
into a hypnotic trance and tells him he cannot die. When the rival is hit by a car and killed, he
continues to live, even though he’s biologically dead. Ths story was “borrowed” from a tale by
Edgar Allen Poe, “Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar.” In 1952 TFTC 32 published a story entitled
“Cutting Cards” in which two gamblers play “chop poker,” in which the loser gets his fingers—
then hands, feet and so on—cut off with a meat cleaver. This may have been influenced by
“Collector’s Item,” a story by Roald Dahl about a man who bets his fingers in a card game that
was published in Collier’s in 1948. (It was dramatized on Alfred Hitchcock Presents in 1960
under the title “Man from the South.”) There was an authorized adaptation of Ray Bradbury’s
“There Was an Old Woman” (34) about an old lady’s ghost who demands her body back from
the morgue, but it wasn’t very well done. Bradbury’s grotesque “The Handler” got excellent



handling in Tales 36, however, a story about an embittered mortuary owner who gets his jollies
desecrating the corpses given into his care. He pours cake and whipped cream into the empty
head of one woman, burrows three old biddies in one coffin so they can continue to gossip, cuts
off the head of a bodybuilder, puts parts of an elderly man in with an old maid (presumably
hands and penis) so he can make “cold love” to her and so on. The dead get their revenge and
distribute the man’s body among every grave in the graveyard.After adapting one of his stories
without permission, EC Comics negotiated with Bradbury—whom they significantly called
“America’s finest horror writer”—to do authorized versions of his work. For whatever reasons
many of Bradbury’s stories, some of which were quite unmemorable, at least seemed to display
a great deal of child-hatred. A school teacher is convinced that all little children are monsters
and a bunch of them murder him even as a separate group of kids push another child out of a
window; a couple are convinced that their adorable baby boy is a demon who steals about at
night making mischief (apparently their fears are justified). In the sick (and rather ridiculous)
“October Game” a man dismembers his own little daughter just to get even with the wife he
hates and uses the pieces for a game at a children’s Halloween party. (The adaptation was
arguably better than the original story.)Arguably the best cover was for TFTC 45, which had a
man from a sunken ocean liner clinging to a floating beam as a humungous hungry rat, fangs
bared, walks toward him. This was the penultimate issue of the series, and it contained two mini-
masterpieces, the cover story, “Telescope” and “The Switch.” In “Telescope” a man and a rat are
the only survivors of a shipwreck and wind up on the same island, competing for what little food
and water there is and eying each other hungrily. When a seagull with a fish in its mouth lands on
the island, the rat pounces on the bird and flees into the ocean with it as the man pursues.
Catching up with the rat, the man stuffs it tail-first into his mouth, just as a shark comes up and
engulfs him. The natives capture the shark, and when it is brought up on the deck they see
protruding from its mouth the man’s head, from which emerges the rat, with the bird, and the
fish, in turn protruding from the rodent, a macabre and gruesome “telescopic” tableau.“The
Switch” is the story of wealthy old man Webster, who has fallen in love with a beautiful young
babe, Linda. Because he wants to be loved for himself, he hasn’t told the woman that he’s rich,
but she confesses that she’s turned off by all his wrinkles. Webster goes to a “quack” who
switches his face with handsome young George Booth, who will be paid a great deal of money
and says that his good looks never did him any good anyway. Linda likes his new face, but his
body is so withered … So Webster pays even more money to switch trunks with Booth. But
Linda still isn’t satisfied—she can’t abide his spindly arms and legs, so Webster gives up all the
rest of his fortune to exchange limbs with Booth. But when he turns up in his handsome and
studly new form, Linda informs him that he’s still not what she’s looking for. What she wants is a
man who’s rich—and out walks aged, spindly, cadaverous George Booth, who now has all of
Webster’s money!Other notable stories: “Madame Bluebeard” (27) is a French woman, brought
up to hate men by the mother whose husband abandoned them, who murders all seven of her
husbands in diabolical accidents In “Return” (27) a woman is impregnated by her husband when



he returns from a long journey, only she later discovers that he died several months before.
“Bargain in Death” (28) has two teams of young men who need money coming afoul of each
other when their plots criss cross. In “A Corny Story” (28) an old man fired by a callous young
employer who hates age sends him a voodoo plant that makes the man grow younger and
younger until he’s a baby, and then nothing. “The Ventriloquist’s Dummy” (28) features a
ventriloquist whose dummy is actually his own hand, which developed a head with its own
consciousness instead of fingers, and which chews on victims with many tiny bites like a plague
of rats. In “The Sliceman Cometh” (44) a distinguished headman during the French revolution
has a devil of a time getting rid of the severed head of a man he condemned to the guillotine for
money. Artists for the series included Jack Davis, Howard Larsen, George Roussos, Graham
Ingels, Jack Kamen, and Joe Orlando.The Vault of HorrorEC Turned War Against Crime into The
Vault of Horror beginning with the twelfth issue. The first issue of the new series was a fairy
standard horror mag with stories about a Frenchman who steals another man’s artwork for
money but winds up immortalized in wax; a man who fears he is a werewolf but is the victim of a
hoax perpetrated by a greedy cousin; a hotel owner who has a premonition of murder; and a
woman who fears her husband is trying to kill her but is really quite crazy. The next issue, VOH
13, was an improvement if only for the story “Doctor of Horror,” about a doctor of anatomy who
needs a steady supply of corpses for his classroom and doesn’t care how he acquires them.
VOH 15 has a story about scientists inadvertently creating a man-eating blob in the swamp, as
well as a nifty revenge story with various people being “Buried Alive.” The series began getting
gorier with VOH 16’s “Fitting Punishment” in which an miserly old undertaker’s miserable
treatment of his nephew extends to not only crippling the boy with a blow, but cutting off his feet
so he can fit in an unused coffin to save money. The wrapped up severed feet come alive, and
the footless body manages to make its way back from the graveyard to have its way with its not-
so-dear uncle. “The Grave Wager,” in which a practical joke with an allegedly dead body
backfires, and “Escape,” in which a convict plots to escape in a coffin but doesn’t realize the
prison has just completed its own crematorium, were clever if minor suspense tales.Gladstone’s
first compilation of material from EC’s Vault of Horror.In the bizarre romance “Reunion” (19)
young Lillian Ainsley is saddled with an invalid older husband even though she’s in love with
another man. She decides to do the right thing and stay with her husband and care for him. Her
lover goes away for five years, but when he returns the situation is still the same. Then another
five years, and another. Finally the husband dies and Lillian is free, but she discovers her lover
has died in the interim. She goes to the spot where they were supposed to meet and to her
surprise he shows up anyway—a rotting corpse determined to see the woman he waited for one
more time. Lillian, her mind gone, reaches out for him … and joins him in his grave. The story
has an impact because Lillian, who faithfully cared for her husband when she could have run off
with her lover, clearly doesn’t deserve such a cruel fate. In the even more bizarre “Two of a
Kind” (26) a female vampire and a male ghoul are actors co-starring in the same play, unaware
of the other’s secret. They go away for the weekend, each planning on feeding off the other,



when they both realize they’re in love and have no desire to do the other one harm. When they
are trapped in a cabin by a blizzard, the two make up their minds not to prey on the one they
love, so the woman drinks her own blood and the man eats parts of his own body to survive—to
no avail.There were, of course, mean-people-get-their-just-dessert stories in abundance. “A
Stitch in Time” (23) features a truly odious and evil manager of a sweat shop who so abuses his
female employees that they rise up in revenge, sew his lips together, and set him and his shop
on fire. In “The Death Wagon” (24), two men who sell unsafe used cars that cause many deaths
are confronted by the mangled corpses of their victims who use their body parts to “fix” and
decorate one of the death traps on their lot. In “Collection Completed” (25) Jonah Tillman
torments his animal-loving wife Anita by taking up taxidermy, capturing stray animals of all kinds
and gleefully stuffing them. When he goes too far and kills and stuffs her beloved cat, Anita kills
and stuffs him, a not unexpected resolution. Although you know that the haughty, cruel model in
“Silver Threads Among the Mold” (27) will wind up a silver-plated statue the minute the homely
sculptor who loves her talks of using the process on a likeness of her (and especially when he
discovers how she was only using him), the ending—when her lover peals off the silver coating
and sees the ghastly decomposing skull underneath—still makes quite an impression.“A Grim
Fairy Tale” (27) presents a portly and pompous king and queen who refuse to allow their
subjects to kill off the aggressive rats that are eating their food and even babies because of the
queen’s affection for her pet white mice. The fed-up villagers storm the castle, stuff two
especially ravenous rats down their mouths, sew up their lips, and watch as the king and queen
dance around as the rodents eat their way out of their insides! Other revenge stories merely
seemed an excuse to come up with shocking, super-gross endings, such as “The Chips are
Down” and “For How the Bell Tolls” (both in VOH 28), the former having two men who caused a
third’s suicide pushed into a grinder that segments their bodies into small thin circular pieces,
and the latter featuring a murderous bell-ringer whose bloody corpse is used to ring the bell all
day long for the queen’s birthday.Gladstone’s ninth reprint issue of EC’s Vault of Horror.The gore
quotient really began to go up by 1953, when the cover of the thirtieth issue showed a severed
arm, with the bone showing, hanging on to an overhead strap in a subway car. Although some
gore geeks would find the thought heretical, the fact remains that the gore shock ending was
sometimes a mere substitute for good writing and for endings that were genuinely clever and
surprising. For instance, “Split Personality” in VOH 30 has a highly interesting plot in which a con
artist courting wealthy, eccentric twins pretends to be a twin himself in order to marry both and
control all of their vast fortune. But he makes a couple of mistakes and is found out, enraging
and mortifying the sisters. Naturally the almost obligatory “EC” ending has the gals taking an ax
to the man, cutting his body lengthwise in half, and each cuddling up with one half of a husband.
It’s okay as far as it goes, but prevents the writer from coming up with something less predictable
and formulaic. All that some stories, such as “An Ample Sample” (32)—in which a husband cuts
up his wife into pieces in a box resembling the candy samplers she was addicted to—had going
for them was the gory finale.And sometimes bad things happened to good people in stories that



were a shade sadistic in their lip-smacking telling of awful and ironic fates who envelope those
who did nothing terribly wrong. In “With All the Trappings” (24) elderly trapper Pierre hates the
idea of worms and decomposition getting at his or his wife Maria’s body after death. When Maria
dies, Pierre puts her body in an ice house to keep while he works hard to make enough money
to buy a metal vault for her. He finally saves up the required amount, but discovers that a lynx
who was caught in one of his traps and tore off a leg to escape, got into the ice house and has
eaten most of Maria’s body. In “Till Death” a man marries his sweetheart in Haiti where she dies
of a fever. His manservant brings her back with voodoo, and at first the husband is overjoyed,
until he realizes from the odor that she is still dead and decomposing. Her appearance worsens
with every day but her affection for him is undiminished. He tries to destroy her completely but
nothing works. He finally takes a fatal dose of poison, but wakes up to realize that he, too, has
been turned into a zombie and his hideous bride will be with him forever.“Tomb’s Day” in VOH 35
was a good example of an EC horror story that worked up a lot of suspense without piling on the
gore. A professor leads a number of people on a search through tunnels inside a pyramid for the
members of the previous expedition, all of whom disappeared. As they get deeper into the
pyramid, they explore different theories as to what might have happened to the others. One by
one the members of this new expedition are killed off, their bodies disappearing, and the
survivors react with very realistic near-hysteria. Although premiere EC artist Jack Davis’
somewhat cartoony style is a little at odds with the subject matter, he does manage to provide
atmosphere and the story is well-drawn. After all the build-up the ending is disappointing and
rather generic, unfortunately.Similarly, another Jack Davis mini-epic in the following issue, “Witch
Witch’s Witch” works up a lot of suspense over whether or not Eric Holbein’s new wife Helena is
a witch. As the people who hate her—her mother-in-law, the mother of Eric’s old girlfriend, the
head of the church ladies—die sudden deaths after unpleasant encounters with Helena, the
whole town becomes stirred up and runs en masse to put an end to the witch—but Helena has
quite a surprise for them in a satisfyingly dark finale. Davis’ intense “Chop Talk” in the next issue
detailed the agonizing last days of a murderer who is facing the chopping block, the executioner
being the bereaved husband of the woman he murdered, promising his “victim” that he will make
his death as terrible as possible.Like Tales from the Crypt, Vault of Horror was not above ripping
off stories from other sources. “Island of Terror” (13) was borrowed from the classic short story
and film “The Most Dangerous Game.” “Baby, It’s Cold Inside” (17) was an uncredited adaptation
of H. P. Lovecraft’s “Cool Air.” “Voodoo Horror” (17) is a vastly inferior rewrite of “The Picture of
Dorian Gray” in which a sculpted voodoo bust is substituted for a portrait. “The Thing in the
Ice” (22) is a forgettable sequel to Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein” that ends just when it starts
getting interesting. “Dead Weight” (23)—a man steals a pearl with the help of a native who wants
his red-haired head as a trophy—was taken from John Russell’s “The Price of the
Head.”However, Vault of Horror also had plenty of memorably original tales to tell. “Terror of the
Moors” (17) features a hideous creature, kept locked behind mansion walls, that only has a taste
for decaying dead human flesh, and when it breaks out of confinement after his father’s death,



feasts on the old man’s corpse. In “Dying to Lose Weight” (18) a doctor gives four fat people a
weight reducing pill that costs 200 dollars and eventually leaves them emaciated and dead
because it contains a tape worm that feeds upon them, and which breaks out, enlarged, from
one woman’s corpse and devours the doctor. In “About Face” (VOH 20) a disfigured woman,
cruelly taken advantage of by a gold-digging suitor, wreaks a diabolical vengeance upon him.
“People Who Live in Brass Hearses” (27) concerns a man who, unbeknownst to everyone in
town, never gets out of the hearse he drives when he picks up supplies because he’s attached
to the decaying corpse of his dead Siamese twin.In “Strictly From Hunger” (27) a man uses
witchcraft to stay alive after he develops a malignant tumor on his arm but the cancer, needing a
steady diet of healthy cells, turns him into a blob that devours people and leaves only bones
behind. “Practical Choke” (30) has three callous medical students using parts of a corpse to play
grisly practical jokes on people, until they are strangled to death by the dead man’s creeping
intestines. “Notes to You” (30) has a nasty man writing poison pen letters that drive several
people to suicide, until some of his victims get together and inject him with “lye.” “One Good
Turn” (31) features a middle-aged woman who spends time making miserable people “happy” by
killing them, including her bedridden husband who is horrified by the stories of her “good deeds.”
In “Smoke Wrings” (34) a lady ad exec steals an idea from a shy man but pays for it in the end. In
“Where There’s a Will” (34) two lawyers concoct a clever plot to secure a sick old man’s wealth
for themselves. “And All Through the House” (35) details a woman’s attempts to get rid of the
body of the husband she just murdered and which are hampered by the sudden appearance of
a homicidal maniac dressed as Santa Claus.“Shoe-Button Eyes” (35) is a disturbing story of
child abuse and an alcoholic who winds up with very strange eyes. “Oh, Henry” (37) has a
heartless cop put an old woman in jail for sixty days for shoplifting and refusing to check up her
story about her invalid husband home alone with no food, until he finds out to his regret that he
should have listened to her. “Top Billing” (39) has three competitive actors trying to land the
same unusual role in a most peculiar production of “Hamlet” while “All for Gnawt” (39) is a darkly
comic tale of a woman who answers a personal ad from a wealthy aging bachelor and discovers
he has a serious rat problem to go with his moolah. “The Pit” (40) presents two sensitive men
whose callous wives control their respective bloody dog-fight and cock-fight businesses, until
the women are pitted against each other in the most gruesome final fight of both of their
lives.Johnny Craig offered some serviceable if on occasion hastily drawn art for many of the
stories.Crime SuspenStoriesEC’s Crime SuspenStories premiered in 1950. Although these were
not always out and out horror stories, many had horrific elements to them. The lead story in the
first issue, “Murder May Boomerang,” was a variation of Samuel Blas’ story “Revenge,” which
was later adapted in Witch’s Tales and became even more famous as the first episode of Alfred
Hitchcock Presents in 1955. In that story a woman is raped, points out her assailant to her
husband—who kills the man—then points out another man as the rapist a while later. In “Murder
May Boomerang” the couple become a father and son; the father is beaten by a runaway
convict, points him out, the son runs him over, then the traumatized father points out another



man … “A Snapshot of Death,” in which a dying women hires a hit man to kill her only to learn
she will live after all, was also lifted from several sources. The best story in the issue, “High Tide,”
concerns a small boat whose several passengers learn that an escaped killer is aboard, as
suspicion and paranoia become paramount in everyone’s—almost everyone’s—minds.Crime
SuspenStories began running a feature entitled “Haunt of Fear” in each issue—by this time EC
had begun publishing a comic of that title—and these were more on the macabre and grisly side
than the other stories. “Heads-Up” in CSS 4—a carnival worker who exhibits freaks in
formaldehyde replaces the two-headed man destroyed by his wife with the heads of her and her
lover—was lifted from Ray Bradbury’s “The Jar.” “Jury Duty,” in the sixth issue, features a criminal
who manages to survive a hanging and with his neck bent to the side goes about murdering the
members of the jury who convicted him. The law cannot touch him since he is already legally
dead. However, the surviving members of the jury get together and bury him alive, reminding
him that it isn’t murder because their victim is—as he told them—“legally dead.” In “Partnership
Dissolved” (8) a greedy meat packer murders the partner who came up with a fantastic meat
tenderizer, but his body winds up being digested from the inside out when he accidentally
swallows some of it. The “Friend to ‘Our Boys’” (10) is a miserable slum lord who refuses to
improve conditions in an apartment he rented to a serviceman and his family, and winds up a
meal for the rats infesting the place. “Hail and Heart-y” (15) features a husband who gets out of
every chore due to his weak heart—his wife has to work, rake the leaves, even shovel snow—
who gets a surprise when she learns the truth about his condition from the doctor.Also by
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and TermsPrefaceWhen most people think of horror comic books the first thing that comes to
mind is the often grisly and controversial Tales from the Crypt and similar series from EC
Comics. These comics are justifiably famous and certainly deserve their chapter in this book, but
they are neither the beginning nor the end of the story. Horror stories appeared in comic books in
the golden age of the 1940s, the same decade in which the first full-fledged horror anthology
comic, Adventures into the Unknown, made its debut. Although horror comics were all but
obliterated by the comics code—most metamorphosing into science fiction and fantasy comics
—they began reappearing in the silver age of the ’60s, when there were long-running comic
adaptations of such shows as The Twilight Zone and when Dell Comics came out with Ghost
Stories, the first issue of which contained one of the most nightmare-inducing classics ever
published. In the ’70s—the bronze age—a general horror boom in films and fiction, along with a
relaxation of the comics code, brought about a virtual avalanche of horror material from all
publishers, with Marvel boasting its Tomb of Dracula and Werewolf by Night, DC and Charlton
mass-producing such anthologies as The Witching Hour and Scary Tales, and such publishers
as Dell, Gold Key and the short-lived Atlas releasing much horrific and supernatural
material.Said material—be it in the golden age or much later—came from a variety of sources.
On occasion it ushered forth from the fertile imaginations of writers, but there was also quite a bit
of borrowing, with plots influenced by or simply lifted from literature (Poe, Mary Shelley), radio



shows (such as Lights Out!), movies, and even folklore. There were times, however, when it was
just the opposite, and you’ll find in this volume certain stories that were clear influences on some
famous horror films made years later; screenwriters and producers were not above reading
comic books. Certain plots or themes were used over and over: the spirits of murdered men rise
to haunt their murderers; a person makes a deal with the devil but discovers that Satan is rarely
outwitted; a hen-pecked or harassed man or woman finally snaps and takes an ax to his or her
spouse; a protagonist kills, steals and betrays every person and principle he knows to achieve
life everlasting only to spend eternity paralyzed, in endless agony, or in jail for a “life” sentence.
And so on.The discussion of these comics follows a roughly chronological order in that the three
parts of the book correspond to the golden, silver, and bronze age of comics. Within these parts
chapters are presented according to the comics’ importance and influence. American Comics
Group presented the first long-running horror comics series so it gets the first chapter, and EC
Comics gets Chapter Two because it influenced countless comic books from many publishers,
some of whom changed their style of storytelling just so they could seem more like EC. In
general major publishers are covered first, and then the smaller ones. Due to the huge amount of
material, black and white larger-format horror magazines such as Eerie and Creepy are not
included, although some of Marvel’s black and white periodicals are mentioned for purposes of
continuity, as some of their fearsome characters appeared in both comics and magazines.
Horror comics of the golden age have been examined in other tomes with varying degrees of
success—most books on the subject simply reproduce covers or stories without critical
assessment—but horror comics of the ’60s and ’70s have never come in for serious study before
now.This volume covers thousands of comic books from an historical and critical perspective.
Most of the research for this book has consisted, simply, of reading or re-reading all of these
comics, which was a dream come true for an author who loves both comic books and the horror
field. While many horror comic stories are derivative, schlocky, poorly done, or fail to properly
develop some interesting premises, there are also a lot of honest-to-goodness gems hidden
among the gristle.PrefaceWhen most people think of horror comic books the first thing that
comes to mind is the often grisly and controversial Tales from the Crypt and similar series from
EC Comics. These comics are justifiably famous and certainly deserve their chapter in this book,
but they are neither the beginning nor the end of the story. Horror stories appeared in comic
books in the golden age of the 1940s, the same decade in which the first full-fledged horror
anthology comic, Adventures into the Unknown, made its debut. Although horror comics were all
but obliterated by the comics code—most metamorphosing into science fiction and fantasy
comics—they began reappearing in the silver age of the ’60s, when there were long-running
comic adaptations of such shows as The Twilight Zone and when Dell Comics came out with
Ghost Stories, the first issue of which contained one of the most nightmare-inducing classics
ever published. In the ’70s—the bronze age—a general horror boom in films and fiction, along
with a relaxation of the comics code, brought about a virtual avalanche of horror material from all
publishers, with Marvel boasting its Tomb of Dracula and Werewolf by Night, DC and Charlton



mass-producing such anthologies as The Witching Hour and Scary Tales, and such publishers
as Dell, Gold Key and the short-lived Atlas releasing much horrific and supernatural
material.Said material—be it in the golden age or much later—came from a variety of sources.
On occasion it ushered forth from the fertile imaginations of writers, but there was also quite a bit
of borrowing, with plots influenced by or simply lifted from literature (Poe, Mary Shelley), radio
shows (such as Lights Out!), movies, and even folklore. There were times, however, when it was
just the opposite, and you’ll find in this volume certain stories that were clear influences on some
famous horror films made years later; screenwriters and producers were not above reading
comic books. Certain plots or themes were used over and over: the spirits of murdered men rise
to haunt their murderers; a person makes a deal with the devil but discovers that Satan is rarely
outwitted; a hen-pecked or harassed man or woman finally snaps and takes an ax to his or her
spouse; a protagonist kills, steals and betrays every person and principle he knows to achieve
life everlasting only to spend eternity paralyzed, in endless agony, or in jail for a “life” sentence.
And so on.The discussion of these comics follows a roughly chronological order in that the three
parts of the book correspond to the golden, silver, and bronze age of comics. Within these parts
chapters are presented according to the comics’ importance and influence. American Comics
Group presented the first long-running horror comics series so it gets the first chapter, and EC
Comics gets Chapter Two because it influenced countless comic books from many publishers,
some of whom changed their style of storytelling just so they could seem more like EC. In
general major publishers are covered first, and then the smaller ones. Due to the huge amount of
material, black and white larger-format horror magazines such as Eerie and Creepy are not
included, although some of Marvel’s black and white periodicals are mentioned for purposes of
continuity, as some of their fearsome characters appeared in both comics and magazines.
Horror comics of the golden age have been examined in other tomes with varying degrees of
success—most books on the subject simply reproduce covers or stories without critical
assessment—but horror comics of the ’60s and ’70s have never come in for serious study before
now.This volume covers thousands of comic books from an historical and critical perspective.
Most of the research for this book has consisted, simply, of reading or re-reading all of these
comics, which was a dream come true for an author who loves both comic books and the horror
field. While many horror comic stories are derivative, schlocky, poorly done, or fail to properly
develop some interesting premises, there are also a lot of honest-to-goodness gems hidden
among the gristle.Part IThe Golden Age, Pre–1956Part IThe Golden Age, Pre–
1956OneAmerican Comics Group (ACG)American Comics Group (ACG) came out with what
was to become the first of the long-running horror comics when they began publishing
Adventures into the Unknown in 1948. The cover of the premiere issue shows a young couple
about to enter a haunted house. Inside there is a host of stories: a creepy tale about a werewolf
on the rampage, stalking a woman who suspects his true identity; Malevo, the Devil’s second-in-
command (but even more evil), walks the earth as “The Living Ghost”; the spirit of a murdered
man whose body was dumped into the sea supposedly haunts a newly opened resort hotel; and



a woman is told she will inherit a fortune if she spends the night in a house which is said to be
haunted by a dead man’s restless spirit. The last two stories have a similar formula in that the
“ghosts” turn out to be living people enacting nefarious schemes, although the presence of a
true ghost is also revealed at the end. The comic also includes an adaptation of Horace
Walpole’s classic 1768 Gothic story “The Castle of Otranto.” An editorial on the inside cover
assured the reader that “superstition is ignorance … There are no such things as ghosts—there
never were, there never will be” but explained that stories of the supernatural would live
forever.Adventures into the Unknown was an immediate hit with readers. The Living Ghost
returned for more malevolence in the second issue and was to appear in the third, but the idea
for turning it into a continuing feature was dropped even though many readers wrote in asking for
more stories about Malevo. Instead in the fifth issue there appeared the first installment of “The
Spirit of Frankenstein.” In this an aging, dying scientist named Pardway is jealous of his younger
associate, Dan Warren. When the two build a hulking robot together, Pardway importunes
Warren to put his brain in the robot after his death, which he does. Realizing that Pardway’s bitter
spirit is controlling the robot and may cause it to do serious harm, Warren exorcises the spirit in a
most unusual manner. As he explains it: “A ghost is dependent on the atomic structure of the
body it has left. By subjecting [the body] to nuclear fission—will destroy his ghost!”Still in the
following issue Warren is not certain that Pardway’s brain can’t still cause problems, so he has
his girlfriend Marcia pay a call on a spiritualist named Daggert. Daggert has exorcised several
haunted houses and collected the spirits, several of which he instructs to take over the mind of
the “Frankenstein” robot in a play for power. The robot runs amok in the city. Warren is able to
free it from the spirits’ devilish control but in AITU 8 searches for a way of keeping it forever free
of outside evil influences. He hopes that a device called a “microvolt resistor” will do the job, but
Pardway, in a last ditch effort before dissipating into the ether, awakens the creature’s intelligence
—it’s still his brain inside its metal head—and the robot is able to seize control of the device.
Fortunately Warren is able to prevent the robot from causing a major disaster at an atomic lab. In
the next issue the robot plays good guy when a hypnotist inadvertently creates a phantom
consisting of the evil impulses of hundreds of convicts. When the phantom, given physical form
by Warren as he seeks to discover its true nature, tries to break those same convicts out of
prison, “Frankenstein” prevents him at the scientist’s urging. The robot battled the spirit of an
ancient Egyptian sorcerer in AITU 10 as well as other strange monsters in subsequent issues
but disappeared for good after about a dozen installments.The first continuing horror anthology
comic: Adventures into the Unknown, by American Comics Group.Adventures also ran
whimsical fantasy tales on occasion, along with science fiction with a horrific slant. “The Beast
from Beyond” (AITU 17) had a plot so similar to John W. Campbell’s “Who Goes There?” (made
into the film The Thing from Another World the same year) that it’s unlikely the author wasn’t
influenced by it. Scientists discover a strange alien creature frozen in the ice and thaw it, only to
discover that it can change its shape and mimic any animal or human. After a while paranoia
breaks out in the camp. The story was well done, but original it wasn’t. “The Magic Formula” in



AITU 22 employed the popular theme of gigantism: a scientist enlarges animals to giant size so
that they can supposedly feed the world and provide more milk, meat and wool, but the question
is never raised as to how much more these big animals themselves would eat, although the
problem of containing them—the usual problem in movies and stories about out-sized animals—
does come up when the creatures break loose. In late 1952 when both horror and sci fi comics
were proliferating, the editors asked the readers of Adventures to let them know if they wanted at
least one weird science-fiction story per issue; the answer was a resounding no—for a
time.Occasionally there would be some novelty in one of the vampire/werewolf/zombie stories.
In “Fangs of Horror” (AITU 22) werewolves do not attack people in general, but subsist on
corpses in cemeteries. Young Enid’s father has hit on a way of wiping out the werewolves, but he
and his wife are killed by them—but not before he takes the precaution of hiding his secret on a
piece of paper inside Enid’s teddy bear. Enid is raised by the werewolf leader—who never thinks
to look inside the teddy bear—and grows up almost thinking that he and his lupine friends are
normal, until a cop on their trail sets her wise. They discover the secret paper and learn that the
werewolves can be stopped with cyanide. The story had giant holes in it but at least it added
some unique elements to the formula.“Shadow of the Wolf” (AITU 23) presented a werewolf as a
sociopathic young man, Kurt, who covets the ranch owned by his uncle and which will be
inherited by his two cousins. He decides to get the ranch for himself by killing the two men in his
werewolf form. The suspenseful story—you know who’s doing what to whom but not how it will
all come out—works well as a lycanthropic murder mystery. In “Werewolf Valley” (AITU 30) a
lumber company moves in on the title location in the Blue Ridge Mountains, even though they’re
warned that it’s home to a nest of vampires who only want to be let alone to live in their private
space in peace. A beautiful woman attaches herself to the lumberjacks, and at first seems to be
quite helpful, but in reality she’s slowly working her way through the men, using her seductive
charms to turn them into werewolves like herself. At the end the foreman confronts her but
discovers to his regret that all of his men have become snarling werewolves as they attack him.
“When Werewolves Howl” (33) was a moving tale in which a boy is given a werewolf cub by a
dying old were-woman (one of her family attacked and killed the boy’s dog), discovers the cub
can turn into a boy, and treats his pet—who only changes into human form when no one else is
around—as if he were his brother as well as best friend. The young werewolf sacrifices his life to
save his friend and the boy’s father from an attacking pack of wolves.“Assault from the
Unknown” (AITU 25) was an in-joke that also worked as an effective thriller, with a writer for the
comic discovering that a Legion of Evil comprised of ghosts, werewolves, vampires and the like
has decided to wipe out the staff of Adventures into the Unknown because the comic was giving
away trade secrets. (A similar story appeared in Ace’s Hand of Fate.) The writer gives his life to
save a female staffer and leaves a note saying he’ll continue to send in stories from the world of
the supernatural. “Maybe Adventures into the Unknown will start to print stories that are really
out of this world,” says the editor.A popular theme in horror comics—and Adventures into the
Unknown was no exception—was men who are spurned by women getting even with them until



their own eventual comeuppance overtakes them. Sometimes the women were unspeakably
cruel in their rejection, and almost seem to deserve their fate. Other times their only crime is not
being attracted to the man in question. In “The Hideous Head” (AITU 28) homely Professor
Griffith, who relishes statues of beautiful women who are repulsed by him in real life, discovers
the snake-tressed head of Medusa in some ruins. He first kills a woman on the dig who recently
rejected him by turning her to stone with the head, then advertises for models so he can turn
them all into lovely dead statues, his revenge upon the world of women. A lady detective
answers his ad and Griffith winds up becoming a victim of the gorgon’s gaze himself. Twenty-one
issues later a sculptress named Mady George—whose statues of men and women in terrified
poses are amazingly lifelike and resemble people who’d vanished—is unmasked as Medusa in
“Talent for Terror.”Another popular theme was the man with the shrewish, unloving or greedy wife
(sometimes the wife had an evil husband) who made his life miserable with her profligate
spending, leading the nominal hero to take drastic action of some kind. In “The Blind Man” in
AITU 48 Sam wants Hilda to marry him but she wants to make sure he’ll be a success. Kindly
Sam gives money to an old blind beggar and thereafter has dreams that warn him of deadly
future events and how to avoid them. Saving the life of men on a construction site nets him a job;
saving his boss from a diabetic coma gets him a raise; and so on. Hilda marries him but nearly
drives him into bankruptcy. He dreams that she’s in unspecified danger and decides to take her
out of the country by plane wherein the pilot turns out to be the old blind guy. The story now
drops all pretense of reasonableness and brings in some beaked alien creatures who take Hilda
away with them and presumably kill her. “It’s better this way,” says the old man. “Otherwise she
would have led you both to doom. You will find happiness yet—with another girl.” Thus Sam is
not only spared the cost of an expensive divorce but has no need to resort to murder, either! On
the other end of the spectrum were numerous stories in which the love between spouses helped
save one or both of them from demonic forces.Many stories dealt with devilish aspects of the
hereafter. In “The Man Who Died Too Soon” (AITU 43) the pilot Stan Griffith is the only survivor
of a plane crash (the story doesn’t explain why he managed to fly his plane into a mountain!).
But his spirit is mistakenly taken into the hereafter, then released, unfortunately, after he already
signed the register. Afraid of punishment, the spirits responsible for this mistake decide that he
has to die in an another accident. Then, like something out of the Final Destination movies,
Griffith finds himself narrowly avoiding death during one grotesque accident after another. Finally
the argument is made before a supreme council that his life has already been recorded as not
ending for many decades, and he is allowed to live out his full lifespan.The Devil himself,
depicted in the stereotypical fashion of red skin, horns and trident, appeared frequently. “The
Devil’s Disciple” (6) had a young woman named Judy reading an old diary that once belonged to
Hester Prince, a woman of an earlier century. Hester was betrayed by her fiance and best friend,
and sold her soul to the Devil to get revenge. As Judy reads these words in the diary, the Devil
appears, and is furious that Judy has no desire to sell her soul to him. He tries to tempt her, and
when that fails tries to kill her in multiple accidents. Judy falls in love with Wayne Morse, who



saves her from one of those accidents, but after they’re engaged, discovers him, like Hester
before her, in the arms of another woman, Hester Prentiss. Judy decides that she, too, wants
revenge, and winds up signing her name in the Devil’s Book of Souls. But even as she drives off
to kill Wayne, she realizes that Hester Prince and Hester Prentiss are one and the same, and it’s
all a trick the Devil’s. She manages to save Wayne from Hester’s demonic clutches, and the
story suggests that the two of them will live happily ever after. Apparently the writer forgot that
Judy signed the Devil’s book....Adventures didn’t go in for giant monsters very much, but it did
run a few stories in the genre: Scientists find living dinosaurs in modern-day Everglades (AITU
21); Merlin the magician unleashes dragons on the modern world wherein they are shot down by
the Air Force (26); a tentacled sea monster devours everyone on the Marie Celeste and other
ships whose passengers have mysteriously disappeared (41); and a scientist injects himself
with a serum that turns him into a man-sized, blood-drinking spider (50), seen crawling into a
terrified woman’s bedroom window on the cover.Adventures into the Unknown was rarely terribly
gruesome, but it had its moments. In AITU 38 a witch doctor tries to use a voodoo doll to get rid
of a nasty white man who threatens his son. Knowing that only a really memorable death may
show the man’s associates that he means business, he bites the head off of the doll—and the
real man’s head simply falls off (although this is not shown). In AITU 53 Baron Kroger, the “head
man” in collecting, decides to sell off his valuable prizes because he’s started a secret new
collection. When a curious Herr Schwill, who assumes the collection has great monetary value,
insists upon seeing it at gunpoint, Kroger directs him to a safe. Schwill sees nothing in the safe,
so sticks his head inside for a better look—only to have a sharp blade come swishing down so
the Baron can add his head to his collection. Generally it was only evil people who came to bad
ends, but there were exceptions, such as a story in AITU 40 in which the wicked side of a man’s
nature develops a body of its own. His girlfriend kills the evil twin, only to learn that she actually
murdered her boyfriend when his double walks in and proceeds to strangle her.By 1953, with a
reduced page count, Adventures into the Unknown was still extremely popular—ACG had come
out with sister publications such as Forbidden Worlds, Out of the Dark and Skeleton Hand—but
the series had a lot of competition. 3D comics that had fuzzy images which became clear when
you wore special glasses were coinciding with the 3D rage in movies. Beginning with the fifty-
first issue AITU published stories in what it called “Truevision,” what it considered a type of 3D
without the eyestrain and without glasses. The stories were printed on a black background, with
objects and people stretching out of the borders, to create an extremely simplistic 3D effect.
AITU tested the waters with a story or two, then ran almost every story in the “process” for about
a year. This actually stripped the series of much of its visual interest, with every story looking the
same. It didn’t help that the chief artist, Harry Lazarus, who had quite a few pages to draw every
month, often turned in rushed work. (Other artists for the series were Bob Fangione, Kenneth
Landau, and Edmond Good.)Witches and monsters in Adventures into the Unknown 47.The
“Truevision” period didn’t last long but the comic published one of its most macabre and
memorable stories in that process, “The Man Who Died Laughing” (AITU 58). Titus Graeme



takes care of his simple cousin Herman by living off the $100 a week Herman gets from a trust
fund. Titus gives Herman the bare necessities while living it up on most of the money. When
Herman gets sick Titus doesn’t bother with a doctor, and the poor fellow dies. Titus is only upset
because he’s afraid of losing the weekly stipend. Using his occult knowledge, Titus manages to
turn Herman into one of the living dead; since he was already dull-witted he fools the lawyer who
delivers the checks into thinking he’s still alive. Titus decides to live a frugal life for the next
twenty years—Herman no longer needs food—and puts each weekly payment into a suitcase,
hoping to have a fortune to spend while he’s still reasonably young. Two decades go by during
which a lonely Herman has become friends with numerous mice, whom Titus hates. When Titus
opens the suitcase to count what he expects will be $100,000, he discovers that the filthy mice
have eaten the money. Confronted with this reality, he becomes hysterical, suffers a seizure and
dies. The police find two bodies in the house, but are utterly baffled by the fact that one of them
has been dead for twenty years.Readers were divided as to the effectiveness of Truevision,
which was no longer touted on the cover as of AITU 59 although a few such stories remained,
and the editors asked if they wanted “shock-suspense” stories (undoubtedly of the EC variety)
intermingled with the supernatural tales. When it became clear that the days of EC Comics and
others like it were numbered (see Chapter Two), ACG turned to science fiction and lighter
fantasy tales instead. For instance, the lead story in AITU 60, “Hospitality,” was a darkly amusing
tale in which space explorers land on a mysterious world from which no one has ever returned.
Entering a gigantic structure, they wind up caught in an alien mousetrap planted by the
grotesque giants who see them only as disgusting vermin. Despite the absurd, almost comical
premise, the story was nevertheless disturbing, especially the panel of the three dead
astronauts, hopeful and alive only moments before, dangling from the deadly contraption as it’s
thrown away as debris. Future issues would frequently have sci fi stories featured on the cover. In
the same issue AITU ran an editorial regarding the protests against horror and crime comics (so
much for running shock stories). They argued that their comics always strived to remain in the
boundaries of good taste, and their imitators, lacking their taste and talent, became too shocking
and lurid in response. “Such protest is constructive we feel—save where it attempts to condemn
the entire realm of comics because of the sins of the few.”However, the comic had already
commissioned some non-supernatural suspense stories, such as the intense and excellent “The
End of the Line” in AIUW 61. The protagonist of the story scuttles his boat for the insurance
money and lets his two inebriated crew men drown, actually laughing as they desperately grab
hold of a line that is attached to the sinking ship and instead of saving them only drags them
down into the deep. These two men have the last laugh, however, as they neglected to put food
and gas in the one life boat as ordered, so the killer finds himself alone in the middle of the
ocean and starving. He manages to grab one dead fish, but it turns out to be bait for tuna, and its
hook gets caught on his clothing. He winds up pulled up out of the boat and dragged under the
water to his death. Harry Lazarus’ art for the story was very good at depicting not only the man’s
desperate circumstances, but his growing hysteria and madness. In the very disturbing “Big



Roar” in the following issue, a young man hoping for fame and fortune goes over Niagara Falls in
a barrel, but the barrel hits a rock and breaks apart, and everyone assumes he dies when his
body goes over the waterfall. Actually he was able to grab onto a jutting rock and pull himself to
safety on an outcropping behind the raging falls. He makes his way into a cave but there is no
exit and nobody knows he is there or even alive. Subsisting on frogs, he goes quietly mad as the
falls freezes over, then thaws, over and over again until forty years have passed and he is still a
prisoner of the falls. This story, although a touch far-fetched, was definitely in the category of
really-awful-things-happening-to-perfectly-nice-people.In the next issue it was announced that
Adventures into the Unknown would conform to the new comics code, and from henceforth there
would be no more stories about “zombies, vampires, and werewolves,” which had been the
comic’s stock-in-trade from the first. In addition to sci fi tales, there would be “gripping tales of
suspense,” fantasy stories and even outright comedies, such as “Coward in Outer Space,” in
which the title character goes on a space mission to get away from his shrewish, domineering
wife, lands on another planet, and winds up winning a kind-hearted princess who is her
duplicate, even as he sends his own duplicate—a nasty warrior—back to earth (and his wife) in
his stead. However, just because the horror stories were gone from the magazine didn’t mean
that horrible things couldn’t happen to likable folk such as George Harris in “Your Number’s Up,”
who develops a run of atrocious luck on his twenty-seventh birthday (all having to do with the
number 27), losing his job, his fiancee, and all of his money, and then throws away a telegram
that arrives because he’s convinced it must be bad news—and in doing so throws away a small
fortune that he would have won had he known to claim his winnings in a lottery.Adventures into
the Unknown continued well into the silver age but the final golden age issue, 69, ended on a
high note—if not exactly a horrific one—with the story of a mean man who cages a variety of
birds from Africa, including a very exotic creature called a starbird that can talk and develops
quite a vocabulary. The starbird wants freedom for himself and the other birds, but his keeper
won’t relent. So the bird, calling himself “Mr. Feathers,” puts in a call to the IRS and tells them
where the man keeps records of his hidden assets. As the birds escape their cages and make
their way back to Africa, the keeper finds himself in a cage—prison. The story was a far cry from
the material that made the comic famous, but it was hilarious.Other memorable stories during
the comic’s golden age period included: “Marriage of Death”—a woman marries a man who
turns out to be Death and never grows any older (AITU 11); “Map of Magic”—a mapmaker uses
special ink to make an imaginary map and he and his fiancee find themselves in the world he
just created (11); “The Look of Death”—a man uses a mystical Indian spy glass to kill people but
is careless where he places it (11). “Haunted Morgue,” in which murderers mentioned in
newspaper articles come back as ghosts (14); “Double Doom”—a machine creates evil
duplicates of human beings (14); “Portrait Without a Soul”—an artist paints such a realistic
picture of a fictional murderer that he literally steps out of the painting (21); “The Howling
Hunters”—a dead criminal is brought back to life as a werewolf but sacrifices himself to save the
life of woman who is kind to him (24); “Dolls of Doom”—a man tries to wipe out his family for their



inheritance with voodoo dolls (27); and “Demon of the Devil”—a woman tries desperately to
keep her boyfriend from being manipulated and killed by a satanic imp that materializes on his
shoulder and won’t let go (28).Other notable stories: “Ship of Death”—a captain mans his crew
with unliving, compliant zombies (29); “Mask of Mumbo,” a harrowing tale wherein a woman who
sports a magic mask in her nightclub act comes afoul of a persistent demon that wants to kill her
for her temerity in wearing it (31); “The Creeper”—an amorphous black mass seeps out of the
walls of an old house seeking flesh (44); “Death of the Mountain God”—horrible events on a
mountain top that resembles a skull (45); “The Eternal Fires”—a baby-faced mobster with three
months to live tries to outwit Satan and fails (49); and “Jewels of the Deep”—a giant clam sucks
in victims and turns their skulls into giant pearls (56).The most memorable golden age cover was
arguably for Adventures into the Unknown 9, which depicts a frigid landscape in which blocks of
snow have formed a sinister face and hands.Forbidden WorldsDue to the success of Adventures
into the Unknown, ACG came out with a sister title, Forbidden Worlds, in 1951. In the debut
issue there were the usual vampires and werewolves: a man hatched an elaborate scheme to
keep a woman he loved from the clutches of a werewolf; a vampire count destroyed a young
couple on their honeymoon who were then reunited in death. The main story, “Demon of
Destruction,” had a skeptical man unleashing an ancient and monstrous demon from a locked
tomb who first murders individuals and then grows big enough to tear apart bridges and knock
over the Empire State Building. The best story was “The Monster Doll,” in which a scientist
investigates rumors than in the last century a man managed to turn an executed woman’s
corpse into a robot by melding mechanical parts to flesh, then discovers that this deadly living
doll is his own wife.Forbidden Worlds proved so popular that it became monthly with the seventh
issue. The first ten issues of the comic had a wide variety of memorable or mediocre stories
involving the usual ghosts, demons, vampires and werewolves, as well as weird, almost campy
science fiction such as the silly “Realm of the Moonsters [sic]” in FW 7. As for vampires, in “Lair
of the Vampire” a couple wage a desperate, action-packed struggle against a persistent
bloodsucker who is determined to feast on both of them (FW 3). “The Unknown Vampire” in FW
10 concerns passengers and crew members whose plane crashes on a remote island and who
try to figure out whom among them is a vampire preying upon the others (with surprising results).
“The Flapping Head”—an actual head with bat’s wings behind its ears—was a vampire who flew
about a castle searching for the rest of its body, a bunch of entombed bones. (There was also a
“Flying Head” of a Hindu Shaman in FW 9.)There were plenty of ghost stories in these issues as
well. “The Vengeful Spirit” was a female resistance fighter, murdered by her own collaborationist
brother, who emerges from bottles of wine seeking men to help her get vengeance on the fellow
who killed her (3). In “The Ghoul’s Return” (7) an executioner of the French revolution who
lopped off 999 heads comes back to kill the descendants of the man who was supposed to be
victim number 1000 but managed to turn the tables on the headsman. Satan made several
appearances as well, such as in “The Devil and the Gambler,” in which a young man sells his
soul to become the richest man in the world, only to discover his mind has been placed inside



the corpulent body of an Indian maharajah—the world’s wealthiest man—who promptly dies of a
heart attack as he realizes the price he’s paid to have money (7). In “The Strange Circus of Dr.
Namirha” the devil puts on a show with animal-human hybrids—beasts with human heads—
claiming they are illusions when they are actually real. While the audience is mesmerized by
these apparitions, Satan sneaks into convalescent homes where there are heart patients, kills
them, and steals their souls to merge them with animals and create more hybrids (8).Some
stories had an air of whimsy or were more out of the ordinary than usual. “The Zombie’s Doom”
was a bizarre, even sick romance in which a woman falls for a man who is secretly a dread
zombie with a grotesque appearance, but still loves him even when she learns the truth and
sees his true face (8). “Doom of the Gnomes” in FW 9 was a charming tale of a little boy who
tries to save a group of leprechaun-like creatures who live in caverns from being destroyed by
explosives planted by a construction team that is unaware of their existence (the gnomes can
only be seen by people as small as they are). In “Strange Machine” a mad scientist turns many
young women into old “hags” in his attempts to recalibrate a machine that is supposed to make
people young again. He does manage to turn one woman into a child and her boyfriend into an
elderly man, but together they’re able to outwit him (10).As the series continued evil women
made their mark in several stories. In “Lure of the Snake Goddess” (FW 16) a beautiful Indian
woman who can turn into a hideous snake comes to the United States to find fame and fortune
and literally crushes anyone who gets in her way, including rival actresses who get the stage
roles she covets. A man who knows her secret but can’t prove it arranges for her to really be
burned at the stake during her performance as Joan of Arc so that she’s forced to switch to
snake form to wiggle out of her ropes and get away from the fire. After he shoots her, she
changes back to her human form. When a cop tries to arrest her killer, the latter points out to the
audience, where hundreds of witnesses can testify that the star of the play was indeed a snake
monster! In “My Fanged and Fiendish Darling” (FW 34) a lonely wife whose husband is in the
service overseas willingly becomes a werewolf when one of them knocks on her door; she then
contrives to keep her secret when her husband, who is now blind, returns home. An interesting
aspect of the story is that while the housewife grows fangs, the werewolf that inhabits her takes
on a separate lupine form and stalks the night while she rests at home, experiencing her other
self’s savage attacks on humans from the safety of her living room.There were occasional
stories with larger or especially bizarre creatures, such as “The Million-Year Monster” in which an
atomic blast irradiates a dinosaur egg causing it to hatch a grotesque ten-foot abomination that
can talk and has hypnotic control over humans (14). “The Winged Terror” is a race of man-eating
horrors that emerge from cocoons and also put their human victims in cocoons to be fed upon
later (15). “The Ant-Master” is an out-sized soldier ant with an evil, wizened face who can
command humans bitten by normal soldier ants to kill people once they transform into hideous
man-ant hybrids (21). In another story a mad scientist breeds creatures that are combinations of
insects and animals, such as a cat-moth, and injects his two conniving servants, who are after
his hidden fortune, with the formula and wonders at the end what they might become (23).And



the monsters continued: “Charah’s Prey” concerns an Egyptian deity with a huge alligator-like
head who goes on rampages unless he is given female sacrifices to devour in a few grisly gulps
(24). “The Tree of Terror” is a man-eating tree that drags victims down to a cave beneath its roots
and feeds upon them as they lay dying (26). In “The Beast in the Berg” ugly large and red
insectoid creatures inside ice bergs thaw out and emit killing rays that doom the entire world. In
“The Thing on the Beach” (30) a murderer marooned on a lonely atoll finds only ants to eat, with
the result that he turns into a man-sized mutated ant monster that devours his former shipmates
when they come for him. A creepy scene has him watching as ants carry off pieces of his flesh
that have baked in the sun and fallen off. In “Terror Under the Big Top” a girl’s head is squashed
under an elephant’s foot as a rogue spirit goes on the rampage causing deaths and horrible
accidents (27).At first the covers of Forbidden Worlds often had nothing to do with its contents.
The cover of FW 5 depicts a gigantic sea serpent-centipede attacking a ferry, but the inside
pages instead presented a tale of a giant man-eating merman who wants revenge for the
destruction of his underworld city and people. The cover of FW 6 has a giant ape making like
King Kong and climbing a skyscraper tower, but there was no sign of this creature within the
book. Later on the comic would generally highlight its lead story on the cover, depicting all
manner of were-creatures, vampires, terror trees, and unearthly creatures and spirits—along
with plenty of good-looking women. Artists for the series included Art Gates, Harry Lazarus, Al
McWilliams, Edmond Good and Kenneth Landau.After the creation of the comics code and the
ban on horror, Forbidden Worlds, like Adventures into the Unknown, eschewed horror stories for
lighter suspense and sci fi tales. Instead of vampires and werewolves, there were stories about
identical twins who could communicate psychically during times of stress, or about a pilot who
crash lands into a lost civilization in the Himalayas and returns to find that 150 years have gone
by in the real world. There was a mix of non-horror supernatural stories with speculative fiction
and zany, light-hearted sci fi. The artwork also became less grisly and more eye-
appealing.Some other memorable golden age stories in Forbidden Worlds included: “The Eyes
of Death”—the spirit of a man driven to suicide by a rival who took over his home extracts a
terrible price for vengeance (8); “Mummy’s Treasure”—a dead mummy pursues a little boy who
accidentally freed him from his sarcophagus (11); “Clutching Curse”—a harrowing tale of a
couple trying to stay alive in a house with an evil and murderous presence (11); “Chest of
Death”—an ancient genie emerges from a box to kill in order to gain strength and size (12);
“Were-Spider’s Doom”—the Widow Black can turn into a giant black widow spider with a human
head, but she meets up with a were-wasp and dies (12); “Werewolves of the Rockies”—the
passengers of a train stalled in a snow storm have to deal with a village of werewolves who see
easy prey (17).Also: “The Recorded Monster”—a demonic god is “recorded” on audio tape and
reemerges when the tape is played to wreak bloody havoc (17); “Hallahan’s Head”—a human
head pursues the man who ordered him murdered across the ocean and bites him to death (25);
“The Talking Machine” —a parrot with artificially enhanced intelligence commits robberies for a
larcenous couple and then ultimately outwits them (30); “Invasion of the Deadlings”—aliens



come to earth and inhabit corpses—both of the already dead and of humans they kill—so they
can walk around in earth’s atmosphere until the couple who learns of their existence destroy
them by making the ultimate sacrifice (32); “Bride of the Swamp”—a woman turns into an
alligator and tears apart her horrified beloved (33); “The Dreamer”—a woman’s prophetic
dreams initially lead to wealth and happiness but ultimately end in tragedy (35).Forbidden
Worlds continued to be published well into the silver age but it was no longer a horror comic.Out
of the NightACG came out with two more horror series in the fifties: Out of the Night and
Skeleton Hand, neither of which lasted as long as Adventures into the Unknown or Forbidden
Worlds. Out of the Night debuted in 1951, lasting 17 issues. It featured the same kind of stories
as the other two series, but while many of these had interesting premises they were often poorly
executed, with both scripts and art on a mediocre level.There were some notable exceptions,
however. “The Curse of the Witch” turns a pretty young woman into a hideous hag who is
compelled to murder someone she loves. She prevents herself from murdering her fiance by
killing her beloved pet dog, but finds it harder and harder to resist her compulsion to kill … if she
doesn’t kill someone in three days time she will permanently became a slave of Satan.
Fortunately, her husband is able to get her out of her predicament by destroying the witch who
cursed her (OOTN 7). “Domain of the Were-Beast” is a variation of “The Most Dangerous Game”
wherein the hunter of humans who mounts their heads on his wall is a werewolf accompanied by
weird demonic creatures (9). “When the Spirit Walked” is a very unusual private eye story in
which Satan hires an, at first, unbelieving gumshoe to recover a vengeful soul who managed to
escape from Hades. The latter’s corpse had been kept alive by the presence of microscopic
creatures called diatoms, that were in salt water that seeped into his grave from the ocean
nearby (10).While most of the characters in Out of the Night met terrible fates, occasionally they
were spared such anguish. “Destination: Unknown” (OOTN 14) presented the bizarre
predicament of newlyweds Ted and Mary Judson, who are on a honeymoon cruise to Europe.
When the ship goes down, Ted, an Olympic swimmer, tells Mary to hold on tightly to his hand
and never let go. Unfortunately, the drowning Mary drags Ted to the sea bottom. When they
awake, they are on a boat of dead souls being taken for final judgment. Ted realizes that he feels
hunger and pain, his heart still beats—he is not really dead. He hates the idea of being
separated from his beloved so hides the fact that he is still alive. When the truth is discovered,
he begs to die and go with Mary, but his long life has already been ordained, as has his wife’s
death. However, when he wakes up again in the sick bay of the rescue ship, his dead wife is
successfully revived; fate has been kind to them.Not so Laura and Don, another couple in “Ship
of Death” (10) who accidentally cause an accident and several deaths while embracing in their
automobile as they rush to the dock for a honeymoon cruise. They lie about their involvement in
the crash but discover that the ship is full of the spirits of the victims and that they are also dead.
When it turns out that both are actually still alive, they are sent back to the real world but die in
the operating room since their injuries are so severe. They then learn that their fate is to spend
the rest of eternity being operated on—without anesthetic. As their injuries would actually have



prevented them from lying to the police or indeed saying anything, this seems like an incredibly
harsh punishment.Some stories are interesting not because of their quality but because of the
bizarre developments they encompass. In “The Fountain of Age” (OOTN 9) water-starved
geologist Dan Newton shoots his native guides when they try to prevent him from drinking the
waters of a mystical fountain in the sun-baked Kalahari. The water makes him see himself at
different ages, then turns him into an elderly man facing death. Even though he’s a murderer his
girlfriend Rita sacrifices herself for him because he’s a “great scientist” and at the end becomes
another statue holding up the fountain. “The Weird Wager” (9) is a bet between Satan and
Death, who choose a young couple as sample humans and show them what’s in store for them
at the end of their lives if they choose death—oblivion—or eternal damnation. Satan shows them
images of Hell, such as people burning in fire pits or endlessly rolling heavy boulders up a hill
but never reaching the top. Strangely the couple choose the Devil over Death. “As long as we’re
together we can stand any pain—so we prefer eternal torture to eternal nothingness,” explains
the man. It’s a question if he would still feel that way after, say, a century of rolling boulders or
boiling in oil.There were occasional monster stories in Out of the Night. “Out of the Screen” in
OOTN 14 featured a prehistoric monster in a 3-D movie, featured on the very effective cover,
who emerges from the screen to create havoc; despite the amusing premise, the story itself was
too nonsensical to be effective. “Nightmare from the Past” (16), in which Professor Callen
discovers the survivor of a race of giants frozen in the ice, was better. The block of ice which
contains the huge man falls during transportation, separating into two parts, one containing the
head and the other the body. The head is kept alive mechanically and given a blood supply and
when it revives and begins to speak, Milo, Callen’s assistant, tortures him to learn details of the
giants’ hidden treasure. But the giant fools Milo into reuniting its head with its body with
predictable results. The story, unfortunately, ended a little too abruptly to make the most of its
premise.The best story that ever appeared in the comic was “The Tunnel,” expertly drawn for
maximum impact by Kenneth Landau, in Out of the Night 16. Slim Warren works in a railroad
switch house and is resentful that Bailey, the younger man he trained, has been given a
promotion Slim coveted. As Bailey walks home through the nearby tunnel, Slim impulsively
decides not to switch the track for the approaching express, which not only hits and kills Bailey,
but derails after the initial impact, killing several passengers. Slim arranges for the late Bailey to
get the blame, but needs to find his watch in the tunnel to back up his story. Slim is plagued by
guilt, as well as the ghost of Bailey and images of a phantom train carrying the spirits of those
who died. As a real train bares down on him, Slim lays low in the tracks and finally spots the
watch. After the train—carrying the corpses from the wreck—passes over him safely, Slim
reaches out for the watch in triumph, touches the third rail, and is electrocuted.Skeleton Hand
and The Clutching HandSkeleton Hand (the full title was Skeleton Hand in Secrets of the
Supernatural) debuted in 1952 and only lasted six issues. Many of its stories seemed like rejects
from ACG’s other three horror titles, especially art-wise, but at least some had interesting
premises. For instance, in one story there was a mirror out of which souls of the dead could



emerge and come back to life (SK 4). “The Bat and the Brain” (SK 2) presents a scientist who
invents a mechanical bat whose movements he can control with his brain waves, but he hasn’t
reckoned with the possibility that a vampire might want to control the bat for his own purposes.
“The Were-Fiends of Finland” are werewolves who strike back when a doctor has come upon a
possible means of wiping out their curse—and them—once and for all (5). In “The Hidden
Horror” a 300-year-old wizard imprisons victims behind stone walls in his basement before a
young couple manage to end his reign of terror (5).The Clutching Hand was yet another horror
comic from ACG that came out in 1954. When the comics code came into effect, bringing a new
editorial slant to the macabre magazines, Clutching Hand became a one-shot deal,
understandably, as the comic offered a couple of stories more in the lines of gruesome EC
Comics. “The Real McCoy” concerned a man named Oliver, who’s amassed huge gambling
debts and is threatened with death if he doesn’t pay up. His wealthy parents refuse to give him
the money, so to keep his vicious creditor at bay he decides to pretend he’s been kidnapped.
The parents see through this scheme—the ransom is the exact amount he asked for, for one
thing—so he steps up the game by sending a note specifying that they’ll receive a different piece
of him each day until they pay up. A finger arrives, horrifying Oliver’s parents, until a spark hits it
and it burns up like cellophane —a fake. A hand that arrives the next day also proves to be a
phony. When Oliver’s folks receive the next parcel, the father throws it into the fireplace with
disgust. But when they smell a horrible odor they realize this wasn’t fake—it is Oliver’s actual
severed head; seems his creditor was getting impatient.In “The Tiny Heads” a man murders
several natives simply so he can have some shrunken heads to sell, but the heads come to life
and begin biting him, holding him in place while his own head is severed and he winds up in the
same bag with the other “trophies.” “Death of a Doll” is a grotesque concoction wherein a wealthy
midget gets even with the women who shunned him by murdering them, and when chased by
police winds up hiding in the cage of an ape who turns him into a twisted bloody toy. In another
story a bitter old man discovers a potion that raises the dead, whom he forces to do his bidding
until he makes the mistake of directing them to sacred ground. A story of a female vampire
rounded out the issue.OneAmerican Comics Group (ACG)American Comics Group (ACG) came
out with what was to become the first of the long-running horror comics when they began
publishing Adventures into the Unknown in 1948. The cover of the premiere issue shows a
young couple about to enter a haunted house. Inside there is a host of stories: a creepy tale
about a werewolf on the rampage, stalking a woman who suspects his true identity; Malevo, the
Devil’s second-in-command (but even more evil), walks the earth as “The Living Ghost”; the
spirit of a murdered man whose body was dumped into the sea supposedly haunts a newly
opened resort hotel; and a woman is told she will inherit a fortune if she spends the night in a
house which is said to be haunted by a dead man’s restless spirit. The last two stories have a
similar formula in that the “ghosts” turn out to be living people enacting nefarious schemes,
although the presence of a true ghost is also revealed at the end. The comic also includes an
adaptation of Horace Walpole’s classic 1768 Gothic story “The Castle of Otranto.” An editorial on



the inside cover assured the reader that “superstition is ignorance … There are no such things
as ghosts—there never were, there never will be” but explained that stories of the supernatural
would live forever.Adventures into the Unknown was an immediate hit with readers. The Living
Ghost returned for more malevolence in the second issue and was to appear in the third, but the
idea for turning it into a continuing feature was dropped even though many readers wrote in
asking for more stories about Malevo. Instead in the fifth issue there appeared the first
installment of “The Spirit of Frankenstein.” In this an aging, dying scientist named Pardway is
jealous of his younger associate, Dan Warren. When the two build a hulking robot together,
Pardway importunes Warren to put his brain in the robot after his death, which he does.
Realizing that Pardway’s bitter spirit is controlling the robot and may cause it to do serious harm,
Warren exorcises the spirit in a most unusual manner. As he explains it: “A ghost is dependent
on the atomic structure of the body it has left. By subjecting [the body] to nuclear fission—will
destroy his ghost!”Still in the following issue Warren is not certain that Pardway’s brain can’t still
cause problems, so he has his girlfriend Marcia pay a call on a spiritualist named Daggert.
Daggert has exorcised several haunted houses and collected the spirits, several of which he
instructs to take over the mind of the “Frankenstein” robot in a play for power. The robot runs
amok in the city. Warren is able to free it from the spirits’ devilish control but in AITU 8 searches
for a way of keeping it forever free of outside evil influences. He hopes that a device called a
“microvolt resistor” will do the job, but Pardway, in a last ditch effort before dissipating into the
ether, awakens the creature’s intelligence—it’s still his brain inside its metal head—and the robot
is able to seize control of the device. Fortunately Warren is able to prevent the robot from
causing a major disaster at an atomic lab. In the next issue the robot plays good guy when a
hypnotist inadvertently creates a phantom consisting of the evil impulses of hundreds of
convicts. When the phantom, given physical form by Warren as he seeks to discover its true
nature, tries to break those same convicts out of prison, “Frankenstein” prevents him at the
scientist’s urging. The robot battled the spirit of an ancient Egyptian sorcerer in AITU 10 as well
as other strange monsters in subsequent issues but disappeared for good after about a dozen
installments.The first continuing horror anthology comic: Adventures into the Unknown, by
American Comics Group.Adventures also ran whimsical fantasy tales on occasion, along with
science fiction with a horrific slant. “The Beast from Beyond” (AITU 17) had a plot so similar to
John W. Campbell’s “Who Goes There?” (made into the film The Thing from Another World the
same year) that it’s unlikely the author wasn’t influenced by it. Scientists discover a strange alien
creature frozen in the ice and thaw it, only to discover that it can change its shape and mimic any
animal or human. After a while paranoia breaks out in the camp. The story was well done, but
original it wasn’t. “The Magic Formula” in AITU 22 employed the popular theme of gigantism: a
scientist enlarges animals to giant size so that they can supposedly feed the world and provide
more milk, meat and wool, but the question is never raised as to how much more these big
animals themselves would eat, although the problem of containing them—the usual problem in
movies and stories about out-sized animals—does come up when the creatures break loose. In



late 1952 when both horror and sci fi comics were proliferating, the editors asked the readers of
Adventures to let them know if they wanted at least one weird science-fiction story per issue; the
answer was a resounding no—for a time.Occasionally there would be some novelty in one of the
vampire/werewolf/zombie stories. In “Fangs of Horror” (AITU 22) werewolves do not attack
people in general, but subsist on corpses in cemeteries. Young Enid’s father has hit on a way of
wiping out the werewolves, but he and his wife are killed by them—but not before he takes the
precaution of hiding his secret on a piece of paper inside Enid’s teddy bear. Enid is raised by the
werewolf leader—who never thinks to look inside the teddy bear—and grows up almost thinking
that he and his lupine friends are normal, until a cop on their trail sets her wise. They discover
the secret paper and learn that the werewolves can be stopped with cyanide. The story had
giant holes in it but at least it added some unique elements to the formula.“Shadow of the
Wolf” (AITU 23) presented a werewolf as a sociopathic young man, Kurt, who covets the ranch
owned by his uncle and which will be inherited by his two cousins. He decides to get the ranch
for himself by killing the two men in his werewolf form. The suspenseful story—you know who’s
doing what to whom but not how it will all come out—works well as a lycanthropic murder
mystery. In “Werewolf Valley” (AITU 30) a lumber company moves in on the title location in the
Blue Ridge Mountains, even though they’re warned that it’s home to a nest of vampires who only
want to be let alone to live in their private space in peace. A beautiful woman attaches herself to
the lumberjacks, and at first seems to be quite helpful, but in reality she’s slowly working her way
through the men, using her seductive charms to turn them into werewolves like herself. At the
end the foreman confronts her but discovers to his regret that all of his men have become
snarling werewolves as they attack him. “When Werewolves Howl” (33) was a moving tale in
which a boy is given a werewolf cub by a dying old were-woman (one of her family attacked and
killed the boy’s dog), discovers the cub can turn into a boy, and treats his pet—who only
changes into human form when no one else is around—as if he were his brother as well as best
friend. The young werewolf sacrifices his life to save his friend and the boy’s father from an
attacking pack of wolves.“Assault from the Unknown” (AITU 25) was an in-joke that also worked
as an effective thriller, with a writer for the comic discovering that a Legion of Evil comprised of
ghosts, werewolves, vampires and the like has decided to wipe out the staff of Adventures into
the Unknown because the comic was giving away trade secrets. (A similar story appeared in
Ace’s Hand of Fate.) The writer gives his life to save a female staffer and leaves a note saying
he’ll continue to send in stories from the world of the supernatural. “Maybe Adventures into the
Unknown will start to print stories that are really out of this world,” says the editor.A popular
theme in horror comics—and Adventures into the Unknown was no exception—was men who
are spurned by women getting even with them until their own eventual comeuppance overtakes
them. Sometimes the women were unspeakably cruel in their rejection, and almost seem to
deserve their fate. Other times their only crime is not being attracted to the man in question. In
“The Hideous Head” (AITU 28) homely Professor Griffith, who relishes statues of beautiful
women who are repulsed by him in real life, discovers the snake-tressed head of Medusa in



some ruins. He first kills a woman on the dig who recently rejected him by turning her to stone
with the head, then advertises for models so he can turn them all into lovely dead statues, his
revenge upon the world of women. A lady detective answers his ad and Griffith winds up
becoming a victim of the gorgon’s gaze himself. Twenty-one issues later a sculptress named
Mady George—whose statues of men and women in terrified poses are amazingly lifelike and
resemble people who’d vanished—is unmasked as Medusa in “Talent for Terror.”Another popular
theme was the man with the shrewish, unloving or greedy wife (sometimes the wife had an evil
husband) who made his life miserable with her profligate spending, leading the nominal hero to
take drastic action of some kind. In “The Blind Man” in AITU 48 Sam wants Hilda to marry him
but she wants to make sure he’ll be a success. Kindly Sam gives money to an old blind beggar
and thereafter has dreams that warn him of deadly future events and how to avoid them. Saving
the life of men on a construction site nets him a job; saving his boss from a diabetic coma gets
him a raise; and so on. Hilda marries him but nearly drives him into bankruptcy. He dreams that
she’s in unspecified danger and decides to take her out of the country by plane wherein the pilot
turns out to be the old blind guy. The story now drops all pretense of reasonableness and brings
in some beaked alien creatures who take Hilda away with them and presumably kill her. “It’s
better this way,” says the old man. “Otherwise she would have led you both to doom. You will find
happiness yet—with another girl.” Thus Sam is not only spared the cost of an expensive divorce
but has no need to resort to murder, either! On the other end of the spectrum were numerous
stories in which the love between spouses helped save one or both of them from demonic
forces.Many stories dealt with devilish aspects of the hereafter. In “The Man Who Died Too
Soon” (AITU 43) the pilot Stan Griffith is the only survivor of a plane crash (the story doesn’t
explain why he managed to fly his plane into a mountain!). But his spirit is mistakenly taken into
the hereafter, then released, unfortunately, after he already signed the register. Afraid of
punishment, the spirits responsible for this mistake decide that he has to die in an another
accident. Then, like something out of the Final Destination movies, Griffith finds himself narrowly
avoiding death during one grotesque accident after another. Finally the argument is made before
a supreme council that his life has already been recorded as not ending for many decades, and
he is allowed to live out his full lifespan.The Devil himself, depicted in the stereotypical fashion of
red skin, horns and trident, appeared frequently. “The Devil’s Disciple” (6) had a young woman
named Judy reading an old diary that once belonged to Hester Prince, a woman of an earlier
century. Hester was betrayed by her fiance and best friend, and sold her soul to the Devil to get
revenge. As Judy reads these words in the diary, the Devil appears, and is furious that Judy has
no desire to sell her soul to him. He tries to tempt her, and when that fails tries to kill her in
multiple accidents. Judy falls in love with Wayne Morse, who saves her from one of those
accidents, but after they’re engaged, discovers him, like Hester before her, in the arms of
another woman, Hester Prentiss. Judy decides that she, too, wants revenge, and winds up
signing her name in the Devil’s Book of Souls. But even as she drives off to kill Wayne, she
realizes that Hester Prince and Hester Prentiss are one and the same, and it’s all a trick the



Devil’s. She manages to save Wayne from Hester’s demonic clutches, and the story suggests
that the two of them will live happily ever after. Apparently the writer forgot that Judy signed the
Devil’s book....Adventures didn’t go in for giant monsters very much, but it did run a few stories
in the genre: Scientists find living dinosaurs in modern-day Everglades (AITU 21); Merlin the
magician unleashes dragons on the modern world wherein they are shot down by the Air Force
(26); a tentacled sea monster devours everyone on the Marie Celeste and other ships whose
passengers have mysteriously disappeared (41); and a scientist injects himself with a serum that
turns him into a man-sized, blood-drinking spider (50), seen crawling into a terrified woman’s
bedroom window on the cover.Adventures into the Unknown was rarely terribly gruesome, but it
had its moments. In AITU 38 a witch doctor tries to use a voodoo doll to get rid of a nasty white
man who threatens his son. Knowing that only a really memorable death may show the man’s
associates that he means business, he bites the head off of the doll—and the real man’s head
simply falls off (although this is not shown). In AITU 53 Baron Kroger, the “head man” in
collecting, decides to sell off his valuable prizes because he’s started a secret new collection.
When a curious Herr Schwill, who assumes the collection has great monetary value, insists
upon seeing it at gunpoint, Kroger directs him to a safe. Schwill sees nothing in the safe, so
sticks his head inside for a better look—only to have a sharp blade come swishing down so the
Baron can add his head to his collection. Generally it was only evil people who came to bad
ends, but there were exceptions, such as a story in AITU 40 in which the wicked side of a man’s
nature develops a body of its own. His girlfriend kills the evil twin, only to learn that she actually
murdered her boyfriend when his double walks in and proceeds to strangle her.By 1953, with a
reduced page count, Adventures into the Unknown was still extremely popular—ACG had come
out with sister publications such as Forbidden Worlds, Out of the Dark and Skeleton Hand—but
the series had a lot of competition. 3D comics that had fuzzy images which became clear when
you wore special glasses were coinciding with the 3D rage in movies. Beginning with the fifty-
first issue AITU published stories in what it called “Truevision,” what it considered a type of 3D
without the eyestrain and without glasses. The stories were printed on a black background, with
objects and people stretching out of the borders, to create an extremely simplistic 3D effect.
AITU tested the waters with a story or two, then ran almost every story in the “process” for about
a year. This actually stripped the series of much of its visual interest, with every story looking the
same. It didn’t help that the chief artist, Harry Lazarus, who had quite a few pages to draw every
month, often turned in rushed work. (Other artists for the series were Bob Fangione, Kenneth
Landau, and Edmond Good.)Witches and monsters in Adventures into the Unknown 47.The
“Truevision” period didn’t last long but the comic published one of its most macabre and
memorable stories in that process, “The Man Who Died Laughing” (AITU 58). Titus Graeme
takes care of his simple cousin Herman by living off the $100 a week Herman gets from a trust
fund. Titus gives Herman the bare necessities while living it up on most of the money. When
Herman gets sick Titus doesn’t bother with a doctor, and the poor fellow dies. Titus is only upset
because he’s afraid of losing the weekly stipend. Using his occult knowledge, Titus manages to



turn Herman into one of the living dead; since he was already dull-witted he fools the lawyer who
delivers the checks into thinking he’s still alive. Titus decides to live a frugal life for the next
twenty years—Herman no longer needs food—and puts each weekly payment into a suitcase,
hoping to have a fortune to spend while he’s still reasonably young. Two decades go by during
which a lonely Herman has become friends with numerous mice, whom Titus hates. When Titus
opens the suitcase to count what he expects will be $100,000, he discovers that the filthy mice
have eaten the money. Confronted with this reality, he becomes hysterical, suffers a seizure and
dies. The police find two bodies in the house, but are utterly baffled by the fact that one of them
has been dead for twenty years.Readers were divided as to the effectiveness of Truevision,
which was no longer touted on the cover as of AITU 59 although a few such stories remained,
and the editors asked if they wanted “shock-suspense” stories (undoubtedly of the EC variety)
intermingled with the supernatural tales. When it became clear that the days of EC Comics and
others like it were numbered (see Chapter Two), ACG turned to science fiction and lighter
fantasy tales instead. For instance, the lead story in AITU 60, “Hospitality,” was a darkly amusing
tale in which space explorers land on a mysterious world from which no one has ever returned.
Entering a gigantic structure, they wind up caught in an alien mousetrap planted by the
grotesque giants who see them only as disgusting vermin. Despite the absurd, almost comical
premise, the story was nevertheless disturbing, especially the panel of the three dead
astronauts, hopeful and alive only moments before, dangling from the deadly contraption as it’s
thrown away as debris. Future issues would frequently have sci fi stories featured on the cover. In
the same issue AITU ran an editorial regarding the protests against horror and crime comics (so
much for running shock stories). They argued that their comics always strived to remain in the
boundaries of good taste, and their imitators, lacking their taste and talent, became too shocking
and lurid in response. “Such protest is constructive we feel—save where it attempts to condemn
the entire realm of comics because of the sins of the few.”However, the comic had already
commissioned some non-supernatural suspense stories, such as the intense and excellent “The
End of the Line” in AIUW 61. The protagonist of the story scuttles his boat for the insurance
money and lets his two inebriated crew men drown, actually laughing as they desperately grab
hold of a line that is attached to the sinking ship and instead of saving them only drags them
down into the deep. These two men have the last laugh, however, as they neglected to put food
and gas in the one life boat as ordered, so the killer finds himself alone in the middle of the
ocean and starving. He manages to grab one dead fish, but it turns out to be bait for tuna, and its
hook gets caught on his clothing. He winds up pulled up out of the boat and dragged under the
water to his death. Harry Lazarus’ art for the story was very good at depicting not only the man’s
desperate circumstances, but his growing hysteria and madness. In the very disturbing “Big
Roar” in the following issue, a young man hoping for fame and fortune goes over Niagara Falls in
a barrel, but the barrel hits a rock and breaks apart, and everyone assumes he dies when his
body goes over the waterfall. Actually he was able to grab onto a jutting rock and pull himself to
safety on an outcropping behind the raging falls. He makes his way into a cave but there is no



exit and nobody knows he is there or even alive. Subsisting on frogs, he goes quietly mad as the
falls freezes over, then thaws, over and over again until forty years have passed and he is still a
prisoner of the falls. This story, although a touch far-fetched, was definitely in the category of
really-awful-things-happening-to-perfectly-nice-people.In the next issue it was announced that
Adventures into the Unknown would conform to the new comics code, and from henceforth there
would be no more stories about “zombies, vampires, and werewolves,” which had been the
comic’s stock-in-trade from the first. In addition to sci fi tales, there would be “gripping tales of
suspense,” fantasy stories and even outright comedies, such as “Coward in Outer Space,” in
which the title character goes on a space mission to get away from his shrewish, domineering
wife, lands on another planet, and winds up winning a kind-hearted princess who is her
duplicate, even as he sends his own duplicate—a nasty warrior—back to earth (and his wife) in
his stead. However, just because the horror stories were gone from the magazine didn’t mean
that horrible things couldn’t happen to likable folk such as George Harris in “Your Number’s Up,”
who develops a run of atrocious luck on his twenty-seventh birthday (all having to do with the
number 27), losing his job, his fiancee, and all of his money, and then throws away a telegram
that arrives because he’s convinced it must be bad news—and in doing so throws away a small
fortune that he would have won had he known to claim his winnings in a lottery.Adventures into
the Unknown continued well into the silver age but the final golden age issue, 69, ended on a
high note—if not exactly a horrific one—with the story of a mean man who cages a variety of
birds from Africa, including a very exotic creature called a starbird that can talk and develops
quite a vocabulary. The starbird wants freedom for himself and the other birds, but his keeper
won’t relent. So the bird, calling himself “Mr. Feathers,” puts in a call to the IRS and tells them
where the man keeps records of his hidden assets. As the birds escape their cages and make
their way back to Africa, the keeper finds himself in a cage—prison. The story was a far cry from
the material that made the comic famous, but it was hilarious.Other memorable stories during
the comic’s golden age period included: “Marriage of Death”—a woman marries a man who
turns out to be Death and never grows any older (AITU 11); “Map of Magic”—a mapmaker uses
special ink to make an imaginary map and he and his fiancee find themselves in the world he
just created (11); “The Look of Death”—a man uses a mystical Indian spy glass to kill people but
is careless where he places it (11). “Haunted Morgue,” in which murderers mentioned in
newspaper articles come back as ghosts (14); “Double Doom”—a machine creates evil
duplicates of human beings (14); “Portrait Without a Soul”—an artist paints such a realistic
picture of a fictional murderer that he literally steps out of the painting (21); “The Howling
Hunters”—a dead criminal is brought back to life as a werewolf but sacrifices himself to save the
life of woman who is kind to him (24); “Dolls of Doom”—a man tries to wipe out his family for their
inheritance with voodoo dolls (27); and “Demon of the Devil”—a woman tries desperately to
keep her boyfriend from being manipulated and killed by a satanic imp that materializes on his
shoulder and won’t let go (28).Other notable stories: “Ship of Death”—a captain mans his crew
with unliving, compliant zombies (29); “Mask of Mumbo,” a harrowing tale wherein a woman who



sports a magic mask in her nightclub act comes afoul of a persistent demon that wants to kill her
for her temerity in wearing it (31); “The Creeper”—an amorphous black mass seeps out of the
walls of an old house seeking flesh (44); “Death of the Mountain God”—horrible events on a
mountain top that resembles a skull (45); “The Eternal Fires”—a baby-faced mobster with three
months to live tries to outwit Satan and fails (49); and “Jewels of the Deep”—a giant clam sucks
in victims and turns their skulls into giant pearls (56).The most memorable golden age cover was
arguably for Adventures into the Unknown 9, which depicts a frigid landscape in which blocks of
snow have formed a sinister face and hands.Forbidden WorldsDue to the success of Adventures
into the Unknown, ACG came out with a sister title, Forbidden Worlds, in 1951. In the debut
issue there were the usual vampires and werewolves: a man hatched an elaborate scheme to
keep a woman he loved from the clutches of a werewolf; a vampire count destroyed a young
couple on their honeymoon who were then reunited in death. The main story, “Demon of
Destruction,” had a skeptical man unleashing an ancient and monstrous demon from a locked
tomb who first murders individuals and then grows big enough to tear apart bridges and knock
over the Empire State Building. The best story was “The Monster Doll,” in which a scientist
investigates rumors than in the last century a man managed to turn an executed woman’s
corpse into a robot by melding mechanical parts to flesh, then discovers that this deadly living
doll is his own wife.Forbidden Worlds proved so popular that it became monthly with the seventh
issue. The first ten issues of the comic had a wide variety of memorable or mediocre stories
involving the usual ghosts, demons, vampires and werewolves, as well as weird, almost campy
science fiction such as the silly “Realm of the Moonsters [sic]” in FW 7. As for vampires, in “Lair
of the Vampire” a couple wage a desperate, action-packed struggle against a persistent
bloodsucker who is determined to feast on both of them (FW 3). “The Unknown Vampire” in FW
10 concerns passengers and crew members whose plane crashes on a remote island and who
try to figure out whom among them is a vampire preying upon the others (with surprising results).
“The Flapping Head”—an actual head with bat’s wings behind its ears—was a vampire who flew
about a castle searching for the rest of its body, a bunch of entombed bones. (There was also a
“Flying Head” of a Hindu Shaman in FW 9.)There were plenty of ghost stories in these issues as
well. “The Vengeful Spirit” was a female resistance fighter, murdered by her own collaborationist
brother, who emerges from bottles of wine seeking men to help her get vengeance on the fellow
who killed her (3). In “The Ghoul’s Return” (7) an executioner of the French revolution who
lopped off 999 heads comes back to kill the descendants of the man who was supposed to be
victim number 1000 but managed to turn the tables on the headsman. Satan made several
appearances as well, such as in “The Devil and the Gambler,” in which a young man sells his
soul to become the richest man in the world, only to discover his mind has been placed inside
the corpulent body of an Indian maharajah—the world’s wealthiest man—who promptly dies of a
heart attack as he realizes the price he’s paid to have money (7). In “The Strange Circus of Dr.
Namirha” the devil puts on a show with animal-human hybrids—beasts with human heads—
claiming they are illusions when they are actually real. While the audience is mesmerized by



these apparitions, Satan sneaks into convalescent homes where there are heart patients, kills
them, and steals their souls to merge them with animals and create more hybrids (8).Some
stories had an air of whimsy or were more out of the ordinary than usual. “The Zombie’s Doom”
was a bizarre, even sick romance in which a woman falls for a man who is secretly a dread
zombie with a grotesque appearance, but still loves him even when she learns the truth and
sees his true face (8). “Doom of the Gnomes” in FW 9 was a charming tale of a little boy who
tries to save a group of leprechaun-like creatures who live in caverns from being destroyed by
explosives planted by a construction team that is unaware of their existence (the gnomes can
only be seen by people as small as they are). In “Strange Machine” a mad scientist turns many
young women into old “hags” in his attempts to recalibrate a machine that is supposed to make
people young again. He does manage to turn one woman into a child and her boyfriend into an
elderly man, but together they’re able to outwit him (10).As the series continued evil women
made their mark in several stories. In “Lure of the Snake Goddess” (FW 16) a beautiful Indian
woman who can turn into a hideous snake comes to the United States to find fame and fortune
and literally crushes anyone who gets in her way, including rival actresses who get the stage
roles she covets. A man who knows her secret but can’t prove it arranges for her to really be
burned at the stake during her performance as Joan of Arc so that she’s forced to switch to
snake form to wiggle out of her ropes and get away from the fire. After he shoots her, she
changes back to her human form. When a cop tries to arrest her killer, the latter points out to the
audience, where hundreds of witnesses can testify that the star of the play was indeed a snake
monster! In “My Fanged and Fiendish Darling” (FW 34) a lonely wife whose husband is in the
service overseas willingly becomes a werewolf when one of them knocks on her door; she then
contrives to keep her secret when her husband, who is now blind, returns home. An interesting
aspect of the story is that while the housewife grows fangs, the werewolf that inhabits her takes
on a separate lupine form and stalks the night while she rests at home, experiencing her other
self’s savage attacks on humans from the safety of her living room.There were occasional
stories with larger or especially bizarre creatures, such as “The Million-Year Monster” in which an
atomic blast irradiates a dinosaur egg causing it to hatch a grotesque ten-foot abomination that
can talk and has hypnotic control over humans (14). “The Winged Terror” is a race of man-eating
horrors that emerge from cocoons and also put their human victims in cocoons to be fed upon
later (15). “The Ant-Master” is an out-sized soldier ant with an evil, wizened face who can
command humans bitten by normal soldier ants to kill people once they transform into hideous
man-ant hybrids (21). In another story a mad scientist breeds creatures that are combinations of
insects and animals, such as a cat-moth, and injects his two conniving servants, who are after
his hidden fortune, with the formula and wonders at the end what they might become (23).And
the monsters continued: “Charah’s Prey” concerns an Egyptian deity with a huge alligator-like
head who goes on rampages unless he is given female sacrifices to devour in a few grisly gulps
(24). “The Tree of Terror” is a man-eating tree that drags victims down to a cave beneath its roots
and feeds upon them as they lay dying (26). In “The Beast in the Berg” ugly large and red



insectoid creatures inside ice bergs thaw out and emit killing rays that doom the entire world. In
“The Thing on the Beach” (30) a murderer marooned on a lonely atoll finds only ants to eat, with
the result that he turns into a man-sized mutated ant monster that devours his former shipmates
when they come for him. A creepy scene has him watching as ants carry off pieces of his flesh
that have baked in the sun and fallen off. In “Terror Under the Big Top” a girl’s head is squashed
under an elephant’s foot as a rogue spirit goes on the rampage causing deaths and horrible
accidents (27).At first the covers of Forbidden Worlds often had nothing to do with its contents.
The cover of FW 5 depicts a gigantic sea serpent-centipede attacking a ferry, but the inside
pages instead presented a tale of a giant man-eating merman who wants revenge for the
destruction of his underworld city and people. The cover of FW 6 has a giant ape making like
King Kong and climbing a skyscraper tower, but there was no sign of this creature within the
book. Later on the comic would generally highlight its lead story on the cover, depicting all
manner of were-creatures, vampires, terror trees, and unearthly creatures and spirits—along
with plenty of good-looking women. Artists for the series included Art Gates, Harry Lazarus, Al
McWilliams, Edmond Good and Kenneth Landau.After the creation of the comics code and the
ban on horror, Forbidden Worlds, like Adventures into the Unknown, eschewed horror stories for
lighter suspense and sci fi tales. Instead of vampires and werewolves, there were stories about
identical twins who could communicate psychically during times of stress, or about a pilot who
crash lands into a lost civilization in the Himalayas and returns to find that 150 years have gone
by in the real world. There was a mix of non-horror supernatural stories with speculative fiction
and zany, light-hearted sci fi. The artwork also became less grisly and more eye-
appealing.Some other memorable golden age stories in Forbidden Worlds included: “The Eyes
of Death”—the spirit of a man driven to suicide by a rival who took over his home extracts a
terrible price for vengeance (8); “Mummy’s Treasure”—a dead mummy pursues a little boy who
accidentally freed him from his sarcophagus (11); “Clutching Curse”—a harrowing tale of a
couple trying to stay alive in a house with an evil and murderous presence (11); “Chest of
Death”—an ancient genie emerges from a box to kill in order to gain strength and size (12);
“Were-Spider’s Doom”—the Widow Black can turn into a giant black widow spider with a human
head, but she meets up with a were-wasp and dies (12); “Werewolves of the Rockies”—the
passengers of a train stalled in a snow storm have to deal with a village of werewolves who see
easy prey (17).Also: “The Recorded Monster”—a demonic god is “recorded” on audio tape and
reemerges when the tape is played to wreak bloody havoc (17); “Hallahan’s Head”—a human
head pursues the man who ordered him murdered across the ocean and bites him to death (25);
“The Talking Machine” —a parrot with artificially enhanced intelligence commits robberies for a
larcenous couple and then ultimately outwits them (30); “Invasion of the Deadlings”—aliens
come to earth and inhabit corpses—both of the already dead and of humans they kill—so they
can walk around in earth’s atmosphere until the couple who learns of their existence destroy
them by making the ultimate sacrifice (32); “Bride of the Swamp”—a woman turns into an
alligator and tears apart her horrified beloved (33); “The Dreamer”—a woman’s prophetic



dreams initially lead to wealth and happiness but ultimately end in tragedy (35).Forbidden
Worlds continued to be published well into the silver age but it was no longer a horror comic.Out
of the NightACG came out with two more horror series in the fifties: Out of the Night and
Skeleton Hand, neither of which lasted as long as Adventures into the Unknown or Forbidden
Worlds. Out of the Night debuted in 1951, lasting 17 issues. It featured the same kind of stories
as the other two series, but while many of these had interesting premises they were often poorly
executed, with both scripts and art on a mediocre level.There were some notable exceptions,
however. “The Curse of the Witch” turns a pretty young woman into a hideous hag who is
compelled to murder someone she loves. She prevents herself from murdering her fiance by
killing her beloved pet dog, but finds it harder and harder to resist her compulsion to kill … if she
doesn’t kill someone in three days time she will permanently became a slave of Satan.
Fortunately, her husband is able to get her out of her predicament by destroying the witch who
cursed her (OOTN 7). “Domain of the Were-Beast” is a variation of “The Most Dangerous Game”
wherein the hunter of humans who mounts their heads on his wall is a werewolf accompanied by
weird demonic creatures (9). “When the Spirit Walked” is a very unusual private eye story in
which Satan hires an, at first, unbelieving gumshoe to recover a vengeful soul who managed to
escape from Hades. The latter’s corpse had been kept alive by the presence of microscopic
creatures called diatoms, that were in salt water that seeped into his grave from the ocean
nearby (10).While most of the characters in Out of the Night met terrible fates, occasionally they
were spared such anguish. “Destination: Unknown” (OOTN 14) presented the bizarre
predicament of newlyweds Ted and Mary Judson, who are on a honeymoon cruise to Europe.
When the ship goes down, Ted, an Olympic swimmer, tells Mary to hold on tightly to his hand
and never let go. Unfortunately, the drowning Mary drags Ted to the sea bottom. When they
awake, they are on a boat of dead souls being taken for final judgment. Ted realizes that he feels
hunger and pain, his heart still beats—he is not really dead. He hates the idea of being
separated from his beloved so hides the fact that he is still alive. When the truth is discovered,
he begs to die and go with Mary, but his long life has already been ordained, as has his wife’s
death. However, when he wakes up again in the sick bay of the rescue ship, his dead wife is
successfully revived; fate has been kind to them.Not so Laura and Don, another couple in “Ship
of Death” (10) who accidentally cause an accident and several deaths while embracing in their
automobile as they rush to the dock for a honeymoon cruise. They lie about their involvement in
the crash but discover that the ship is full of the spirits of the victims and that they are also dead.
When it turns out that both are actually still alive, they are sent back to the real world but die in
the operating room since their injuries are so severe. They then learn that their fate is to spend
the rest of eternity being operated on—without anesthetic. As their injuries would actually have
prevented them from lying to the police or indeed saying anything, this seems like an incredibly
harsh punishment.Some stories are interesting not because of their quality but because of the
bizarre developments they encompass. In “The Fountain of Age” (OOTN 9) water-starved
geologist Dan Newton shoots his native guides when they try to prevent him from drinking the



waters of a mystical fountain in the sun-baked Kalahari. The water makes him see himself at
different ages, then turns him into an elderly man facing death. Even though he’s a murderer his
girlfriend Rita sacrifices herself for him because he’s a “great scientist” and at the end becomes
another statue holding up the fountain. “The Weird Wager” (9) is a bet between Satan and
Death, who choose a young couple as sample humans and show them what’s in store for them
at the end of their lives if they choose death—oblivion—or eternal damnation. Satan shows them
images of Hell, such as people burning in fire pits or endlessly rolling heavy boulders up a hill
but never reaching the top. Strangely the couple choose the Devil over Death. “As long as we’re
together we can stand any pain—so we prefer eternal torture to eternal nothingness,” explains
the man. It’s a question if he would still feel that way after, say, a century of rolling boulders or
boiling in oil.There were occasional monster stories in Out of the Night. “Out of the Screen” in
OOTN 14 featured a prehistoric monster in a 3-D movie, featured on the very effective cover,
who emerges from the screen to create havoc; despite the amusing premise, the story itself was
too nonsensical to be effective. “Nightmare from the Past” (16), in which Professor Callen
discovers the survivor of a race of giants frozen in the ice, was better. The block of ice which
contains the huge man falls during transportation, separating into two parts, one containing the
head and the other the body. The head is kept alive mechanically and given a blood supply and
when it revives and begins to speak, Milo, Callen’s assistant, tortures him to learn details of the
giants’ hidden treasure. But the giant fools Milo into reuniting its head with its body with
predictable results. The story, unfortunately, ended a little too abruptly to make the most of its
premise.The best story that ever appeared in the comic was “The Tunnel,” expertly drawn for
maximum impact by Kenneth Landau, in Out of the Night 16. Slim Warren works in a railroad
switch house and is resentful that Bailey, the younger man he trained, has been given a
promotion Slim coveted. As Bailey walks home through the nearby tunnel, Slim impulsively
decides not to switch the track for the approaching express, which not only hits and kills Bailey,
but derails after the initial impact, killing several passengers. Slim arranges for the late Bailey to
get the blame, but needs to find his watch in the tunnel to back up his story. Slim is plagued by
guilt, as well as the ghost of Bailey and images of a phantom train carrying the spirits of those
who died. As a real train bares down on him, Slim lays low in the tracks and finally spots the
watch. After the train—carrying the corpses from the wreck—passes over him safely, Slim
reaches out for the watch in triumph, touches the third rail, and is electrocuted.Skeleton Hand
and The Clutching HandSkeleton Hand (the full title was Skeleton Hand in Secrets of the
Supernatural) debuted in 1952 and only lasted six issues. Many of its stories seemed like rejects
from ACG’s other three horror titles, especially art-wise, but at least some had interesting
premises. For instance, in one story there was a mirror out of which souls of the dead could
emerge and come back to life (SK 4). “The Bat and the Brain” (SK 2) presents a scientist who
invents a mechanical bat whose movements he can control with his brain waves, but he hasn’t
reckoned with the possibility that a vampire might want to control the bat for his own purposes.
“The Were-Fiends of Finland” are werewolves who strike back when a doctor has come upon a



possible means of wiping out their curse—and them—once and for all (5). In “The Hidden
Horror” a 300-year-old wizard imprisons victims behind stone walls in his basement before a
young couple manage to end his reign of terror (5).The Clutching Hand was yet another horror
comic from ACG that came out in 1954. When the comics code came into effect, bringing a new
editorial slant to the macabre magazines, Clutching Hand became a one-shot deal,
understandably, as the comic offered a couple of stories more in the lines of gruesome EC
Comics. “The Real McCoy” concerned a man named Oliver, who’s amassed huge gambling
debts and is threatened with death if he doesn’t pay up. His wealthy parents refuse to give him
the money, so to keep his vicious creditor at bay he decides to pretend he’s been kidnapped.
The parents see through this scheme—the ransom is the exact amount he asked for, for one
thing—so he steps up the game by sending a note specifying that they’ll receive a different piece
of him each day until they pay up. A finger arrives, horrifying Oliver’s parents, until a spark hits it
and it burns up like cellophane —a fake. A hand that arrives the next day also proves to be a
phony. When Oliver’s folks receive the next parcel, the father throws it into the fireplace with
disgust. But when they smell a horrible odor they realize this wasn’t fake—it is Oliver’s actual
severed head; seems his creditor was getting impatient.In “The Tiny Heads” a man murders
several natives simply so he can have some shrunken heads to sell, but the heads come to life
and begin biting him, holding him in place while his own head is severed and he winds up in the
same bag with the other “trophies.” “Death of a Doll” is a grotesque concoction wherein a wealthy
midget gets even with the women who shunned him by murdering them, and when chased by
police winds up hiding in the cage of an ape who turns him into a twisted bloody toy. In another
story a bitter old man discovers a potion that raises the dead, whom he forces to do his bidding
until he makes the mistake of directing them to sacred ground. A story of a female vampire
rounded out the issue.TwoEC ComicsEC (Entertaining Comics) comics such as Tales from the
Crypt, Vault of Horror and Shock SuspenStories have become as famous for the controversy
surrounding them and the changes it engendered in the whole comics industry, as for their often
admirable content. While the publisher churned out much material that was little better than the
stuff presented in imitative comics from other firms, the more effective stories were often clever,
deliciously macabre, well-illustrated, and quite memorable. Reading some EC stories today a
modern reader may well be surprised if not startled by what these comics got away with (for a
time, at least) in the 1950s, as the material in its graphic nature generally was much grosser than
what teens and younger children were seeing at the drive-in, and gorier than all but the most
recent horror comics. EC didn’t help itself by marketing its product to kids, even printing missives
from youngsters on their letters pages; even today most reasonable people would agree that
most of EC’s material was not for children. Some of the less sensitive youngsters responded to
the black comedy aspects of the comics’ cackling hideous hosts—borrowed from radio—and
the tone of many of the stories, but even a mature adult mind would find many of the tales quite
disturbing. (It could be argued that EC took advantage of immature minds’ lack of empathy and
compassion for others.) A psychologist named Fredric Wertham penned a tome entitled



Seduction of the Innocent which criticized comics put out by EC and their many imitators,
although he didn’t play fair, taking panels out of context and overstating everything as if horror
comics were responsible for every single evil act perpetrated on the planet. Nevertheless, many
horror comics that were not in the EC mold started dropping stories of blood-suckers and ax-
wielding maniacs in favor of less grisly content, a comics code authority was eventually formed
by the industry that banned certain depictions of horror and gore, and EC began publishing
different types of stories and eventually went out of business. Fortunately, most of the stories
from the publisher have been reprinted, so they can be enjoyed—if that’s the word—by the
modern reader.Tales from the CryptEC Comics changed the title of one of its comics to Crypt of
Terror for its seventeenth issue in 1950 and presented all horror and suspense stories, what they
called “SuspenStories” with a cadaverous “Crypt Keeper” as host. The first new issue had tales
about a man who stays young for decades by stealing glands from youthful corpses and having
them transferred to his own body; an executioner who decides to take the law into his hands and
kill people he thinks have gotten away with murder; a private eye who finds an unidentified
corpse in a hotel room and deduces who it is; and a man who’s convinced he’s turned into a
flesh-tearing werewolf. Only the first story was somewhat memorable, although weakened by a
flat finale. “The Living Corpse” in the next issue is a clever tale in which a frightened morgue
attendant keeps encountering the same lively “dead” body. “Mute Witness to Murder” is basically
a rip-off of the 1946 Vincent Price movie Shock, in which a woman who sees a doctor murder his
wife is committed by him to an institution. “The Hungry Grave” in COT 19 is a darkly amusing
story about a woman and her lover who keep trying to kill off her husband with ironic and deadly
results. Artists included Al Feldstein, Johnny Craig, Harvey Kurtzman and Wally
Wood.Gladstone began publishing classic EC reprints in the ’90s.The comic became Tales from
the Crypt with the twentieth issue but continued in the same vein. The Old Witch and a Vault-
Keeper now narrated or introduced stories along with the Crypt-Keeper, each competing with
the others to tell the most horrific work of fiction. “The Fatal Caper” has some people playing a
trick on a fellow guest involving fake demons and spirits and a borrowed corpse, a trick which
backfires on them when the man is inadvertently buried alive and the others discover that the
corpse they’ve stolen has given them leprosy. “Rx … Death” is a Lovecraftian-type tale in which a
man takes a prescribed medicine whose deadly unknown ingredient begins transforming him
both mentally and physically until he begins literally digesting himself.But these stories were
nothing compared to the grotesque “Last Respects” in TFTC 23 in which a man enters a
mausoleum to pay respects to his child-bride, just placed in a casket after her funeral that
afternoon, but winds up trapped inside the vault for weeks. The man, who had been a driver for
his wife’s wealthy uncle, has just murdered the old man, who objected to the marriage and
refused to let him see his niece as she lay dying of pneumonia. To survive in the crypt, he
catches dripping water in an urn—and eats the corpse of his beloved (this is not actually
depicted). Unfortunately, he is killed not by hunger but by the poisonous formaldehyde in the
body. In the following issue a man who goes out for a snack winds up chewing on a corpse in a



graveyard (“Midnight Snack”).Tales from the Crypt really went beyond the pale with “Grounds …
for Horror” in the twenty-ninth issue, which has the brutal, abusive butcher who repeatedly locks
his small son in the closet without supper winding up chopped meat in his grinder, his remains
depicted revoltingly as piles of raw crumbling hamburger as the boy and his mother look on in
shock and disgust. In a similar and better story in TFTC 32 “‘Tain’t the Meat … It’s the Humanity,”
set during the rationing of World War II, butcher Zach Gristle gives in to greed, sells good meat
to rich customers for much money, and horse and other poor quality meat to the poorer folk in
town. Eventually he descends to selling these people tainted meat—and several die of food
poisoning. When his own little son eats dinner at a friend’s house and dies, his wife—who has
just discovered what her husband has been doing and is furious at him—loses her mind to grief
and anger. The story ends with her taking her husband’s place in the butcher shop, and offering
for sale—her husband, cut up into chops and steaks, with head and hands on display and
intestines laid out like sausages. While the first butcher shop story is memorable mostly for
shock value, the second has a strong narrative flow and more satisfying impact. (“Mess Call” in
Tales 41 was a far less effective tale about human meat being sold in a butcher shop.)Some
stories just presented gore for shock value. In “How Green Was My Alley” a happy bigamist
named Bob only sees each of his two wives one week out of the month. The other two weeks he
spends on the road as a salesman. The wives have each taken up a sport to fill their lonely
hours: bowling and golf respectively. One week they are each competing in a different
tournament at the same hotel, and due to a mix-up wind up sharing a room as they wait for their
husbands to arrive. As they unwrap the gifts Bob gave them before starting off on his latest trip,
the golfer finds bowling shoes in her package and the bowler finds golf shoes … They compare
notes and photos and then Bob shows up. The ending has one wife using Bob’s eyeballs for golf
balls while the other substitutes his head for a bowling ball. Not only is this literal overkill, but the
story worked pretty well without the gruesome wind-up.On other occasions the gore seemed to
spring naturally from the story, such as in “Accidents and Old Lace” (43) in which Eric Holbein
discovers that three old ladies in a rooming house create strikingly macabre and artistic
tapestries every time they see a gruesome scene of accidental death. Greedy for the money a
dealer pays him, only a percentage of which he gives to the ladies, he contrives to create more
“accidents” that the women can witness. When the ladies discover what he’s done, they reveal
that they were responsible for most of the other “accidents” but insist they draw the line at
murder, and advance on him with needles and the like. The next tapestry they bring the dealer
has many small pieces of Holbein’s corpse attached to it, which is drenched in his blood.And
there was gore, gore and more gore. Some was just suggested: An evil woman climbs up a
magical rope taken from a murdered female, disappears into space and screams; then (non-
bloody) pieces of her body tumble down on top of her husband. A man’s voodoo doll is shattered
into many pieces, and his new bride wakes up to find the same has happened to hubby (not
depicted). On other occasions, nothing was left to the imagination: A nasty young fire chief, who
let his old-timer partner die, runs to the fire pole when he learns his own house is on fire and



discovers it’s been replaced with a razor-sharp steel strip that slices him into fragments, the
result of which is displayed in the final panel. An evil man who chopped up his wife is locked in a
trunk, fires bullets through it, but when the trunk shrinks, his flesh comes out through the holes in
gruesome ribbons. During Mardi Gras a man marries a woman whose face is hidden by a
frightful witch’s mask; the morning after he tears off the mask only to discover she wasn’t
wearing a mask.Bad guys get their comeuppance: “A Sucker for a Spider” (29) has a man
grinning with delight as he shows an employee how the vermula spider catches flies, paralyzes
them, then injects a digestive enzyme into the bug so it can suck out all the juices inside. Of
course, this fellow murders the employee, who tries to blackmail him, via the bite of a black
widow, but when his plane crashes in the jungle he encounters a rather large vermula who does
to him what its smaller cousin did to the fly. In “A Buried Treasure” (31) the carriage of a
corpulent, callous duke runs over a little boy, killing him, and all he can do is complain of
bloodstains on the wheels. When he has the hands of a man who tried to steal his jewels to feed
the starving townspeople severed, the crowd has had enough. One man forces the Duke to eat
dozens of his precious gems, then throws him to the people, who eagerly tear out his entrails to
get at the booty (this is not graphically depicted). In a similar story in TFTC 34 a king who levies
unbelievable taxes on his subjects—for instance everyone with a thumb must pay a “thumb tax”
or have their thumbs lopped off—is axed to death, his stomach torn out in shadow.In “Roped
In” (32) three partners in a construction firm who have framed the fourth for shoddy jobs that
brought them much profit but resulted in the deaths of innocent people, are flying down to
another job when their plane is caught in the web of a gigantic spider that devours them. In “Last
Laugh” (38) a yokel who plays an unbelievably cruel and wretched joke on some youngsters,
causing the deaths of innocents, is put out of everyone’s misery by a loved one of the victims.
“Blind Alleys” (46) has the heartless manager of a home for the blind trapped in a razor-lined
tunnel and ultimately fed to his starving, nasty canine, while “Success Story” (46) has a young
husband turn and wreak havoc on the constantly nagging wife and in-laws who are making his
life so miserable, probably a favorite fantasy for a lot of unhappy spouses of both sexes.In “Food
for Thought” (40) a man who has a mind-reading act with his wife murders her lover. Not much
later he is believed to have been killed in an accident. But his wife can hear his thoughts and
knows he is only paralyzed. She ignores his mental cries for help and allows him to be buried
alive. The murderer hears someone digging up his grave and assumes it’s his repentant wife, but
it’s actually a ghoul—who eats his “corpse” as he lies there in agony unable to fight off his
determinedly hungry attacker. In “The Bath” (42) Senor Tobosa is an absolute monster who
brutalizes the natives who work in his silver mine, denying them food, whipping them for alleged
laziness, and even murdering one who inadvertently sneezes on him. The obese, smooth
Tobosa has a horror of germs and the touch of “inferiors” and each day his servant draws him a
warm, cleansing bath. One day Tobosa goes too far and kills a child that he insisted must work in
the mines, then shoots the grief-stricken, furious parents when they attack him. They, however,
happen to be his manservant’s family, so the servant prepares a special bath for Tobosa, one



filled with hungry man-eating fish. The last panel shows Tobosa with the lower half of his body
turned into a very clean skeleton as the writhing creatures still feast. Tobosa is such an utterly
loathsome character that the reader can’t help but feel that even this horrible death is too good
for him. In the same issue’s “Hoodwinked” Leon cares and provides for his spoiled brother Chet
who consistently takes terrible advantage of him. His financial demands—always with the
promise of getting a job, a promise never fulfilled—prevent Leon from being able to marry his
fiancee, Claire. Claire finally puts her foot down when Chet demands $100 for a fancy hood
ornament for his car. When a drunken Chet rapes Claire and drives her to suicide, Leon finally
snaps—and his brother’s severed head winds up as a hood ornament on his convertible.There
were variations on werewolf and vampire stories. “Midnight Mess” (35) features a man, Harold,
who comes to a small town to visit his sister and learns that several people have disappeared
without a trace. He then discovers that his sister is a patron of a restaurant that caters only to
vampires with various blood-related treats and libations. As she explains, “just like modern man,
we (vampires) leave the hunting—and preparing—to the professionals.” Then Harold is strung
up, a tap put into his jugular vein, and a glass of blood poured for all the thirsty diners. “Concerto
for Violin and Werewolf” (41) is a bizarre tale of an ambitious violinist, his old Transylvanian
teacher, a priceless Stradivarius, a rapid-fire gun filled with silver bullets—and an entire town of
werewolves busy stripping victims of every inch of their flesh.Some stories had more than a
share of dark or sick whimsy. In “The Den of Iniquity” (31) the editors and artists of the comic
appear to explain why they turned to horror after sales of their romance comics plummeted.
“Lower Berth” (33) shows how the Crypt-Keeper came into being from the unlikely union of two
supposedly dead sideshow exhibits, an ancient female Egyptian mummy, and a two-headed
freak in formaldehyde. In the amusingly cynical study of childhood callousness “The
Funeral” (33), a cute little prince who becomes greatly attached to his nurse is heartbroken when
she dies. To cheer him up his father says that candy and ice cream will be served at her funeral,
and there will even be prizes, such as a pony. When the prince goes into the chamber where the
nurse is lying in state, he discovers her awakened from a cataleptic trance. At first he is
overjoyed until he remembers the funeral with the candy and the pony—and promptly bashes
the old woman on the head with a candlestick, killing her for real this time.Tales from the Crypt
was not above lifting story ideas from other sources. In “The Living Death” (24) a man puts a rival
into a hypnotic trance and tells him he cannot die. When the rival is hit by a car and killed, he
continues to live, even though he’s biologically dead. Ths story was “borrowed” from a tale by
Edgar Allen Poe, “Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar.” In 1952 TFTC 32 published a story entitled
“Cutting Cards” in which two gamblers play “chop poker,” in which the loser gets his fingers—
then hands, feet and so on—cut off with a meat cleaver. This may have been influenced by
“Collector’s Item,” a story by Roald Dahl about a man who bets his fingers in a card game that
was published in Collier’s in 1948. (It was dramatized on Alfred Hitchcock Presents in 1960
under the title “Man from the South.”) There was an authorized adaptation of Ray Bradbury’s
“There Was an Old Woman” (34) about an old lady’s ghost who demands her body back from



the morgue, but it wasn’t very well done. Bradbury’s grotesque “The Handler” got excellent
handling in Tales 36, however, a story about an embittered mortuary owner who gets his jollies
desecrating the corpses given into his care. He pours cake and whipped cream into the empty
head of one woman, burrows three old biddies in one coffin so they can continue to gossip, cuts
off the head of a bodybuilder, puts parts of an elderly man in with an old maid (presumably
hands and penis) so he can make “cold love” to her and so on. The dead get their revenge and
distribute the man’s body among every grave in the graveyard.After adapting one of his stories
without permission, EC Comics negotiated with Bradbury—whom they significantly called
“America’s finest horror writer”—to do authorized versions of his work. For whatever reasons
many of Bradbury’s stories, some of which were quite unmemorable, at least seemed to display
a great deal of child-hatred. A school teacher is convinced that all little children are monsters
and a bunch of them murder him even as a separate group of kids push another child out of a
window; a couple are convinced that their adorable baby boy is a demon who steals about at
night making mischief (apparently their fears are justified). In the sick (and rather ridiculous)
“October Game” a man dismembers his own little daughter just to get even with the wife he
hates and uses the pieces for a game at a children’s Halloween party. (The adaptation was
arguably better than the original story.)Arguably the best cover was for TFTC 45, which had a
man from a sunken ocean liner clinging to a floating beam as a humungous hungry rat, fangs
bared, walks toward him. This was the penultimate issue of the series, and it contained two mini-
masterpieces, the cover story, “Telescope” and “The Switch.” In “Telescope” a man and a rat are
the only survivors of a shipwreck and wind up on the same island, competing for what little food
and water there is and eying each other hungrily. When a seagull with a fish in its mouth lands on
the island, the rat pounces on the bird and flees into the ocean with it as the man pursues.
Catching up with the rat, the man stuffs it tail-first into his mouth, just as a shark comes up and
engulfs him. The natives capture the shark, and when it is brought up on the deck they see
protruding from its mouth the man’s head, from which emerges the rat, with the bird, and the
fish, in turn protruding from the rodent, a macabre and gruesome “telescopic” tableau.“The
Switch” is the story of wealthy old man Webster, who has fallen in love with a beautiful young
babe, Linda. Because he wants to be loved for himself, he hasn’t told the woman that he’s rich,
but she confesses that she’s turned off by all his wrinkles. Webster goes to a “quack” who
switches his face with handsome young George Booth, who will be paid a great deal of money
and says that his good looks never did him any good anyway. Linda likes his new face, but his
body is so withered … So Webster pays even more money to switch trunks with Booth. But
Linda still isn’t satisfied—she can’t abide his spindly arms and legs, so Webster gives up all the
rest of his fortune to exchange limbs with Booth. But when he turns up in his handsome and
studly new form, Linda informs him that he’s still not what she’s looking for. What she wants is a
man who’s rich—and out walks aged, spindly, cadaverous George Booth, who now has all of
Webster’s money!Other notable stories: “Madame Bluebeard” (27) is a French woman, brought
up to hate men by the mother whose husband abandoned them, who murders all seven of her



husbands in diabolical accidents In “Return” (27) a woman is impregnated by her husband when
he returns from a long journey, only she later discovers that he died several months before.
“Bargain in Death” (28) has two teams of young men who need money coming afoul of each
other when their plots criss cross. In “A Corny Story” (28) an old man fired by a callous young
employer who hates age sends him a voodoo plant that makes the man grow younger and
younger until he’s a baby, and then nothing. “The Ventriloquist’s Dummy” (28) features a
ventriloquist whose dummy is actually his own hand, which developed a head with its own
consciousness instead of fingers, and which chews on victims with many tiny bites like a plague
of rats. In “The Sliceman Cometh” (44) a distinguished headman during the French revolution
has a devil of a time getting rid of the severed head of a man he condemned to the guillotine for
money. Artists for the series included Jack Davis, Howard Larsen, George Roussos, Graham
Ingels, Jack Kamen, and Joe Orlando.The Vault of HorrorEC Turned War Against Crime into The
Vault of Horror beginning with the twelfth issue. The first issue of the new series was a fairy
standard horror mag with stories about a Frenchman who steals another man’s artwork for
money but winds up immortalized in wax; a man who fears he is a werewolf but is the victim of a
hoax perpetrated by a greedy cousin; a hotel owner who has a premonition of murder; and a
woman who fears her husband is trying to kill her but is really quite crazy. The next issue, VOH
13, was an improvement if only for the story “Doctor of Horror,” about a doctor of anatomy who
needs a steady supply of corpses for his classroom and doesn’t care how he acquires them.
VOH 15 has a story about scientists inadvertently creating a man-eating blob in the swamp, as
well as a nifty revenge story with various people being “Buried Alive.” The series began getting
gorier with VOH 16’s “Fitting Punishment” in which an miserly old undertaker’s miserable
treatment of his nephew extends to not only crippling the boy with a blow, but cutting off his feet
so he can fit in an unused coffin to save money. The wrapped up severed feet come alive, and
the footless body manages to make its way back from the graveyard to have its way with its not-
so-dear uncle. “The Grave Wager,” in which a practical joke with an allegedly dead body
backfires, and “Escape,” in which a convict plots to escape in a coffin but doesn’t realize the
prison has just completed its own crematorium, were clever if minor suspense tales.Gladstone’s
first compilation of material from EC’s Vault of Horror.In the bizarre romance “Reunion” (19)
young Lillian Ainsley is saddled with an invalid older husband even though she’s in love with
another man. She decides to do the right thing and stay with her husband and care for him. Her
lover goes away for five years, but when he returns the situation is still the same. Then another
five years, and another. Finally the husband dies and Lillian is free, but she discovers her lover
has died in the interim. She goes to the spot where they were supposed to meet and to her
surprise he shows up anyway—a rotting corpse determined to see the woman he waited for one
more time. Lillian, her mind gone, reaches out for him … and joins him in his grave. The story
has an impact because Lillian, who faithfully cared for her husband when she could have run off
with her lover, clearly doesn’t deserve such a cruel fate. In the even more bizarre “Two of a
Kind” (26) a female vampire and a male ghoul are actors co-starring in the same play, unaware



of the other’s secret. They go away for the weekend, each planning on feeding off the other,
when they both realize they’re in love and have no desire to do the other one harm. When they
are trapped in a cabin by a blizzard, the two make up their minds not to prey on the one they
love, so the woman drinks her own blood and the man eats parts of his own body to survive—to
no avail.There were, of course, mean-people-get-their-just-dessert stories in abundance. “A
Stitch in Time” (23) features a truly odious and evil manager of a sweat shop who so abuses his
female employees that they rise up in revenge, sew his lips together, and set him and his shop
on fire. In “The Death Wagon” (24), two men who sell unsafe used cars that cause many deaths
are confronted by the mangled corpses of their victims who use their body parts to “fix” and
decorate one of the death traps on their lot. In “Collection Completed” (25) Jonah Tillman
torments his animal-loving wife Anita by taking up taxidermy, capturing stray animals of all kinds
and gleefully stuffing them. When he goes too far and kills and stuffs her beloved cat, Anita kills
and stuffs him, a not unexpected resolution. Although you know that the haughty, cruel model in
“Silver Threads Among the Mold” (27) will wind up a silver-plated statue the minute the homely
sculptor who loves her talks of using the process on a likeness of her (and especially when he
discovers how she was only using him), the ending—when her lover peals off the silver coating
and sees the ghastly decomposing skull underneath—still makes quite an impression.“A Grim
Fairy Tale” (27) presents a portly and pompous king and queen who refuse to allow their
subjects to kill off the aggressive rats that are eating their food and even babies because of the
queen’s affection for her pet white mice. The fed-up villagers storm the castle, stuff two
especially ravenous rats down their mouths, sew up their lips, and watch as the king and queen
dance around as the rodents eat their way out of their insides! Other revenge stories merely
seemed an excuse to come up with shocking, super-gross endings, such as “The Chips are
Down” and “For How the Bell Tolls” (both in VOH 28), the former having two men who caused a
third’s suicide pushed into a grinder that segments their bodies into small thin circular pieces,
and the latter featuring a murderous bell-ringer whose bloody corpse is used to ring the bell all
day long for the queen’s birthday.Gladstone’s ninth reprint issue of EC’s Vault of Horror.The gore
quotient really began to go up by 1953, when the cover of the thirtieth issue showed a severed
arm, with the bone showing, hanging on to an overhead strap in a subway car. Although some
gore geeks would find the thought heretical, the fact remains that the gore shock ending was
sometimes a mere substitute for good writing and for endings that were genuinely clever and
surprising. For instance, “Split Personality” in VOH 30 has a highly interesting plot in which a con
artist courting wealthy, eccentric twins pretends to be a twin himself in order to marry both and
control all of their vast fortune. But he makes a couple of mistakes and is found out, enraging
and mortifying the sisters. Naturally the almost obligatory “EC” ending has the gals taking an ax
to the man, cutting his body lengthwise in half, and each cuddling up with one half of a husband.
It’s okay as far as it goes, but prevents the writer from coming up with something less predictable
and formulaic. All that some stories, such as “An Ample Sample” (32)—in which a husband cuts
up his wife into pieces in a box resembling the candy samplers she was addicted to—had going



for them was the gory finale.And sometimes bad things happened to good people in stories that
were a shade sadistic in their lip-smacking telling of awful and ironic fates who envelope those
who did nothing terribly wrong. In “With All the Trappings” (24) elderly trapper Pierre hates the
idea of worms and decomposition getting at his or his wife Maria’s body after death. When Maria
dies, Pierre puts her body in an ice house to keep while he works hard to make enough money
to buy a metal vault for her. He finally saves up the required amount, but discovers that a lynx
who was caught in one of his traps and tore off a leg to escape, got into the ice house and has
eaten most of Maria’s body. In “Till Death” a man marries his sweetheart in Haiti where she dies
of a fever. His manservant brings her back with voodoo, and at first the husband is overjoyed,
until he realizes from the odor that she is still dead and decomposing. Her appearance worsens
with every day but her affection for him is undiminished. He tries to destroy her completely but
nothing works. He finally takes a fatal dose of poison, but wakes up to realize that he, too, has
been turned into a zombie and his hideous bride will be with him forever.“Tomb’s Day” in VOH 35
was a good example of an EC horror story that worked up a lot of suspense without piling on the
gore. A professor leads a number of people on a search through tunnels inside a pyramid for the
members of the previous expedition, all of whom disappeared. As they get deeper into the
pyramid, they explore different theories as to what might have happened to the others. One by
one the members of this new expedition are killed off, their bodies disappearing, and the
survivors react with very realistic near-hysteria. Although premiere EC artist Jack Davis’
somewhat cartoony style is a little at odds with the subject matter, he does manage to provide
atmosphere and the story is well-drawn. After all the build-up the ending is disappointing and
rather generic, unfortunately.Similarly, another Jack Davis mini-epic in the following issue, “Witch
Witch’s Witch” works up a lot of suspense over whether or not Eric Holbein’s new wife Helena is
a witch. As the people who hate her—her mother-in-law, the mother of Eric’s old girlfriend, the
head of the church ladies—die sudden deaths after unpleasant encounters with Helena, the
whole town becomes stirred up and runs en masse to put an end to the witch—but Helena has
quite a surprise for them in a satisfyingly dark finale. Davis’ intense “Chop Talk” in the next issue
detailed the agonizing last days of a murderer who is facing the chopping block, the executioner
being the bereaved husband of the woman he murdered, promising his “victim” that he will make
his death as terrible as possible.Like Tales from the Crypt, Vault of Horror was not above ripping
off stories from other sources. “Island of Terror” (13) was borrowed from the classic short story
and film “The Most Dangerous Game.” “Baby, It’s Cold Inside” (17) was an uncredited adaptation
of H. P. Lovecraft’s “Cool Air.” “Voodoo Horror” (17) is a vastly inferior rewrite of “The Picture of
Dorian Gray” in which a sculpted voodoo bust is substituted for a portrait. “The Thing in the
Ice” (22) is a forgettable sequel to Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein” that ends just when it starts
getting interesting. “Dead Weight” (23)—a man steals a pearl with the help of a native who wants
his red-haired head as a trophy—was taken from John Russell’s “The Price of the
Head.”However, Vault of Horror also had plenty of memorably original tales to tell. “Terror of the
Moors” (17) features a hideous creature, kept locked behind mansion walls, that only has a taste



for decaying dead human flesh, and when it breaks out of confinement after his father’s death,
feasts on the old man’s corpse. In “Dying to Lose Weight” (18) a doctor gives four fat people a
weight reducing pill that costs 200 dollars and eventually leaves them emaciated and dead
because it contains a tape worm that feeds upon them, and which breaks out, enlarged, from
one woman’s corpse and devours the doctor. In “About Face” (VOH 20) a disfigured woman,
cruelly taken advantage of by a gold-digging suitor, wreaks a diabolical vengeance upon him.
“People Who Live in Brass Hearses” (27) concerns a man who, unbeknownst to everyone in
town, never gets out of the hearse he drives when he picks up supplies because he’s attached
to the decaying corpse of his dead Siamese twin.In “Strictly From Hunger” (27) a man uses
witchcraft to stay alive after he develops a malignant tumor on his arm but the cancer, needing a
steady diet of healthy cells, turns him into a blob that devours people and leaves only bones
behind. “Practical Choke” (30) has three callous medical students using parts of a corpse to play
grisly practical jokes on people, until they are strangled to death by the dead man’s creeping
intestines. “Notes to You” (30) has a nasty man writing poison pen letters that drive several
people to suicide, until some of his victims get together and inject him with “lye.” “One Good
Turn” (31) features a middle-aged woman who spends time making miserable people “happy” by
killing them, including her bedridden husband who is horrified by the stories of her “good deeds.”
In “Smoke Wrings” (34) a lady ad exec steals an idea from a shy man but pays for it in the end. In
“Where There’s a Will” (34) two lawyers concoct a clever plot to secure a sick old man’s wealth
for themselves. “And All Through the House” (35) details a woman’s attempts to get rid of the
body of the husband she just murdered and which are hampered by the sudden appearance of
a homicidal maniac dressed as Santa Claus.“Shoe-Button Eyes” (35) is a disturbing story of
child abuse and an alcoholic who winds up with very strange eyes. “Oh, Henry” (37) has a
heartless cop put an old woman in jail for sixty days for shoplifting and refusing to check up her
story about her invalid husband home alone with no food, until he finds out to his regret that he
should have listened to her. “Top Billing” (39) has three competitive actors trying to land the
same unusual role in a most peculiar production of “Hamlet” while “All for Gnawt” (39) is a darkly
comic tale of a woman who answers a personal ad from a wealthy aging bachelor and discovers
he has a serious rat problem to go with his moolah. “The Pit” (40) presents two sensitive men
whose callous wives control their respective bloody dog-fight and cock-fight businesses, until
the women are pitted against each other in the most gruesome final fight of both of their
lives.Johnny Craig offered some serviceable if on occasion hastily drawn art for many of the
stories.Crime SuspenStoriesEC’s Crime SuspenStories premiered in 1950. Although these were
not always out and out horror stories, many had horrific elements to them. The lead story in the
first issue, “Murder May Boomerang,” was a variation of Samuel Blas’ story “Revenge,” which
was later adapted in Witch’s Tales and became even more famous as the first episode of Alfred
Hitchcock Presents in 1955. In that story a woman is raped, points out her assailant to her
husband—who kills the man—then points out another man as the rapist a while later. In “Murder
May Boomerang” the couple become a father and son; the father is beaten by a runaway



convict, points him out, the son runs him over, then the traumatized father points out another
man … “A Snapshot of Death,” in which a dying women hires a hit man to kill her only to learn
she will live after all, was also lifted from several sources. The best story in the issue, “High Tide,”
concerns a small boat whose several passengers learn that an escaped killer is aboard, as
suspicion and paranoia become paramount in everyone’s—almost everyone’s—minds.Crime
SuspenStories began running a feature entitled “Haunt of Fear” in each issue—by this time EC
had begun publishing a comic of that title—and these were more on the macabre and grisly side
than the other stories. “Heads-Up” in CSS 4—a carnival worker who exhibits freaks in
formaldehyde replaces the two-headed man destroyed by his wife with the heads of her and her
lover—was lifted from Ray Bradbury’s “The Jar.” “Jury Duty,” in the sixth issue, features a criminal
who manages to survive a hanging and with his neck bent to the side goes about murdering the
members of the jury who convicted him. The law cannot touch him since he is already legally
dead. However, the surviving members of the jury get together and bury him alive, reminding
him that it isn’t murder because their victim is—as he told them—“legally dead.” In “Partnership
Dissolved” (8) a greedy meat packer murders the partner who came up with a fantastic meat
tenderizer, but his body winds up being digested from the inside out when he accidentally
swallows some of it. The “Friend to ‘Our Boys’” (10) is a miserable slum lord who refuses to
improve conditions in an apartment he rented to a serviceman and his family, and winds up a
meal for the rats infesting the place. “Hail and Heart-y” (15) features a husband who gets out of
every chore due to his weak heart—his wife has to work, rake the leaves, even shovel snow—
who gets a surprise when she learns the truth about his condition from the doctor.TwoEC
ComicsEC (Entertaining Comics) comics such as Tales from the Crypt, Vault of Horror and
Shock SuspenStories have become as famous for the controversy surrounding them and the
changes it engendered in the whole comics industry, as for their often admirable content. While
the publisher churned out much material that was little better than the stuff presented in imitative
comics from other firms, the more effective stories were often clever, deliciously macabre, well-
illustrated, and quite memorable. Reading some EC stories today a modern reader may well be
surprised if not startled by what these comics got away with (for a time, at least) in the 1950s, as
the material in its graphic nature generally was much grosser than what teens and younger
children were seeing at the drive-in, and gorier than all but the most recent horror comics. EC
didn’t help itself by marketing its product to kids, even printing missives from youngsters on their
letters pages; even today most reasonable people would agree that most of EC’s material was
not for children. Some of the less sensitive youngsters responded to the black comedy aspects
of the comics’ cackling hideous hosts—borrowed from radio—and the tone of many of the
stories, but even a mature adult mind would find many of the tales quite disturbing. (It could be
argued that EC took advantage of immature minds’ lack of empathy and compassion for others.)
A psychologist named Fredric Wertham penned a tome entitled Seduction of the Innocent which
criticized comics put out by EC and their many imitators, although he didn’t play fair, taking
panels out of context and overstating everything as if horror comics were responsible for every



single evil act perpetrated on the planet. Nevertheless, many horror comics that were not in the
EC mold started dropping stories of blood-suckers and ax-wielding maniacs in favor of less
grisly content, a comics code authority was eventually formed by the industry that banned
certain depictions of horror and gore, and EC began publishing different types of stories and
eventually went out of business. Fortunately, most of the stories from the publisher have been
reprinted, so they can be enjoyed—if that’s the word—by the modern reader.Tales from the
CryptEC Comics changed the title of one of its comics to Crypt of Terror for its seventeenth issue
in 1950 and presented all horror and suspense stories, what they called “SuspenStories” with a
cadaverous “Crypt Keeper” as host. The first new issue had tales about a man who stays young
for decades by stealing glands from youthful corpses and having them transferred to his own
body; an executioner who decides to take the law into his hands and kill people he thinks have
gotten away with murder; a private eye who finds an unidentified corpse in a hotel room and
deduces who it is; and a man who’s convinced he’s turned into a flesh-tearing werewolf. Only the
first story was somewhat memorable, although weakened by a flat finale. “The Living Corpse” in
the next issue is a clever tale in which a frightened morgue attendant keeps encountering the
same lively “dead” body. “Mute Witness to Murder” is basically a rip-off of the 1946 Vincent Price
movie Shock, in which a woman who sees a doctor murder his wife is committed by him to an
institution. “The Hungry Grave” in COT 19 is a darkly amusing story about a woman and her
lover who keep trying to kill off her husband with ironic and deadly results. Artists included Al
Feldstein, Johnny Craig, Harvey Kurtzman and Wally Wood.Gladstone began publishing classic
EC reprints in the ’90s.The comic became Tales from the Crypt with the twentieth issue but
continued in the same vein. The Old Witch and a Vault-Keeper now narrated or introduced
stories along with the Crypt-Keeper, each competing with the others to tell the most horrific work
of fiction. “The Fatal Caper” has some people playing a trick on a fellow guest involving fake
demons and spirits and a borrowed corpse, a trick which backfires on them when the man is
inadvertently buried alive and the others discover that the corpse they’ve stolen has given them
leprosy. “Rx … Death” is a Lovecraftian-type tale in which a man takes a prescribed medicine
whose deadly unknown ingredient begins transforming him both mentally and physically until he
begins literally digesting himself.But these stories were nothing compared to the grotesque “Last
Respects” in TFTC 23 in which a man enters a mausoleum to pay respects to his child-bride, just
placed in a casket after her funeral that afternoon, but winds up trapped inside the vault for
weeks. The man, who had been a driver for his wife’s wealthy uncle, has just murdered the old
man, who objected to the marriage and refused to let him see his niece as she lay dying of
pneumonia. To survive in the crypt, he catches dripping water in an urn—and eats the corpse of
his beloved (this is not actually depicted). Unfortunately, he is killed not by hunger but by the
poisonous formaldehyde in the body. In the following issue a man who goes out for a snack
winds up chewing on a corpse in a graveyard (“Midnight Snack”).Tales from the Crypt really went
beyond the pale with “Grounds … for Horror” in the twenty-ninth issue, which has the brutal,
abusive butcher who repeatedly locks his small son in the closet without supper winding up



chopped meat in his grinder, his remains depicted revoltingly as piles of raw crumbling
hamburger as the boy and his mother look on in shock and disgust. In a similar and better story
in TFTC 32 “‘Tain’t the Meat … It’s the Humanity,” set during the rationing of World War II, butcher
Zach Gristle gives in to greed, sells good meat to rich customers for much money, and horse
and other poor quality meat to the poorer folk in town. Eventually he descends to selling these
people tainted meat—and several die of food poisoning. When his own little son eats dinner at a
friend’s house and dies, his wife—who has just discovered what her husband has been doing
and is furious at him—loses her mind to grief and anger. The story ends with her taking her
husband’s place in the butcher shop, and offering for sale—her husband, cut up into chops and
steaks, with head and hands on display and intestines laid out like sausages. While the first
butcher shop story is memorable mostly for shock value, the second has a strong narrative flow
and more satisfying impact. (“Mess Call” in Tales 41 was a far less effective tale about human
meat being sold in a butcher shop.)Some stories just presented gore for shock value. In “How
Green Was My Alley” a happy bigamist named Bob only sees each of his two wives one week
out of the month. The other two weeks he spends on the road as a salesman. The wives have
each taken up a sport to fill their lonely hours: bowling and golf respectively. One week they are
each competing in a different tournament at the same hotel, and due to a mix-up wind up
sharing a room as they wait for their husbands to arrive. As they unwrap the gifts Bob gave them
before starting off on his latest trip, the golfer finds bowling shoes in her package and the bowler
finds golf shoes … They compare notes and photos and then Bob shows up. The ending has
one wife using Bob’s eyeballs for golf balls while the other substitutes his head for a bowling ball.
Not only is this literal overkill, but the story worked pretty well without the gruesome wind-up.On
other occasions the gore seemed to spring naturally from the story, such as in “Accidents and
Old Lace” (43) in which Eric Holbein discovers that three old ladies in a rooming house create
strikingly macabre and artistic tapestries every time they see a gruesome scene of accidental
death. Greedy for the money a dealer pays him, only a percentage of which he gives to the
ladies, he contrives to create more “accidents” that the women can witness. When the ladies
discover what he’s done, they reveal that they were responsible for most of the other “accidents”
but insist they draw the line at murder, and advance on him with needles and the like. The next
tapestry they bring the dealer has many small pieces of Holbein’s corpse attached to it, which is
drenched in his blood.And there was gore, gore and more gore. Some was just suggested: An
evil woman climbs up a magical rope taken from a murdered female, disappears into space and
screams; then (non-bloody) pieces of her body tumble down on top of her husband. A man’s
voodoo doll is shattered into many pieces, and his new bride wakes up to find the same has
happened to hubby (not depicted). On other occasions, nothing was left to the imagination: A
nasty young fire chief, who let his old-timer partner die, runs to the fire pole when he learns his
own house is on fire and discovers it’s been replaced with a razor-sharp steel strip that slices
him into fragments, the result of which is displayed in the final panel. An evil man who chopped
up his wife is locked in a trunk, fires bullets through it, but when the trunk shrinks, his flesh



comes out through the holes in gruesome ribbons. During Mardi Gras a man marries a woman
whose face is hidden by a frightful witch’s mask; the morning after he tears off the mask only to
discover she wasn’t wearing a mask.Bad guys get their comeuppance: “A Sucker for a
Spider” (29) has a man grinning with delight as he shows an employee how the vermula spider
catches flies, paralyzes them, then injects a digestive enzyme into the bug so it can suck out all
the juices inside. Of course, this fellow murders the employee, who tries to blackmail him, via the
bite of a black widow, but when his plane crashes in the jungle he encounters a rather large
vermula who does to him what its smaller cousin did to the fly. In “A Buried Treasure” (31) the
carriage of a corpulent, callous duke runs over a little boy, killing him, and all he can do is
complain of bloodstains on the wheels. When he has the hands of a man who tried to steal his
jewels to feed the starving townspeople severed, the crowd has had enough. One man forces
the Duke to eat dozens of his precious gems, then throws him to the people, who eagerly tear
out his entrails to get at the booty (this is not graphically depicted). In a similar story in TFTC 34
a king who levies unbelievable taxes on his subjects—for instance everyone with a thumb must
pay a “thumb tax” or have their thumbs lopped off—is axed to death, his stomach torn out in
shadow.In “Roped In” (32) three partners in a construction firm who have framed the fourth for
shoddy jobs that brought them much profit but resulted in the deaths of innocent people, are
flying down to another job when their plane is caught in the web of a gigantic spider that devours
them. In “Last Laugh” (38) a yokel who plays an unbelievably cruel and wretched joke on some
youngsters, causing the deaths of innocents, is put out of everyone’s misery by a loved one of
the victims. “Blind Alleys” (46) has the heartless manager of a home for the blind trapped in a
razor-lined tunnel and ultimately fed to his starving, nasty canine, while “Success Story” (46) has
a young husband turn and wreak havoc on the constantly nagging wife and in-laws who are
making his life so miserable, probably a favorite fantasy for a lot of unhappy spouses of both
sexes.In “Food for Thought” (40) a man who has a mind-reading act with his wife murders her
lover. Not much later he is believed to have been killed in an accident. But his wife can hear his
thoughts and knows he is only paralyzed. She ignores his mental cries for help and allows him to
be buried alive. The murderer hears someone digging up his grave and assumes it’s his
repentant wife, but it’s actually a ghoul—who eats his “corpse” as he lies there in agony unable
to fight off his determinedly hungry attacker. In “The Bath” (42) Senor Tobosa is an absolute
monster who brutalizes the natives who work in his silver mine, denying them food, whipping
them for alleged laziness, and even murdering one who inadvertently sneezes on him. The
obese, smooth Tobosa has a horror of germs and the touch of “inferiors” and each day his
servant draws him a warm, cleansing bath. One day Tobosa goes too far and kills a child that he
insisted must work in the mines, then shoots the grief-stricken, furious parents when they attack
him. They, however, happen to be his manservant’s family, so the servant prepares a special
bath for Tobosa, one filled with hungry man-eating fish. The last panel shows Tobosa with the
lower half of his body turned into a very clean skeleton as the writhing creatures still feast.
Tobosa is such an utterly loathsome character that the reader can’t help but feel that even this



horrible death is too good for him. In the same issue’s “Hoodwinked” Leon cares and provides for
his spoiled brother Chet who consistently takes terrible advantage of him. His financial demands
—always with the promise of getting a job, a promise never fulfilled—prevent Leon from being
able to marry his fiancee, Claire. Claire finally puts her foot down when Chet demands $100 for a
fancy hood ornament for his car. When a drunken Chet rapes Claire and drives her to suicide,
Leon finally snaps—and his brother’s severed head winds up as a hood ornament on his
convertible.There were variations on werewolf and vampire stories. “Midnight Mess” (35)
features a man, Harold, who comes to a small town to visit his sister and learns that several
people have disappeared without a trace. He then discovers that his sister is a patron of a
restaurant that caters only to vampires with various blood-related treats and libations. As she
explains, “just like modern man, we (vampires) leave the hunting—and preparing—to the
professionals.” Then Harold is strung up, a tap put into his jugular vein, and a glass of blood
poured for all the thirsty diners. “Concerto for Violin and Werewolf” (41) is a bizarre tale of an
ambitious violinist, his old Transylvanian teacher, a priceless Stradivarius, a rapid-fire gun filled
with silver bullets—and an entire town of werewolves busy stripping victims of every inch of their
flesh.Some stories had more than a share of dark or sick whimsy. In “The Den of Iniquity” (31)
the editors and artists of the comic appear to explain why they turned to horror after sales of their
romance comics plummeted. “Lower Berth” (33) shows how the Crypt-Keeper came into being
from the unlikely union of two supposedly dead sideshow exhibits, an ancient female Egyptian
mummy, and a two-headed freak in formaldehyde. In the amusingly cynical study of childhood
callousness “The Funeral” (33), a cute little prince who becomes greatly attached to his nurse is
heartbroken when she dies. To cheer him up his father says that candy and ice cream will be
served at her funeral, and there will even be prizes, such as a pony. When the prince goes into
the chamber where the nurse is lying in state, he discovers her awakened from a cataleptic
trance. At first he is overjoyed until he remembers the funeral with the candy and the pony—and
promptly bashes the old woman on the head with a candlestick, killing her for real this time.Tales
from the Crypt was not above lifting story ideas from other sources. In “The Living Death” (24) a
man puts a rival into a hypnotic trance and tells him he cannot die. When the rival is hit by a car
and killed, he continues to live, even though he’s biologically dead. Ths story was “borrowed”
from a tale by Edgar Allen Poe, “Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar.” In 1952 TFTC 32 published a
story entitled “Cutting Cards” in which two gamblers play “chop poker,” in which the loser gets his
fingers—then hands, feet and so on—cut off with a meat cleaver. This may have been influenced
by “Collector’s Item,” a story by Roald Dahl about a man who bets his fingers in a card game that
was published in Collier’s in 1948. (It was dramatized on Alfred Hitchcock Presents in 1960
under the title “Man from the South.”) There was an authorized adaptation of Ray Bradbury’s
“There Was an Old Woman” (34) about an old lady’s ghost who demands her body back from
the morgue, but it wasn’t very well done. Bradbury’s grotesque “The Handler” got excellent
handling in Tales 36, however, a story about an embittered mortuary owner who gets his jollies
desecrating the corpses given into his care. He pours cake and whipped cream into the empty



head of one woman, burrows three old biddies in one coffin so they can continue to gossip, cuts
off the head of a bodybuilder, puts parts of an elderly man in with an old maid (presumably
hands and penis) so he can make “cold love” to her and so on. The dead get their revenge and
distribute the man’s body among every grave in the graveyard.After adapting one of his stories
without permission, EC Comics negotiated with Bradbury—whom they significantly called
“America’s finest horror writer”—to do authorized versions of his work. For whatever reasons
many of Bradbury’s stories, some of which were quite unmemorable, at least seemed to display
a great deal of child-hatred. A school teacher is convinced that all little children are monsters
and a bunch of them murder him even as a separate group of kids push another child out of a
window; a couple are convinced that their adorable baby boy is a demon who steals about at
night making mischief (apparently their fears are justified). In the sick (and rather ridiculous)
“October Game” a man dismembers his own little daughter just to get even with the wife he
hates and uses the pieces for a game at a children’s Halloween party. (The adaptation was
arguably better than the original story.)Arguably the best cover was for TFTC 45, which had a
man from a sunken ocean liner clinging to a floating beam as a humungous hungry rat, fangs
bared, walks toward him. This was the penultimate issue of the series, and it contained two mini-
masterpieces, the cover story, “Telescope” and “The Switch.” In “Telescope” a man and a rat are
the only survivors of a shipwreck and wind up on the same island, competing for what little food
and water there is and eying each other hungrily. When a seagull with a fish in its mouth lands on
the island, the rat pounces on the bird and flees into the ocean with it as the man pursues.
Catching up with the rat, the man stuffs it tail-first into his mouth, just as a shark comes up and
engulfs him. The natives capture the shark, and when it is brought up on the deck they see
protruding from its mouth the man’s head, from which emerges the rat, with the bird, and the
fish, in turn protruding from the rodent, a macabre and gruesome “telescopic” tableau.“The
Switch” is the story of wealthy old man Webster, who has fallen in love with a beautiful young
babe, Linda. Because he wants to be loved for himself, he hasn’t told the woman that he’s rich,
but she confesses that she’s turned off by all his wrinkles. Webster goes to a “quack” who
switches his face with handsome young George Booth, who will be paid a great deal of money
and says that his good looks never did him any good anyway. Linda likes his new face, but his
body is so withered … So Webster pays even more money to switch trunks with Booth. But
Linda still isn’t satisfied—she can’t abide his spindly arms and legs, so Webster gives up all the
rest of his fortune to exchange limbs with Booth. But when he turns up in his handsome and
studly new form, Linda informs him that he’s still not what she’s looking for. What she wants is a
man who’s rich—and out walks aged, spindly, cadaverous George Booth, who now has all of
Webster’s money!Other notable stories: “Madame Bluebeard” (27) is a French woman, brought
up to hate men by the mother whose husband abandoned them, who murders all seven of her
husbands in diabolical accidents In “Return” (27) a woman is impregnated by her husband when
he returns from a long journey, only she later discovers that he died several months before.
“Bargain in Death” (28) has two teams of young men who need money coming afoul of each



other when their plots criss cross. In “A Corny Story” (28) an old man fired by a callous young
employer who hates age sends him a voodoo plant that makes the man grow younger and
younger until he’s a baby, and then nothing. “The Ventriloquist’s Dummy” (28) features a
ventriloquist whose dummy is actually his own hand, which developed a head with its own
consciousness instead of fingers, and which chews on victims with many tiny bites like a plague
of rats. In “The Sliceman Cometh” (44) a distinguished headman during the French revolution
has a devil of a time getting rid of the severed head of a man he condemned to the guillotine for
money. Artists for the series included Jack Davis, Howard Larsen, George Roussos, Graham
Ingels, Jack Kamen, and Joe Orlando.The Vault of HorrorEC Turned War Against Crime into The
Vault of Horror beginning with the twelfth issue. The first issue of the new series was a fairy
standard horror mag with stories about a Frenchman who steals another man’s artwork for
money but winds up immortalized in wax; a man who fears he is a werewolf but is the victim of a
hoax perpetrated by a greedy cousin; a hotel owner who has a premonition of murder; and a
woman who fears her husband is trying to kill her but is really quite crazy. The next issue, VOH
13, was an improvement if only for the story “Doctor of Horror,” about a doctor of anatomy who
needs a steady supply of corpses for his classroom and doesn’t care how he acquires them.
VOH 15 has a story about scientists inadvertently creating a man-eating blob in the swamp, as
well as a nifty revenge story with various people being “Buried Alive.” The series began getting
gorier with VOH 16’s “Fitting Punishment” in which an miserly old undertaker’s miserable
treatment of his nephew extends to not only crippling the boy with a blow, but cutting off his feet
so he can fit in an unused coffin to save money. The wrapped up severed feet come alive, and
the footless body manages to make its way back from the graveyard to have its way with its not-
so-dear uncle. “The Grave Wager,” in which a practical joke with an allegedly dead body
backfires, and “Escape,” in which a convict plots to escape in a coffin but doesn’t realize the
prison has just completed its own crematorium, were clever if minor suspense tales.Gladstone’s
first compilation of material from EC’s Vault of Horror.In the bizarre romance “Reunion” (19)
young Lillian Ainsley is saddled with an invalid older husband even though she’s in love with
another man. She decides to do the right thing and stay with her husband and care for him. Her
lover goes away for five years, but when he returns the situation is still the same. Then another
five years, and another. Finally the husband dies and Lillian is free, but she discovers her lover
has died in the interim. She goes to the spot where they were supposed to meet and to her
surprise he shows up anyway—a rotting corpse determined to see the woman he waited for one
more time. Lillian, her mind gone, reaches out for him … and joins him in his grave. The story
has an impact because Lillian, who faithfully cared for her husband when she could have run off
with her lover, clearly doesn’t deserve such a cruel fate. In the even more bizarre “Two of a
Kind” (26) a female vampire and a male ghoul are actors co-starring in the same play, unaware
of the other’s secret. They go away for the weekend, each planning on feeding off the other,
when they both realize they’re in love and have no desire to do the other one harm. When they
are trapped in a cabin by a blizzard, the two make up their minds not to prey on the one they



love, so the woman drinks her own blood and the man eats parts of his own body to survive—to
no avail.There were, of course, mean-people-get-their-just-dessert stories in abundance. “A
Stitch in Time” (23) features a truly odious and evil manager of a sweat shop who so abuses his
female employees that they rise up in revenge, sew his lips together, and set him and his shop
on fire. In “The Death Wagon” (24), two men who sell unsafe used cars that cause many deaths
are confronted by the mangled corpses of their victims who use their body parts to “fix” and
decorate one of the death traps on their lot. In “Collection Completed” (25) Jonah Tillman
torments his animal-loving wife Anita by taking up taxidermy, capturing stray animals of all kinds
and gleefully stuffing them. When he goes too far and kills and stuffs her beloved cat, Anita kills
and stuffs him, a not unexpected resolution. Although you know that the haughty, cruel model in
“Silver Threads Among the Mold” (27) will wind up a silver-plated statue the minute the homely
sculptor who loves her talks of using the process on a likeness of her (and especially when he
discovers how she was only using him), the ending—when her lover peals off the silver coating
and sees the ghastly decomposing skull underneath—still makes quite an impression.“A Grim
Fairy Tale” (27) presents a portly and pompous king and queen who refuse to allow their
subjects to kill off the aggressive rats that are eating their food and even babies because of the
queen’s affection for her pet white mice. The fed-up villagers storm the castle, stuff two
especially ravenous rats down their mouths, sew up their lips, and watch as the king and queen
dance around as the rodents eat their way out of their insides! Other revenge stories merely
seemed an excuse to come up with shocking, super-gross endings, such as “The Chips are
Down” and “For How the Bell Tolls” (both in VOH 28), the former having two men who caused a
third’s suicide pushed into a grinder that segments their bodies into small thin circular pieces,
and the latter featuring a murderous bell-ringer whose bloody corpse is used to ring the bell all
day long for the queen’s birthday.Gladstone’s ninth reprint issue of EC’s Vault of Horror.The gore
quotient really began to go up by 1953, when the cover of the thirtieth issue showed a severed
arm, with the bone showing, hanging on to an overhead strap in a subway car. Although some
gore geeks would find the thought heretical, the fact remains that the gore shock ending was
sometimes a mere substitute for good writing and for endings that were genuinely clever and
surprising. For instance, “Split Personality” in VOH 30 has a highly interesting plot in which a con
artist courting wealthy, eccentric twins pretends to be a twin himself in order to marry both and
control all of their vast fortune. But he makes a couple of mistakes and is found out, enraging
and mortifying the sisters. Naturally the almost obligatory “EC” ending has the gals taking an ax
to the man, cutting his body lengthwise in half, and each cuddling up with one half of a husband.
It’s okay as far as it goes, but prevents the writer from coming up with something less predictable
and formulaic. All that some stories, such as “An Ample Sample” (32)—in which a husband cuts
up his wife into pieces in a box resembling the candy samplers she was addicted to—had going
for them was the gory finale.And sometimes bad things happened to good people in stories that
were a shade sadistic in their lip-smacking telling of awful and ironic fates who envelope those
who did nothing terribly wrong. In “With All the Trappings” (24) elderly trapper Pierre hates the



idea of worms and decomposition getting at his or his wife Maria’s body after death. When Maria
dies, Pierre puts her body in an ice house to keep while he works hard to make enough money
to buy a metal vault for her. He finally saves up the required amount, but discovers that a lynx
who was caught in one of his traps and tore off a leg to escape, got into the ice house and has
eaten most of Maria’s body. In “Till Death” a man marries his sweetheart in Haiti where she dies
of a fever. His manservant brings her back with voodoo, and at first the husband is overjoyed,
until he realizes from the odor that she is still dead and decomposing. Her appearance worsens
with every day but her affection for him is undiminished. He tries to destroy her completely but
nothing works. He finally takes a fatal dose of poison, but wakes up to realize that he, too, has
been turned into a zombie and his hideous bride will be with him forever.“Tomb’s Day” in VOH 35
was a good example of an EC horror story that worked up a lot of suspense without piling on the
gore. A professor leads a number of people on a search through tunnels inside a pyramid for the
members of the previous expedition, all of whom disappeared. As they get deeper into the
pyramid, they explore different theories as to what might have happened to the others. One by
one the members of this new expedition are killed off, their bodies disappearing, and the
survivors react with very realistic near-hysteria. Although premiere EC artist Jack Davis’
somewhat cartoony style is a little at odds with the subject matter, he does manage to provide
atmosphere and the story is well-drawn. After all the build-up the ending is disappointing and
rather generic, unfortunately.Similarly, another Jack Davis mini-epic in the following issue, “Witch
Witch’s Witch” works up a lot of suspense over whether or not Eric Holbein’s new wife Helena is
a witch. As the people who hate her—her mother-in-law, the mother of Eric’s old girlfriend, the
head of the church ladies—die sudden deaths after unpleasant encounters with Helena, the
whole town becomes stirred up and runs en masse to put an end to the witch—but Helena has
quite a surprise for them in a satisfyingly dark finale. Davis’ intense “Chop Talk” in the next issue
detailed the agonizing last days of a murderer who is facing the chopping block, the executioner
being the bereaved husband of the woman he murdered, promising his “victim” that he will make
his death as terrible as possible.Like Tales from the Crypt, Vault of Horror was not above ripping
off stories from other sources. “Island of Terror” (13) was borrowed from the classic short story
and film “The Most Dangerous Game.” “Baby, It’s Cold Inside” (17) was an uncredited adaptation
of H. P. Lovecraft’s “Cool Air.” “Voodoo Horror” (17) is a vastly inferior rewrite of “The Picture of
Dorian Gray” in which a sculpted voodoo bust is substituted for a portrait. “The Thing in the
Ice” (22) is a forgettable sequel to Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein” that ends just when it starts
getting interesting. “Dead Weight” (23)—a man steals a pearl with the help of a native who wants
his red-haired head as a trophy—was taken from John Russell’s “The Price of the
Head.”However, Vault of Horror also had plenty of memorably original tales to tell. “Terror of the
Moors” (17) features a hideous creature, kept locked behind mansion walls, that only has a taste
for decaying dead human flesh, and when it breaks out of confinement after his father’s death,
feasts on the old man’s corpse. In “Dying to Lose Weight” (18) a doctor gives four fat people a
weight reducing pill that costs 200 dollars and eventually leaves them emaciated and dead



because it contains a tape worm that feeds upon them, and which breaks out, enlarged, from
one woman’s corpse and devours the doctor. In “About Face” (VOH 20) a disfigured woman,
cruelly taken advantage of by a gold-digging suitor, wreaks a diabolical vengeance upon him.
“People Who Live in Brass Hearses” (27) concerns a man who, unbeknownst to everyone in
town, never gets out of the hearse he drives when he picks up supplies because he’s attached
to the decaying corpse of his dead Siamese twin.In “Strictly From Hunger” (27) a man uses
witchcraft to stay alive after he develops a malignant tumor on his arm but the cancer, needing a
steady diet of healthy cells, turns him into a blob that devours people and leaves only bones
behind. “Practical Choke” (30) has three callous medical students using parts of a corpse to play
grisly practical jokes on people, until they are strangled to death by the dead man’s creeping
intestines. “Notes to You” (30) has a nasty man writing poison pen letters that drive several
people to suicide, until some of his victims get together and inject him with “lye.” “One Good
Turn” (31) features a middle-aged woman who spends time making miserable people “happy” by
killing them, including her bedridden husband who is horrified by the stories of her “good deeds.”
In “Smoke Wrings” (34) a lady ad exec steals an idea from a shy man but pays for it in the end. In
“Where There’s a Will” (34) two lawyers concoct a clever plot to secure a sick old man’s wealth
for themselves. “And All Through the House” (35) details a woman’s attempts to get rid of the
body of the husband she just murdered and which are hampered by the sudden appearance of
a homicidal maniac dressed as Santa Claus.“Shoe-Button Eyes” (35) is a disturbing story of
child abuse and an alcoholic who winds up with very strange eyes. “Oh, Henry” (37) has a
heartless cop put an old woman in jail for sixty days for shoplifting and refusing to check up her
story about her invalid husband home alone with no food, until he finds out to his regret that he
should have listened to her. “Top Billing” (39) has three competitive actors trying to land the
same unusual role in a most peculiar production of “Hamlet” while “All for Gnawt” (39) is a darkly
comic tale of a woman who answers a personal ad from a wealthy aging bachelor and discovers
he has a serious rat problem to go with his moolah. “The Pit” (40) presents two sensitive men
whose callous wives control their respective bloody dog-fight and cock-fight businesses, until
the women are pitted against each other in the most gruesome final fight of both of their
lives.Johnny Craig offered some serviceable if on occasion hastily drawn art for many of the
stories.Crime SuspenStoriesEC’s Crime SuspenStories premiered in 1950. Although these were
not always out and out horror stories, many had horrific elements to them. The lead story in the
first issue, “Murder May Boomerang,” was a variation of Samuel Blas’ story “Revenge,” which
was later adapted in Witch’s Tales and became even more famous as the first episode of Alfred
Hitchcock Presents in 1955. In that story a woman is raped, points out her assailant to her
husband—who kills the man—then points out another man as the rapist a while later. In “Murder
May Boomerang” the couple become a father and son; the father is beaten by a runaway
convict, points him out, the son runs him over, then the traumatized father points out another
man … “A Snapshot of Death,” in which a dying women hires a hit man to kill her only to learn
she will live after all, was also lifted from several sources. The best story in the issue, “High Tide,”



concerns a small boat whose several passengers learn that an escaped killer is aboard, as
suspicion and paranoia become paramount in everyone’s—almost everyone’s—minds.Crime
SuspenStories began running a feature entitled “Haunt of Fear” in each issue—by this time EC
had begun publishing a comic of that title—and these were more on the macabre and grisly side
than the other stories. “Heads-Up” in CSS 4—a carnival worker who exhibits freaks in
formaldehyde replaces the two-headed man destroyed by his wife with the heads of her and her
lover—was lifted from Ray Bradbury’s “The Jar.” “Jury Duty,” in the sixth issue, features a criminal
who manages to survive a hanging and with his neck bent to the side goes about murdering the
members of the jury who convicted him. The law cannot touch him since he is already legally
dead. However, the surviving members of the jury get together and bury him alive, reminding
him that it isn’t murder because their victim is—as he told them—“legally dead.” In “Partnership
Dissolved” (8) a greedy meat packer murders the partner who came up with a fantastic meat
tenderizer, but his body winds up being digested from the inside out when he accidentally
swallows some of it. The “Friend to ‘Our Boys’” (10) is a miserable slum lord who refuses to
improve conditions in an apartment he rented to a serviceman and his family, and winds up a
meal for the rats infesting the place. “Hail and Heart-y” (15) features a husband who gets out of
every chore due to his weak heart—his wife has to work, rake the leaves, even shovel snow—
who gets a surprise when she learns the truth about his condition from the doctor.
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elbookbag, “Thorough and detailed look at decades of horror comics. I enjoyed "Creature
Features," Schoell's book on monster movies, so I bought this and was amazed at how much
material Schoell manages to cover in one volume. This has chapters on virtually every publisher
of horror comics from the golden age to the bronze age and if Schoell missed anything it wasn't
apparent to me. The thing I especially enjoyed about the book was that he whets your appetite
by describing especially good or well-drawn stories that you may want to track down [if you can
afford the original comics] and enjoy. Schoell points out the most memorable stories published
not just by EC but other golden age publishers; by Dell and Gold Key and DC in the silver age;
and Marvel and Charlton in the bronze age. He also includes the little-known Atlas revival of the
seventies. This is packed with information and good photos, but it's also a lot of fun to read.
Highly recommended.”

The book by Charles Dixter has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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